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Book Binders,

CJLA02K,

AND

IS Five Street.
A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange 8t< Upholstering of fill kinds
done to

order.___

Carpet-Bags.
J. II. IM R AN A CO.,
I Iti Federnl Wired.

BABCOCK,

MANl'FACTUItKIl

JOBBER,
OF

WVtuir.h ninl 4’hroKotiieter Maker**’ TooIs>
iTlaihfUiRiiciil, Optical auJ Philosophical 1 uHiriinieutM, School
AppuratiiM, Ac.,
30 Market Street. PriulerM Exchange,
P.

BABCOCK.

d&wly

PORTLAND
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

____

JAMES MILLER.No. 91 Federal Street.

Taicnl Boiler.
INJECTOB
i'SR
BEE’S

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTI^AND, A1AINE.
FOR SALK—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.
t
apl I

Street.___

Sign and Awning Hanging.

I.OWE1.L, 155 Middle Street.

Stair Builder.
JB. F. f.lBK¥,I.o. 434 Pore Street, cor.
Erou St., in Releno’s Mill,
u. It. HOOFER, Cor. Vcrk & Maple
Street*.
_

& Job Printer

EDUCATIONAL._

84*22

_deod2'v

jag

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

PAINTER,

FRESCO

Office at SclminaehevKrolhers,
DEEBING

inform the public that. I have thkeu
the business ot Cbas. .T. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. 1 shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many vears,
WiTI. SCHUMACHER.

A*
CARD.
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Win,
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Poitland, amt have no doubt that Mr. Win. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably,
J and satisfactorily.
■y’ tastily
C1IAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf

Unsurpassed advantages. Inquiry solicited.
AMBROSE P. KES.SEV.
Fnriniwston. Maine,

and (jla\d

MISS M.

NO. 10 MARKET STREET,
Residence Cor. Market & Congress St.

Portland. Me.

1vl7

___

KN0WLT0N,

M. & W. J.

VOCAL

No

COR. OF CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

We have with
lected and have

de3_<hf
St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Frarklin

to

oct2G
___

~OM}omieU

Family

that

at

oc15tf

Co.

Island Steamboat

THE

_jaSdtd

MEETING.

Annual Meeting of the B-ard of Trade for

the choice of Officers and the transaction ol such
THE
before the meetother business
legally
come
as mav
on Jloiiuay lirening.

7 1-2 o’clorU.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.

Traders Bank
annuthat
are
of
Room on
will he held at
al
TUESDAY, the 12tli dav ol January next, at 3
o’clock P. M., to choose live Directors lor the ensuing vcar, an 1 to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
of The

Cana

Bank,)

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
1m
Portland, Dec. 12th, 1874._

PORTLAND, MAIN3C.
OC2dtf

Canal N'alional

_

IL

('MAKLES

MIDDLE

1-2

ISO

STREET,

(Hoyd IJlock,)
ronTI/AIVD, MAINE.
for every dePlans, Detail., Superintendence, etc.,
scription of building.

_<*e'-*'°lt

Bank.

80 MIDDLE ST.
my
_dii^
9_
REAL
FOR

ESTATE.

A

KU0,

^{,WcH®lU
No. Portland 1’ier,
4
Prom 12 to 2

mar29

o’clock.

P. W.

For Sale or Jo FeJ.
of
of the most desirable Lots in tlie vicinity in
situated
Portland, containing about 11 acres
win
the
city,
T;ai,e liiizabelb, witliln one mile from
be sold at a JJaigain.it not sold.;will be
JOHN L. PKOCT EU.
panic ulars inquire oi
93 Exchange Street.
no4tf

ONH

lke‘\,.for

G. 1Patterson’s Eeal

F.

Estate

BULLETIN.

ness as

may

legally come

ON

Fluent

Block.

SOMETHING

UKW!

Flit RAND’S IMPROVED

Self-FoWins; Tucker and

Adjusta-

ble Hemmer.
ri:e

most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

Tic only out- which hn-n I'oldiug Slide,
which Keeps lh< nick or hem perfectly even,
ith creasing, measuring cr folding by
Dotne away
b'liiil thereby making a great saving of time and
anv thickness ui goods, from
tu.-K
will
11
labor
to ISrC'iilcloth. The lleminer attached will
troin one fourth to two and a
width
lie n any desired
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be apprew

Lite

cut"1’

jio'Jncorl r*rioe 8—.GO,

3ISi)"i. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Mole Agent for Portland,
ju30U

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

New Custom House
decll____**

$1000 Reward.
)

County Commissioners’ Office,
Portland, Dec. 31st, 1874. j

Cumberland,

of anv other business that may legally come before
them", Will be held at the office ol lie Company on
Railroad wharf, foot of State Street, on TUESDAY,
P. M.
January
3 12,1875, at 2 o’clock

WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.

_did
FuinbPsTanil National Bank.

Portland,

Dec.

25,1874.

milE stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their annual meeting tor Ilie election ol
Directors lor the ensuing year, and the transaction
of any other business that may then come before
will be held at their Banking Rooms on Tin »•
ilny Die li£tli day of January, 1^75, at 3
Oa(‘locIiy p. 131.

SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.

Portland. Dec. 11th,

1874._td_

Eugic Siigitr IS«‘fitiii»K

Co.

st-ickliniilers of this Company are hereby notitie<l tliat the annual meeting for choice ot Di
rectors and he transaction of other business legally
brought before them, will be held at the Refinery
cilice on TUESDAY, the 12th day ot January, 1875.
at 3 o’clock P. M.
JOS. I*. THOMPSON, Clerk.

THE

de29

_dtd

Blaine

Eclectic ilicdscul

Society,

fGlHE Maine Eelcclio Medical Society will hold its
JL semi-annual meeting at Preble House on
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 131 h, at 10 A. M. Members
important wipers arc to come beplease remember and
govern themselves accordingly.
fore this meeting
PER ORDER.

notice!
HE ANNUAL MEETING of the Maine Poultry
Association will be on TUESDAY, Jan. 19th.
B
The meeting will be. at the State House, Ango la, in
o'clock P. M and will act
Agt{cultural Room, at 1 viz.
on the following matters
1st. To choose officers tor the ensuing year
tor the third an2nd. To select a lime and place
nual Exhibition.
*
which
may then
3rd. To act on any other matters
egally come before the association.
Per Older ut Directors.
1< RED. FOX, .See y.
rax

..

Reward of

HUNDRED

BOLLABS

for tbe arrest and conviction of the person or persons
who committed the robbery on the night of tho 30ih
of December. 1874.
County
SMITH BARBER,
)
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND, |
WILLIAM SMALL,
) Commissioners.

jaltf

___

HATE you TRIED

Are

you
more

Debilitated?

that anv exertion rethan you feel capable of

l^nnjcniil

no
an

of

effort

making?

wonderful tonic
try JIRIRE BA, the
invi^orator, which acts ?o beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

Theii

and

force*
for a
no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates
11
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lowir
tonic
a
acting didepth of misery, hut it is vegetable
rectly on the liver and spleen.
the
nerves,
Bt rranSau-N lh«* KovycIh, quiets
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system a*
like
anew
feel
person.
to *oon make the invalid
It* oiiurntiou i* tsot Yiolrut, but is charactcrized bv great gentleness; ihe patient experiences

is

sadden change,
his troubles
no

no

marked results, but gradually

“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
This ii.no new and untried discovery, but has
and
been long used with wonderful remedial results,
is pronounced by tbe highest medical authorities,
known”.
alterative
“the most powerful tonic and
Ask vour druggist (or it.
For sale by WM. F. KIDDER & CO New York
de!8t4w

Ptookliolders of Oso Portland Steam Packet.

THEC’o. herebv notified that tlie annual meeting
Frankof th“. Coro pan will be held at their office
are

on

at 3
lin Wharf cu TUESDAY. January 19th, 1875,
o’clock p. m., for the choice of officers for 1 he ensuthat
may
business
ing year, and to acton any other
legally come before them.
J. F. LISCOMB, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 0,

1875._ja7td_

“Portlawd Moytli.”
fllHE Annual Meeting of the subscribers to the
| "‘Portland Lloyds” will be lietd at their Office,
Exchange* Street, Portland. Maioe, on
No. 42
THURSDAY, ihe iwenly-fir t day of 'uuu.iry, 1875.
it i»,
at half past three o'clock, p. m.. in accordance
and for the purposjs s-pecified in tiie by-laws « f the
CHARLES W. FORD, Att’y.
Association.
dtd
January 7tli, 1875.

and

Quartets

v.+lm/wYia

AlllUtMlIS*

cents and

Anthem music of excellent quality £>r JR
services of the Episcopal Church. M P> names.

Book.($kS
Perkins’ Anthem
and already popular col-

lection-

lull, good,
Perkins.

v«ry

W•

Song Monarch.

Not much
Schools.
admirable preparatory course,
for
of secular music
practice.

Sacred Music, lint an
with a large quantity
H. R. Palmer and L. O. Emerson.

20, 25 and 37

upwards.

OWEN & MOORE,

I CONGRESS
ja6

ST., COR. BROWN.

___

PATENT

CIIICJIISTISEB

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHaS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. V.
d&w2w

dee30

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

Dry Air Refrigerators

ORGANS
300 PIANOS and
of EirHt-CInwj, ITInl.-

N,.,v mid Hc.'n.s.l-llnnd
will he sold ot Lower

Price* for cash, or on
E..ninli.urntM, or f>r rent, in Cityor *
and the
rim ing these Ward Time
IIOJL.B.
WATERS A- NONl»AV*,'iv IIOR4CB
ollered in
before
4*>1 Hrondwny, Ihnn ever
M nlrn*’
I\<>w Voi li. Agenli* wnnlrd /o sell
New Mcnlr B»i.m«», ami Concerto Organa.
Bllnatrntetl Cntaloguea Mailed, threat into
dneenientw to the 'I rade. A large diarount
Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Codgea,
Schools,

etc.__de2at4w

EMPLOYMENT—At home
hio
J Mate or Female, $30 a week w arranted,
and valuable sample
Particulars
capital required.
Address with G cent return stamp, C.
sent free.
ROSS, Williamsburg. N. Y.
_dei.314w

(_^ON«T4NT

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
ANI) ALL THUOAT DISEASES,

8t., J. F. MERRILL,
in|alesroom 3.V1 Fore
of No. lO Cross
Manufactory, Rear

8t._

PORTLAND, MAINE.

may26dtf____

Mothers you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle
Mothers who try them will have no other.
Mothers save your time by using a Chichester.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.
THE CRADLE AMONG CRADLES
No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers for child to tall upon.
No
No

squeaking

treadle to

of order.

get ont

cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
geohue t. comins,
154 North Street, Boston, and
393 Pearl Street, New York;
_

ot Sale.
license from the Hon. John A.
Waterman, Judge of Probate for the county of
the
Cumberland,
undersigned hereby gives notice
that ho will oiler for sale on Salurday, January 16,
A.
10
o’clock
at
M., at the office ol Kingsbury <&
1875.
Jordan. No. 183 Middle Street. Portland, the equity
of
certain
goods and chattels of the esof redemption
tate of the late David Tucker, to wit: the stock,
in the Tucker Printing
etc.,
type,
printing presses,
Establishment, No. 115 Exchange Street, and the
household furnituie in the late residence of said
Tucker, No. 47 Pine Street, the same havine been
mortgaged hy said Tucker in his life lime, to wit: on
the fourth dav of March, A. I). 1872, as will appear
by record in the city clerk’s office, book 10, pages 71
BEN j’N KINGSBURY, Jr., Adm’r.
and 72.
Portland, Jan. 7, 1815ja8d7t

PURSUANT

to

a

Official Notice to Claimants.
Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims, \
Washington, D. C., Dec. 30th, 1874. f
Act approved June 23, 1874, organizing the
Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims

THE

provides:

v,

“l liat all claims shall be filed in said Conrt within
six months next after the organization thereof and
no claim shall be received, docketed or considered
that shall have not been so filed within the time
aforesaid, but every such un-represented claim shall
be deemed and held to be finally and conclusively
waived and barred.”
This Court having been organized on the'22nd (Lay
of July, 1874. the six months above referred to will
expire on the 22nd day ot January, 1875.

JOHN DAVIS, Clerk.

d3t

jal,ll&13

BANKERS.

9 & 11 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK,
CIRCULAR NOTES and LETTERS OF
CREDIT fnr TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST, available in all the principal cities; also for
TELEuse in tlie United States, West Indies, A'c.
GRAPH IC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA. MEXICO, CHINA, JAPAN, Ac. AccouDtg of Ranks, Bankers and others
received,
ja7eodiy
Issue

Cheapest

Book Store in the World.

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

regard to cost.
100,000
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelrj cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.
Books without

ALBERT COLBY’S SOWS,

JX)PPERAS7

ALWAYS
—

HOWE &
oc25

EOR SALE
BY

—

ly

85 XIJBS
Choice Vermont Butter.
lO Brls. New Orleans Molasses,
—

FOR SALE

BY

1>. B. KICKER & CO.,
decs

bdblocks

and

WHITE SHIRTS,
The Betil) ClnapMt) aid the Best Fitting
iu the Market.

Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood aud Warwick Collars,
Beailqaarlrn for nil the above goods.

Gray’s

Manufacturer* of

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.
EMEBSON, LELAND & CO.
nvtia

AT JSo ixtou (Street* Boston.

lol

Floor,)

FIRST CLASS NEW

1S5 FOUL STREET.
till

7}; Closes

at

at

Adm ssion.—Course ticket witji reserved seat
$1.50; Course ticket $1.00; Teachers course ticket,
75 cts.; Scholars course ticket 50; Single ticket 25.

which very few physicians can fin l time io attempt, but which everv one who is intelligent and
Dr.
honest desires to have done as far as possible.
nci:

ir*

^WUUSO repuiainni

nuunu

w

uo

Portland Public) makes a business of doing this. He
of comprehension
makes an abstruse science as
He makes his humblest hearers !>
as the
he
miliar with the technicalities
uses, and teaches m
the plainest words how to prevent many ot the common ills ot life, and what habits are desfcmctive to
He is an educated man, a
health and happiness.
gentleman, >« wek»*y~* ^y restJent physicians; and
evervwb**^ ne goes, is patronized by all the best pec*and, therefore, in placing Dr. Hebbrrd be'lore
the public of this city as an instructor and entertainer. of course a thorough understanding of his character ,bis ability, and his objects is needed hv the
thoughtful, in order to insure their inteiest, m the
theuie proposed for discussion; and it is for this purpose that the Manager of I>r. Hebbard’s busines*
calls the attention of the public to the following

plain

STATEMENT.
After having graduated in the leading college of
New England and practiced his profession for years
in Boston, the Doctor received an honorary memberIt was in the
ship from Wittenberg College m 1856.
latter part ot this year that Ids first lecture was delivered in Tremont Temple, Boston, before the “Fraternity” course, and the city papers were so lull of
his praise that the said lecture was cabed tor and delivered in over one hundred cities of the Union dur
m
ing the same year. The year following be openedLecTremont Temple his full course of Physiological
tor
tures, and that, immense hall was crowded ot thirty
winch
three consecutive nights, at the conclusion
of a
some three hundred citizens made him a present
bust ot himself, and over a thousand of his hearers

peiitioued the Lowell Institute to make sure of his
lectures in that highest American Literary Institution. Alter giving his Course of Lectures in Provia
dence, R. I., the audience en masse made him present of a full length, life-size, §1,000 portrait of bunsel f.
After holding an audience of nearly three thousand
in 1867,
people in Cooper Institute, New York city,
for fifteen evenings (an accomplishment which Mr.
he reto
bis
confessed
do)
himself
iuability
Gough
ceive from the “Geueologieal Soo etv” of that city
in 1872 the compliment of an urgent request for the
“honor of his name in furthering the interests of
their great book” entitled “The Represent alive Men
of Boston.” Inthe8ummer of he same season the
Doctor received the degree of LL. D. from Austin
College. The enthusiasm created at times by Lis lectures has been so great that iu Taunton, Mass., m
sea1867, and in Pictou and Halifax, N. S., the past
to gain admisson, the audienees in their endeavor
oue
in
and
of
the
hall,
sion have broken in the doors
case overturned reserved seats, drove out the ushers
.i_

T_

o*

liw.n,

«

IT*-

1 U7‘}

au

as

ja6

Facilities equal to any in

HAT.L L.

DAVIS,

MUNICIPAL BONDS.
Safe and desirable "Western City, Town and County
8 a ml IO per cent Bonds.
Reliable Indiana and Illinois
9 and IO per cent. Mortgage*.
Interest on all securities sold by me, collected without charge.
Stocks and bonds of all descriptions bought and
sold on commission.
Refers by permission to Ex-Gov. Wm. CLAFL1N,
Presidorit National Hide and Leather Bank, Boston.
L. Whitney, Esy., firm of Messrs. Hollingsworth &
de23eo,il3w
Whitney, Boston.

MANUFACTURER

BOOKS

BLANK
—

EVERY

OF

—

DESCRIPTION.

Parties in want of the above
will find it to their advantage to

To Merchants and Shipmasters.

call and examine his stock before

notified that

are

on

and after the first
new

regulations

Republic
prescribed
Spam in regard to Consular lees will take efteet.
The fees For clearauce of vessels are as follows:
For

STATIONERY.
Every article needed
Counting Room and

LOWEST CASH CRiCES

PORTLAND, ME.

PRICES
®w

FOR SAFE.
FLOORING and STEP
PINE
low
In lots to suit purchasers, tor sale

BOARDS
SOUTHERN
close consistent

to

L.
TAYLOR,
178 COMMERCIAL. STREET,
jphU’7!

the

all other pur-

deco

—ALSO—

AT

for

poses can be found at this store at

POPULAR

White Oak & Hartl Wood Plank & Wedges

dti

and now fiad consolation in tbe fact that refal' to recognize tbeir best and worthiest men cDtii their virtues are set forth in lbeir
funeral orations. Just now President Webb
and Speaker Thomas are making up tbeir committee* and are feeling that with honor and
1
power there come care, vexation and esponsibilit;. The duty is a delicate one, becacse

publics

a

my28

j;yAN & KELSEY
No.

uncommercial

Slrcot.

PBINTIIVC of overy description neatly

executed at ttifl odlc«.
JOB

not modest in expressing tbeir

to the

11a

eons

tViof

fVia

wiAnimVii?

the revisiou of tbe state constitution and
is in a way to make itself more
conspicuous in the future than any of our recent

consequently
legislatures.

Tbe senatorial contest is practicably over. It
would l>e folly to declare that Mr. Hamlin was
the first choice of many of the gentlemen who
supported him. Tbe fact that tbe opposition
worked without method—that it was scattered
between several candidates—that representatives were lost by strifes between thorn who
were in common the opponents of Mr. Hamlin
—that the oppositioa weakened tbeirown cause
and disgusted many ineu who would otherwise
have acted with them by the policy or non*
policy pursued—accounts for the completeness
of Mr. Hamlin’s victory rather than his own
strength and tbe indefatigable efforts of bia
trained men.
-'k Toby Candor in a long letter in the
Boston Jour*-.
the
l>uest*on
stated with no litffl.

ihp

necessary flexibility to conform itself to the
desires and interests of the nation If the
principles of the Bourbons are only half as
flexible as their morals, they cm be very
easily accommodated to the spirit of the
age. The new King also remarks that, without the Cortes. Snanish

princes

never

trans-

acted serious business, at —u. aaded
that they never transacted much with the

"aji^aud

Cortes.

...

Col. M. F.Went worth has written a letter
to the Union <t- Journal in which he takes
exceptions to the charge that the office ef
General Inspector in the Kittery Navy Yard
He quotes the statement
is a sinecure.
made by the late commandant ot the yard in
his letter to the Secretary of the Navy, and

of'E0!.

the baffled opponents
* ®n 1 **
feated in the caucus, wou.d uml0
6
Democrats to secure his defeat in the eft*
in
tbe
much
Washing*
is
so
little-George
Toby
ton-batcbet-and-cherry-tree busiDess'that I expected to see an arm-in-arm affair between tbe
thirty-seven Republicans and tbe sixty odd

Democrats, independents and such, immediately upon tbe adjournment of tbe caucus. But
there has been notbiug of the kind, indicating

says:
Now but very few persous outside of a Nav.v
Yard have any idea of the umouut of stores received and used by the Yard during the year.
In the months ot August and September the
articles are regreater portion of coutract
than
ceived, but more during some months
others. The General Inspector’s duty is to examine every article that comes into the\ard,
(timber excepted, which has a special Inspector)
and report the condition, quality, Sic., aud
whether it agrees with the requisition or contract mado for such articles, and then to certisuch articles
fy every memorandum bill for
before an order is made for payment of these

that T. C. isn’t well informed or differs from
the famous George in that be has a vivid imagination which sometimes gets tbe better of
him. G. W. couldn’t tell a lie, Mark Twain
could but wouldn’t, and Toby Candor is liable
make mistakes, as may be seen by reading
(dreadful thought) a book of industrial statistics compiled by tbe late state statistician.
I have been foolish enough to make some
to

the coalition between tbe
and Democrats, to defeat our
“distinguished statesman.” It is hardly worth
while to say that there was not tbe least ground
for the assertion. There has not been at any time

enquiry respecting

articles.

anti Hamlin

Certain Western papers are, in view of

subsidy legislation, beginning again to talk
about the necessity ol providing cheap and
GtXO Jf

UvvCOJ

vw

Ili/vnu

vuv

m ■
----

rtf

ilnrmnnt

side.

our

UUUUU

for market in the frost-hitten belt a
The existence of
thousand miles beyond.
mineral wealth is doubtful, and certainly a
transcontinental railr yad is not needed
to work the mines.

The Intercollegiate Literary Association
already addressing itself to the work o# the
contest next year. Tho addition of comaud
petitive examinations in the classics
mathematics to the contests in oratory and
and in
essays has been determined upon,
time examinations will be established which
shall cover the whole field of academic culture. The classical examination next year
will be based upon a Greek play, aud the

Any college may enter
the Association. If more than eight colleges
send contestants, the number will be limited
but eight colleges

less can send two contestants apiece. It
is proposed to form state association?, and
send the victor in a state contest as a state

representative

to the

intercollegiate

contest.

Current Notes.
Probably no better way of solving the Louisiana puzzle can be reached by Congress than
the passage of a law declaring that a state
ot anarchy exists in that state and providing

lor new election under such restrictions as
will secure its fairness.—Hartford Courant.
Referring to the federal interference in

party must either disown this blunder, or
accept the consequences that will inevitably
be visited by an aroused and mdignaut peo-

ple.

It is folly to assert that life is as safe and
in New Orpersonal rights as much respected
in any northern city. Their own
of duels and
newspapers, with their accouuts
deadly encounters between men of influence
social position, prove that this is
and
as

high

not true.— Worcester Spy.
Let us look at this whole

thing as citizens,
politicians. Let us rise above party,
silence demagogism, give no ear to the clamor
of restless and unquiet spirits, but acquit
ourselves like men conscious ot the gravity ot
the occasion. No grave constitutional question has ever yet been settled, or its settlement aided, by declamatory pyiotechnics and
au immoderate accusation, and noue will be
now.—Philadelphia Hrest.
not as

naucio,

better things—that he is content with the present—that through his regard for his friends he
will not promptly endorse measures of reform
and economy when the comfort and support of
his personal followers are thereby threatened.
The veteran senator if be sha'l hereafter indicate
a purpose to champion these reforms will have
than the Republicans
no warmer supporters

analytical geometry.

pollpee:

VIU

wbich demand the hearty endorsement of the
party of progress, and that its future sucoess
depends not only upon its. prompt endorsement
of these principles, but on immediate and persistent effort to bring about these result*. From
the history of the past, this class of Republicans has been led to believe that Mr. Hamlin
is not in sympathy with these aspirations for

contestants will be required to translate at
into English,
sight from some Greek author
aud from some English author into Greek.
The examination in mathematics will be in

p)i

kuru

—

great
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licans. The former is after ascendency, power
and spoils, by any means. The majority of
those wbo opposed Mr. Hamlin's candidacy are
of a prog-essive tendency. A large number of
them opposed Mr. Hamlin simply because they
despaired of aoy better things under him
Many of them are weary of this continual
"pointing-to-the-past-with-pride” policy, and
desire to enter upon new reforms and to take
advanced grounds. They recognize that the
finance, the reform of the civil service aod the
application of business-like economy to all the
affairs of the government, are vital subjects

corn

Irani

IU SIUUU

the Republicans in the party, those opposing
Mr. Hamlin would be the last to affiliate with
the Democracy. The Democracy hold no principle in common with the auti-Hamliu Repub-

enough to cover the cost of production and
transportation, it is useless to attempt to raise

ona

men

consultation between the leaders on either
The Democrats from the tirst have been

a

Western territories. The
weak
is
a
one; for the wealth
argument
that the last
appears to be so very dormant
less a locoawaken
can’t
it,—much
trump
The aiid plains of the
motive whistle.
Northern Pacific give no promise of agricultural wealth. So long as the farmers of
Illinois find it difficult to sell their crops for
in

wealth

leans

great dealuf pesi-

secure

congntu-

nAooaoalfl
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Beside the work of organization the
legislature has, in accordance with the reoom
meudations of Gov. Diugley, taken steps to
tVeuess.

addressed to him shows that he has
some serftible ideas.
Among other things

can

Verne), with Cargo'

100,000 best Rift l.oeu.t Treennil.,
1X0.000 best Hawed While Ouk do.
20,000 beat quality Canada Haeen

Augusta, Jan. 9,1873.
Tbe General Court has met and organized,
and the new state government set in motion.
The gentlemen who have been selected to fill
the various offices of the state have received
the congratulations of tbeir friends. The less
fortunate
aspirants have doubtless passed
through the brief pang which follows defeat,

lations

Louisiana, the Utica Herald (Congressman
Ellis II. Roberts’ paper) saysThe Republi-

making their purchases.

ol

$15.00
Ceititving Manifest
4.00—$19.0
Bill of Health.
For VrMels vviiho.il Cargo:
.$7.00
Certifying Manifest.
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
se2dtf

Mr. Hamlin.
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or

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

YOUday otbvhereby
September, 1874. the
the Government of the

begnu—The Hennterinl Centeet— Why
the opposition failed—Statements which
will not wash—Soarce of opposition to

ma»y men are

reply of Don Alfonzo

uv'iu

The Organization—A much needed work

detires aud frequently with

The

tiuu

iitMiig,

Augusta Correspondence.

poorer classes, working women especially, are
deeply interested in this matter. Already the
patent, which is simply fora feed aUachragnl,
has yielded millions in the shape of royalty.
Should the extension be denied, sewing
machines will soon tumble to twenty dollars
a sum which will theu leave a fair margin ot
profit to the manufacturer.

4a
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iv/i

gather justifiable hope for the
future,
though bis balance sheet for the
year 1874 does not show that large sum of
profit which it had displayed on previous Jauuarys.—JV. Y. Times.
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can
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renewal of patents, will be sent
large fleas in their ears. The
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in other places, be was obliged to move to a
larger hall to accommodate the immense cone mrse
His recei ticn
of people who Hocked to bear him.
rooms at the hotel wore crowded by the best people
ot the place, not only tor professional services, but
social converse. Throughout the Dominion ot CanaMajda, iamilies of the old Noblesse, headed by Her their
expressed
esty’s Government Official, haveunder
whose pathearty approval of these lectures,
season.
ronage they have been given the past
To make the “Statement” short, and show proof
to
claims
public patronage we subto Dr. Hebbanl’s
mit the following names and testimonials (the origare now in the hands
of
which
letters
inal autograph
of t be editor ot thiB pa(>er for public inspection):
Horace
Greeley, Wendell
)Vm. Cullen Brvant,
Phillips, J. G. Whittier, Bev. Father Sherwood
V.
Hon. John HookFather
G.,
Lyndon,
Hcalv, Bev.
er Hon. John Bovd, Gov. Morgan, Gov. Bullock,
W.
Prof.
H.
Lougtellow.
Hon. J. Z. Goodrich,
tf
well

wsi

which he

away with very
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No. 53 Exchange St.,
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It is to be hoped that the sewing machine
monopolists who are now besieging the committee rooms of the national Capitol, peti-

one

d3m

Exchange Place* Boston,
(Room 6,

7J Lecture begins

New England.

SAMUEL H. BARROWS,
7

9^ o'clock.

Account Book
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Locust Treenails.

GOODWIN,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.
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Paper Collar Warehouse

Publishers and Booksellers*
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Tablets,
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forfeit $500. New
cNO I l)v/ Will prove it orsent
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New York.
Broadway,
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II.
ClHDiiSTER,
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Holiday Gift.

or

all
It will hold a doll 20 inches long. For salo by
dealer does not
toy and furniture dealers. Ifvour
take
and
for
to
semi
him
catalogue,
have them, ask
none but the “Chichester.”

SWING CRADLES.

PUT UP ONLY IN KIjUK BOXES.
\ TUIEDAKD »UBE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GUO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.

stories and good reading.
per,
mvf rt sectarianism, politics, pills, pulls nor ad1 lIJu ^rtisements. Only 75 cts. a year! Send 10
cents for 3 specimens before you for net it ! Splendid
Agents wanted everywhere. Big
Map Premium.
Gem missions paid! II. L. Hastings, 538 Washington S'., Boston, Mass., G08 ArchSt.,Pbila. Pa. ja7t4w

Birthday

THE PEERLESS.

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
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live. familyparn?V(’IIElss,)r,A!V»a,ar^
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full ot

for

It is unsurpassed in 8 implicit?, Ease «f Mattaxemen!. Durability, Dryness and Parity
of Air and EilOJIOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ot manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this iact before buy-

ap3tf
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Every little girl should have ooe. Name “CltiBeautiful, Cheap and
on eveiy cradle.
Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle cannot be equalled tor a present to a little girl

CHICHESTER PATENT.

No*.

copy._dc22t4w

DOLL’S CRADLES.
cbestef”

sample

Wells’ Carbolic
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The above *** tac cheapest lot of
Ilanil.u. ijs ever offered in Portland.

($2.50.)

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.
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3, 6, 10, 12, 16,

Services.

Anthem

Dank’s

THE FOEIiOWINC i*KICE8

AT

Perfect music of the
best class, for Quartet Choirs.

The New York W*EKLY WITNESS, givEdiing News, Markets, Stories, Pictures, and Live
torials at 81.20^1 year postage paid. Has reached
for
fiee
Send
three
in
years.
7 5.000 circulation

TJS33

Norite.
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Weak, Nervous,
quire?

.

YOU
or

INSERTIONS

J. It. Thomas.

Anthems.

Hamburg Edgings

A

ponderous hew-gag all over the
country, and sending out calls for iudignation
meetings on the Louisiana affair. A little of
this indignation can with great propriety be
visited upon the New Orleans White League,
and it is to be hoped that at these vocal
entertainments, to which people are invited
“irrespective of party,” some sound advice
may be given to the Southern malcontents.

a

disposal

have brought the market into a
healthful condition, and prepared it for
rapid improvement in all its branches when
renewed activity springs up. This is a view
of the situation that the business man has

the

ing

tioning for

Training of Children, or Temperament,
Character, Success,

alphabet.

AND

($2.OT).
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The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

is hereby offered for the recovery of the Money and
Bonds Stolen from tbe Safe of tbe County Treasurer’s
Office, and
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Thomas’s
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School
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Thuiadny Even'g, Jan. 31—Declare 8.
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All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.

Nearly 0pp.

before them, will la- lieid at

their Banking House on TUrSDAY, the 12th day ol
January 1875 at 10 o’clock P M.
dolldtdWM. A. WINSHIP. Cashier.
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31 our y to Loan.
in Portland,
first class Ileal Estate Security,
taxes paid, &c., on
or vicinity—Kents collected,
to F.
Commission. lli.us.-s bought and told. Apply
Office 13
<i. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,

COMMERCIAL ST.,

60

JURUBEBA

tliemj

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
and is abjut 194
This lot bus a front of'about. 61 feet
drawn b> How, for a
feet deep, and plans Lave been
and convenient reslblock of seven or nine genteel
and adapted

RandalS&McAllister

tiful

(1.38.) Full collection of Metrical
Tunes, Anthems, &c., with Singing
II. R. Palmer and L. O. Emerson.
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School Course.

the

Casco National Bank of Poitkiud.
of the
niHE annual meeting of the Stockholders
JL Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such oilier busi-
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SALE.

Coal
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II. S. Perkins and ». IV. Bentley.

is

TO THE PUBLIC.
The task of instructing aud entertainiug the people in the science of Health, Strength and Beauty, is

a

YARDS

10,000

1875.

FOR

T nnilnn

We give special attention to the preparation of our
Coals, ami will ceil at the lowest cash prices.

11.1871._
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All
promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

our

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” of W.C. A., No. 1G Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidin wools. Arc.. &c.ocHOtf
ery ami fanoy-worL

Annual Meeting;
EDGAR S. BROWN,
Annual Meeting ol the Stockholders of the
Portland. Baugor & Macbias Steamboat Co.
Counsellor at Law. THE
the election ol Five Directors, and for the transaction
collections

Bt

LOT
OF

Hearing,

and nourishes the Body, etc.

We shall open this morning

Sacred Music Books
River of Life

use.

and Ranges, try

annual meeting of the stockholders of "The
Canal National Bank ot Portland” for the elecof
seven
tion
directors, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come oefore them,
their Banking House on TUESDAY,
be
held
at
will
the 12th day of January, 1875, at It o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, cashier.
td
December

KIMBALL, THE

architect,

Cooking

Janu-

Sylvester,
The National Traders Bank.
National
Shareholders
their
Portland,
hereby notified
Counsellors at Law, THE
their
Banking
meeting
(2nd door below

mined for Winter
Stoves

NEVER FAILS TO SUIF.

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
tlie Peaks Island Steamboat Company for the
election of three Directors, and any other business
that may be legally brought before them, will be held
at the Old School House, on Peaks Island on MONDAY Evening, Jan. nth, 1875, at 7 P. M.
Steamer Express will leave the end of Custom
House Wharf at 6 P. M„ for the Island, lletuinin g
alter the close of the meeting.
J AMES W. BRACKETT, Clerk.
Portland Jan. 4th, 1875.

ai

are

Harleigh Lehigh

NOTICE.

ary I I th. 1875,
Per Irder,

se-

We will warrant them to give satistaction: they are
durable and tree from slatts. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

MEETINGS?"

ANNUAL

expense,
the

John’s and Hickory Coals!
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STREET,

For
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Stockbridjte’s.

ANNUAL

a great deal of care and
on hand a large stock ol

Book.
Oscar L.

Burnham,

Mabel

Orders left
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VERY BEST COALS

School

Tcaclifr «1 Singing.

ing, will he held

POBTLAND, ME.
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Thc.Great Sabaratoriesof Life,the Lungs,
Throat, &c., and their Diseases.

Nutrition and Animal Heat,

1-i o’clock,

It

and the

chants,

_

12th,

George W. Bicknell.

Key.
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BOARD OF TRADE.

15 FLUENT BLOCK,

at 7

Thursday Evc’ug, Jan. 14—Declare 3.

Doors open at
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MUSIC,

58 PLEASANT ST., NEAR HIGH ST.

Law,

at

Attorneys

Jan.
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manufactories,

time of the

of the stocks in the bands of New York mer-

good faith have become disgusted with the organization, and will hereafter vote on the right side.

Democratic state committees are sound

Heart, Blood and Sentiments, Their Diseases and:i’nssious.

Wednesday Eve’g, Jnn. 30—Declare 7.

—

denials.—Boston Advertiser.
The reduction of the stocks throughout the
country, the stoppage or diminished working

People’s party in Illinois is going to
The Democracy, which has a
Gargantuan appetite for third parties, has
swallowed the worst portion of it, while it3
letter elements are hastening back to the

Friday Evening, Jnn. 13—Declare 4.

Wednesday Eve’*, Jan. 13—Lecture 2,

Monday Evening) Jan, IS—Lecture 6.
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Job

Lecture.
course

to understand the situation or
can have little respect
for the government which sends him there.
do
not
hesitate
to
charge him with falThey
sifying the situation, aud the number and
standing of those who protest against bis
statements give the greater weight to their

The

W.YU.Y rxF IVajo utIya
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misrepresents it, they

the dogs.
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expect justice

either fails

two

Stomachs, Livers and their Diseases and
Influence on Life,

to Ho-

The Brain, Nerves, and their Diseases
and Culture,
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__eodftn
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Association
The fifth lecture in this

1.
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Building.

JANUARY 11th, 1875.

Rt. Kcv. IT. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
Billings, B A.. Rector. Semi lor circular.
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can

EXCHANGE

WINTER TERVI BEGINS

Keinovet!

STEPHEN

as

and Painting
done to Order.

You will

Secretary.
Arrangements will be made with Railroad and ExCompanies for reduced fares and rates, of which
ue notice will be given.
Per order of the Directors,
FREDERICK FOX, Secretary,

universally acknow*
edged that there is nothing more
appropriate, in hotter taste, or
which gives more pleasure, than a
finely executed Photographic Portrait prettirly framed, as a holiday
gilt to a dear friend or relative.

REMEMBER 'THE NUMBER,

FOR BOVS’.

BLOCK.

respectfully

Fine As^orimenf
funnel in She Stale.
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Upholstering, Repairing

Family School 51

Music by (he Band each evening.
The Hall will be opened from 9 a. a to 10 p. m.
Entries tor competition close Januaiy 9, 1875.
Entry Blanks can be obtained on application to the

Christmas Gifts.

FAINTED CHAMBER SETS.

Principals.

itf

the

not to

are

department can have bis way, all who
protest against the usurpation will "be treated
as outlaws.
As they know that Sheridan

hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars
which have been traced to him. Mr. Schumaker is a result of the “great upheaval.” It
is to be hoped that the country has nothing
else quite so foul cn its stomach.

The poem on our fourth page, entitled
“Ancient and Modern Syrens,” from the pen
of a gentleman not altogether unconnected
with the city government, who softens the
aspeiities of official labor by toyiug with the
Muses, will command attention by the gracefulness or its treatment and the facility of its
cumbers. It is not often that knowledge of
poetic feet accompanies familiarity with linear
feet.

(Color, Coot«nr and Expiession) according
garth and Sir Joshua Reynolds

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ARE
OFFERED IN PREMIUMS ! !
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EVERYTHING

Ten per Cent. Lower
thau lias been

the instruction and entertain cncnl -ct Xadies and
Gentlemen

These lectures of vital interest to the Public, especially to the young of botlj saxes, as they teach in a
simple, yet thrilling manner, liowtopreseive Health,
Strength and Beauty, to aappy old age.
The SUBJECT ot tkeite lectures cannot be otherwise than highly accep^ble to all, of wliaiever class,

NOVELTIES!

that

national government.
Living under what
they honestly believe to be an usurpation, they
are notified that, if the military commander

In the excitement over the Louisiana busilet us not forget Mr. J. G. Scbumaker,
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MONDAY EVENING, Jan. 11th.

and will be sold at

DEFY

Roofers.

MARKS

WM. M.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 95 Exchange

ALL THE

Mf„ Ferguson of Shapleigh says that he
W)ted for Gov. Washburn at tbe senatorial
caucus.
In our list hU Dame was marked
“Washburn or Perham”, but being the only
name so marked, it was thought that be
voted for Mr. Perham as that made the tally
list correspond so the count of the commit-

ness

Three-Fold Culture

Wedding Presents !

and

Holiday

ON

Providence Journal.
Congressman Schumaker’s' performance
before the Pacific Mail committee disgusted
the Democrats and Mr. Beck said to him
bluntly as they were leaving the committee
room, “Well, Schumaker, I am bound to say
you have made an ass of yourself.”
The effect of those despatches from the
lieutenant-general reaches beyond his own
reputation. They seem to say to the people

tee.
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longer applicable to their condition.
They show themselves to be capable of no
government but that of military force, whether such a government be lawful or not.—
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entirely great”

hands of men

that the pen is mightier than the sword.—
Boston Globe.
The whole affair is fitted to disgust the
American people with Louisiana and all that
pertains to it. The people of that state appear to have lost all capacity for sell-govern-
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EintrttY regular attache of the Press ts furnished
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countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen. Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
wfU
managers
confer a favor upon ns by demanding
tro. lent lata ot every person
claiming to represeut our
as
loumat
we have Information that several “bummere” are seeking courtesies in the name of tbe
Puess, and we have no disposition to be, even pa»sirely, a party to such frauds.
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who have opposed his re-nomination.
Much has beeu said of the presence of federal officers pending the senatorial {election.
There were not so many prominent officers
There
present as during the campaign of I860.
was not a single collector of customs present.
In 1869 nearly every one was present and beaftercause some of them lost their places, they
wards left the party. This year the Kittery navy
the greatyard and the stone quarries furnished
of them, with now and then a postal
er

part

men were very
officer. In some instances small
become so
officious—men who have suddenly
a S900 office
on account of occupying
powerful
that they take charge of entire delegations.
whom we could name who

Several gentlemen
their
voted for Mr. Hamlin, opeDly expressed
and meddling of
inteuse disgust at the presence
these men.
who made
There is some curiosity to ascertain
the vote was called in the
up the list by which
For instance, Mr. Judd of
senatorial caucus.
was nominated by a regular
Presque Isle, who
not called, while
Republican convention, was
and Vose of AuMessrs. Mitchell of Gardiner,

gusta, who

were not

so

“regular,”

were

If the

should not Mr.
latter were allowed to vote why
be called, having alFairfield
Fort
of
Hoyt
Who mada the list?
ways been a Republican?
8.
A tract of land in

comprising 40,000

and Virginia,
is about to be for the
It is owned by the heirs of

Maryland

acres,

first time divided.
grantee under the British

a

uable coal aud

discovered

on

it.

government. Vt»liron deposits have just beeu

•

time ago my

Invention.—Some
friend Coffin invented a “patent, swinging
of seaberth,” which was a sure preventive
sickness. A man who occupied oue of those
Coffin’s

BY TELEGRAPH.
FROM AUGUSTA.

Coffin said, might sail out to China
and back without a qualm of the stomach. In
order to prove the efficacy of the invention,
Coffin got permission to rig one up in a steamer
and fie
ruining from Philadelphia to Boston,
asked some friends along too see how splendidriver
ly it worked. While going down the
Coffin was in high spirits, talking incessant'y.
When the boat began to rouud Cape May he
said be felt tired and wauled to lie down
awhile. About an hour after the vessel got out
upon the bosom of the water, Coffin palled
aside the curtains of the patent swinging berih
aud asked if the captain was on deck. He said
he wanted to see the captain about something
and he insisted upon going up instead of having the captain come down to him. He rushed
up the gangway suddenly, aud then the captain, looking at his white face, asked him
Coffin
what had scared him so badly.
of replying
harried to the side instead
and seemed to manifest an interest in the appearance of the sea-water. Then the captain
asked him if he was sick, and Coffin leaned
farther over the side. Ue seemed to be trying
to bring up a breakfast that be ate during the
early part of the Mexican war; and when he
had worked pretty well down towards it, he
asked the steward to carry him down stairs, as
he was always weak when he bad a bilious attack. The steward tried to place him in the
patent birth, but Coffin said be believed lie
would lie on the sofa if the steward would
bring him a tub. When I went to consolo him.
he said, “How soon will we he in Bostou?”
“Thirly
“In about thirty hours,” I said.
hours!” exclaimed Coffin. “Merciful Minerva! By that time I will have thrown up my
boot heels.” When we reached Boston, Coffin
asked the captain tor an axe, with which lie
proceeded to smash the patent swinging bertli
into splioters; then he tied the patent certificate to a brick and sank it in the dock, and
then he went home by rail. Coffin says he
will goto Europe wheu somebody discovers a
way of walking thither.—Max Adeler.

berths,

so

Tlie State Finances.
The Report of State Treasurer Raich.

(Special to the Press.)
Augusta, Jan, 10.
lion. S. C. Hatch, State Treasurer, has submitted his report to the Legislature and it will
be distributed to the members early this
week.
The receipts of the Treasury the past year
the amount
were $1,423,473.70 which added to
make $1,859,904.38.
ou hand Dec. 31st, 1873.
The disbursements for the year amounted to

$1,537,718.54, leaving a balance in the Treasury
Dec. 31, 1874 of $322,185.84.
The following are some of the principal
items of expenditure: Public debt $50,000; interest on public debt $432,199.85; sinking fund
of 18(15, $107,687.36; ditto of 1868, $80,588.65;
Council $3855.70; Senate$8,638; House $32,039;
insane paupers $43,970.49; trustees insane hospital $1,191.50; reform school $20,000; state
prison $17,000; committee to investigate prison
$2 407.29; support of paupers in unincorporated
places $4,228.88; cost of criminal prosecutions
$1,972.50; free high schools $19,103.61; free high
school deficiency of 1873, $5391.22; teachers institutes $11,384.10; first school mill tax $16,195.60; second do, $189,667.39; third do $7,502,85; deaf, dumb and blind $15,314.05; agricultural societies, $5,853.33; board of agriculture,
laws
$1,334 34; printing, $25,094.73: advertising
$2,751.52; binding, $7,076 90; stationery, $7,082.22; salaries $62,691 49; soldiers’ pensions
$22,838 44; military $11,315.88; military pensions $2,104.32; bounty on animals $1,825.
The Treasurer estimates that the receipts for
next year will amount to $1,753,201.84 of which
$1,009,214,47 comes from the tax of 1874, $40000 from the laud office and $288,000 from tax
banks. The expenditures he puts
on savings

News aud Other Items.
A. T. Stewart & Co. have headed the New
York subscription to the centennial with the
of $10,000.
The Republican caucus in the Legislature of
Nevada have nominated Sharon for Uuited
States Senator unanimously.
Forty-six votes
are pledged; thirty-eight are necessary to elect.
ftn th. nirrVit nf the :tnth nit
a single
train
sum

took $500,000 in silver bars from Virginia City
The bullion weighed nearly
to Reno, Nevada.
ten tons aud is said to be the largest shipment

81,557,5(50.19.
The liabilities of the state aggregate 89,959,This sum includes all trust iuods,
690.25.
scheol funds etc. The public debt Jan. 1 1875,
was §7,088,400, of which 82,223,000 is in registeied bonds and 84,865,400 in coupon bonds.

made from Virginia City.
Seuator Chandler of Michigan, is now sure
of a re-election, as the Republican Legis-

ever

Tbe actual indebtedness of the state is 85,574,378, there being sinking funds to the amount

lative caucus Thursday night re nominated
The election takes
him by a vote of 52 to 5.
p lace tbe 19th.
One of the panel in the Beecher-Tilton trial
stated that be didn’t know any more about the
He only read tbe
case thau a rbi'.d unborn.
headings of articles. Another said he talked
the case over with bis father-in-law in order to

get the old gentleman excited.
Mayor Coluin of Chicago is
favor of the can-can. He states
legitimate amusement of tbe

decidedly

of 81,514,022.80.

The state tax was reduced tbree-fjurths of a
mill last year yet the Treasurer reports no difficulty in meeting the demands on the treasu

ry.
Mr. Hatch reports the delinquency of the
railroad companies relative to the tax laid
is 8105,059.upon them. The amount unpaid
23, of which sum 840.000 will be placed to the

in

that it is a
with

credit of the towns where tbe stockholders

public,

which the authorities have no right to interfere. It is really too bad that Chicago cannot
boast of a perpetuity of waiter girls as well as
can

ing portion of its revenue by taxiug corporations of various kinds. He further suggests
that the treasurer be authorized to retain the
portion of school fund due towns which are delinquent in paying their state tax until such

girls.

ean

a

A statement of the affairs of the insolvent
firm of Henry Clews & Co., of New York,
shows liabilities to the amount of $4,971,297.25,
and assets of the nominal value of $4,515,031,85. A large part of the assets, however, are iu
the stocks and bonds of southern railroads of

payment is made.
Hon. William Caldwell who has charge of
the sinking fund suggests that it would he wise
to allow the Treasurer to purchase other securities than those of the federal and state government since these are selling at a premium. In

value.
Tbe first sale of the surplvs stock of rice
bought by the British government for tbe auf
ferers by tbe famine in India,was recently hold
About 12,800,000 pounds were
in Bombay.

questionable

a

rmvernirftnt ot

lnac

nv#»r

.TO

purchasing $30,000 of government bonds
the sinking fund, a premium of $9,682,150
paid.

npr

cent. The price realized was aboit $20 per
ton. About 22,000 tons remained 'o be disposed of.
President Gilman of the California Univeraity, will, during his visit to the Bast, Vy to induce Congress to appropriate the Japavese infund to the establishment of ai Ori-

was

provision, upon the average of deposits for the
preceding six months; also that the banks be
required to pay the tax within ten days instead
ot forty-five days as now provided. The average amount of deposits for the six months pro
ceeding May 2, 1874 is given as $28,566,031.64,
and for the six months preceding Oct. 31,1874,

presidency of the
Hopkins University, Baltimore,but hrtds
offered

for

Quite a portion of the report is devoted to tbe
savings bank tax. Tbe treasurer suggests that
the act authorizing this tax be so changed that
tbe tax be based upon the amounts of deposits
at tbe date of return instead of tbe existing

demnity
ential college in connection with his university.
He has been

re-

side.
The Treasurer recommends that the Legislature follow the example of other states by rais-

the

John
the matter under advisement.
The finance bill has not yet been signed br
the President. Several prominent bankers in
New York and Philadelphia have written to
their friends in Congress requesting them to
call upon the President and urge him to veto
the measure. While it does not contain all
that the President desires, he heartily approves
of nearly every provision in the bill, and will
stand
Secretary Bristol in his efforts to

by

carry It out.
The sum obtained from the sale of Plymouth
the house cost
pews is three tin.es the amount
The round snm is the interest on a
million. The great rise over last year (over
$12,006) greatly distresses people of the humbler class. The leading men started off in
The increase
their bids $200 over last year.

originally.

The rule i3
all along the line.
man bids off a pew, adds ‘he
among the
rent, and then
ThurS(lay night8
sitters. On
humbler worshipers askthe cburchjv^ot ]ow
seats.
“We have
‘D?4%is year,” was the constant reply. As

I

$28,808,481.
$143,318.24.

The total

tax

for the

year is

The amount due from delinquent towns and
plantations is $22,793,61. Towns are called delinquent which have not paid the tax of 1873
and years previous. The town of Mayfield bas
pall no state tax since 1854. The amount of

“delinquency” before 1873 is very small. Some
very gjod towns are in that list. The report also
contains tbe sums apportioned to the towns,
c'ties and plantations both from the school
fund and mill tax, the sum total being $386,159.56.
__

W i rrTimS IN

JOLAlMiSa

ran

Fire

averages^'
Wednp“f

owned by
William Ounnicgham,were burned in Newcastle. last night. Loss not stated. Insurance
Bara Bnrard.
barn containing about fifteen tons of
hay, the property of Allen Brown, was destroyed by fire in Edgecomb last night; proba-

have less money thau usual, the thing
chafes.
The inter-collegiate literary contest in New
York, Thursday, was participated in by Williams, Lafayette aud Princeton colleges aud
the universities of New York aud Cornell only,

quite interesting.

barn

$8000.

men

but the exercises were

la Newcastle.

Bath, Jan. 9.—A house and

A

large

bly incendiary.

Loss about $600.

There

WASHINGTON.

delivered by the venerable William Cnlleu
The prizes in oratory were won by
.John C. Tomlinson of the University of New
Yorit and Walter D. Edmunds of Williams.
The prize essayists were Allen Marqnand of
Priocetoo and George H. Fitch of Cornell.
The judges of oratory were Bryant, Reid of the
Tribune, George William Curtis; of the essayists, Col. T. W. Higginson, James T, Fields
were

mail IureNtigntion.
Washington, Jau. 9—Id the Pacific Mail
investigation to-day Charles Abert was allowed till 12 o’clock Monday to give the names of
persons to whom hedisbur-ed $100,5000, failing
in which be will be reported to the House as in
The Pacific

contempt.

Hon. John G. Schumaker was recalled. He
said he bad obtained permission of bis client to
make certain statements which lie proceeded to
This written stateread from a manuscript.
ment was to the effect that the witness, May
28, 1872, received from Richard B, Irwin his
check for $275,000, with instructions to have it
broken up into a number of smaller checks; he
went to the American Bank to get it certified;
he did not meet or see the postmaster; the latter had nothing to do with his business; he did
not succeed in getting it certified, being unknown to the teller.
On the 80lb of May the Brooklyn Trust Company broke up a check of $125,000, it being
placed to his credit, and subsequently, with the
exception of about $10,000, disbursed by his
checks for *50,000 each being drawn on the
Marine Bank aud seDt to the office ot the Pacific Mail Company. The same day Stockwell
told him that the office of the company was
being overrun with people clamerous to be compensated lor services they pretended to have
reodeiel in helping to secure the increase of
subsidy; the company wanted to get rid of this
crowd, and alsoi desired to pay all persons who
had honestly assisted.
They therefore requested Schumaker to carry the check for §50.000 to Lyman Elmore, an
attorney who had sufficient information to enMr. Schuable him to distribute it properly.
maker hesitated about complying with this rewould
to
said
he
refuec
do
so
if monand
quest
ey was to be paid to any member or officer of
Being assured by Stockwell that
Congress.
the company bad employed do such persons
and that the money was not intended for any
improper purposes, Schumaker took his instructions and in accordance with them took the
check to Lyman Elmore.
He went first to Elmore’s office in New York,
but learning that he had gone to Washington
went over there himself that night aud the
next day it to Elmore in Washington. Elmore
said he would like to have the money, and wit
ness
therefore got it cashed by Riggs & Co.,
took the money to Elmore’s room, and there
naid it hv Elmore’s direction and in his nres
ence to a person introduced by Elmore as Gen.
Smith; witness had no knowledge what was
afterwards done with the money; he took uo
recefpt for it; was given no directions to receive an j.
Q—Suppose Mr. Stockwell should pass away
and you have no voucher to show that yon aid
not put this money in your own pocket, don’t
you tbiuk it would seem extraordinary that you
neglected the ordinary business precaution?
A—Well, that’s what is troubling me; that’s
what’s the matter.
Q—Jid you feel that you were in an extraor-

and Richaid Grant White.
TELEGRAIIS.

Babcock & Co of New York,

suspended, owing

to too

heavy

are reported as
speculation in

lard.
The reveuue of the Dominion for the month
of Dibember was $1,468,006, and tbe expenditures

•

$1,010,006.

The Canada Atlantic Cable Co. gives notice
that they will apply to Parliament next session
to amend the charter of their company.
The New Brunswick Legislature meets on
tbe 18th inst.
Tbe Louisville Board of trade pissed resolutions Saturtlay denouncing tbe recent interference of the federal government with the Lo»istana Legislature.
The Atlantic cotton mills at Ltwrence,which
have been running lour days in a week, start
up on full time to-day. They give employment
to 1900 operatives.
Wm. L. Sargent and wife were arrested at
Cincinnati, Ohio, Friday night, on snspicion of
being implicated in a burglary of $12,000
worth of jewelry at Rochester, N. Y., last
month.
Hons. Charles Foster and Clarkson N. Potter of the Louisiana investigating committee,
left Cincinnati for Washington Saturday.
John Merz died in New York,Thursday,from
the effects of injuries inflicted by Henry Vallingor. Thu latter saw the funeral passing and
ti o t to his bed, and died in four hours.
G. Blondinc, beaten by the
shoremen, died Saturday.

striking ’long-

Mrs. Miller of Bathurst, N. B.; in ravings,
disclosed nearly all the particulars connected
with the End tragedy, two years ago. She was
in a saloon with the principals, both before
and after tbe buininu of Mr. End in his ofHoe.
Senator Ramsey has strength enough, as developed in caucus, to secure his re-election on
the first ballot.
Senator Anthony is confined to his house
with throat trouble.
Irwin has been placed in jail iu quarters
elegantly fitted up. A writ of habeas corpus
has been returned to enable him to show cause
why he should not be kept iu custody.
Richard Morton of Chicago, who attempted
to bribe a grain inspector, lias been indicted.

dinary positiou?

Thermometers in Chicago yesterday ranged
from 18 to 25 be'oiv zero.
The anniversary of Napoleon’s death was
duly observed iu Paris. Services were held in
the church of St. Augustine.
Ex-Queen Isabella has been iuvited to take
up her resideuce iu Barcelona.
President McMahon, Saturday, received the
Duke de Broglie.
A sleeping car on the B. & O.
railroad at
Cincinnati, was thrown from the track Satur3
or
4
and
day,
persons injured.
The second anniversary of Napoleon’s death
was celebrated at Chiselburst, Saturday.
Further difficulties between the governmen’s
of China and .Japau are anticipated, in consesequence of the latter having offered some objections agairst fulfilling the conditions of the
Formosa treaty.
A boat race for £.500 a side, between Brown
of Halifax and Sadler of England, has been
finally arranged to take place at Halifax* next

A—Yes.

Q—Why?

August.
Immense damage has been done and many
vessels wrecked by a terrific storm at the Cape
of Good Hope.
The diocese of Wisconsin having been divided, Rev. Dr. Coleman of Toledo, has been
elected bishop of the new diocese.
Despatches from SL Louis, Chicago and nthintense cold and
cr pni>,is northwest, reoort

places.
litaiy
A Washington despatch says Minister Cushu> use his own
instructed
discrebeen
has
ing
tion as to the time aud manner of recognizing
A U'OUSO,
snows at some

I

A—Because I was being used to pay lobbyists.
Q—Was the person to whom you paid money
Gen. Morgan L Smith?
A—I don’t know; 1 never saw the person before and never saw bitn but once afterwards.
Alt the cheeks aggregating $115,000, which
were drawn by Schumaker against the balance
of the $275,000, which was left by Schumaker
with the Brooklyn Trust Company, and by it
sent to the Pacific Mail Company’s office together with the three checks for $50,000 each.
The instructions to Schumaker to have the
$275,000 check broken up were giveu by Stockwell; uo names were given, but only a list of
various amouuts for which smaller checks were
desired; in January or February, 1875, witness
was sent for by Stockwell, aud at bis
request
destroyed all hiscbeclcsdrawu by himself which
had been returned to b'm by the Trust CompaWitness at this time did not know that
ny.
the House had ordered an investigation of this
subsidy matter. When a short time afterward
he learned this he was very sorry that he had
acceded to Stockwell’s request, aud felt that he
had laid himself open to suit by the company
for recovery of the money.
Schumacher continued—I don’t recollect a
single endorsement on his checks except his
I am under the impression that there
own,
v.
names written on any of them except
!,:
a
but he remembers that, the bank
were on some of them.
ft.
Witness commenced to he counsel for the Pacific Mail
Steamship Co in 1871, when certain suits were
brought against the company ic Brooklyn aud
he came over to Washington in the spring of

KO/ioiruil

it..

111 onpff

Witness further asked whether he hud any
knowledge that any other moneys of the comto or were
pany other than the $275,000 went
intended to go to any member or officer of
Witness
replied he had no
the 42d Congress.
such knowledge.
The examination of the witness here closed.
was
Representative Randall of Pennsylvania,
then sworn, as this investigation originated
with Randall, who ottered the resolution in
the House for that purpose. He was asked as
beto his ki owledge as to any improper meaus
in- used to influence the passage of the .-ubsi
dy? When he replied that from conversations
he believed a member of Congress was approached directly and offered a consideration
The member was .Too
to vote for the subsidy.
B. Storm of Pennsylvania, who was offered
this information in
had
He
$1000 for his vote.
two ways, one from George W.Morgan another
It was due to Storm to
from Storm himself.
to vote
say that he never indicated any purpose
he vote for the bill.
did
nor
for that subsidy
Storm did not tell him from whom the proffer
his
came but related the fact as if to strengthen
(Randall’s) energy in opposition to the hill
The committee then adjourned till Mouday.
The Russian Mission.
It is generally believed that George H. Baker
will he promoted to the Russian Minister,
though no sueh fact is officially reported.
Unfounded.
The reports of the intended resignations of
Secretarys Fish and Btistow are not justitied
by any recent expression of these gentlemen.

LOUISIANA,
Ren. Sheridan’. Statement of the Row in

Legislature.
Washington, Jan. 9 —The following official
dispatch has been received here, dated Headquarters, Military Division of Missouri:
New Orleans, La., Jan, 9.
To Hon. W. \Y. Belknap, Secretary of War,
C.
D.
Washington,
I have the honor to submit the following
the

Uriel

rcpui

UL uuaus ns

UUCJ

UWUHOU

*»*

the organization of the state Legislatuie of
Jan. 4,1874:
I was not in command of this military department (ill!) o’clock at night on the 4th
inst., but I fully endorse and am willing to be
held responsible for acts of the military as conDuservators of the public peace on that day.
ring the few days in wbich I was in the city
the
geueral topic
prior to the 4th of January,
of conversation was the scenes of bloodshed
that were likelv to occur on that day, and 1 repeatedly heard threats of assassinatiog the
Governor and regrets expressed that he was
not killed on the 4th of September last, also
threats of assassination of the Republican
members of the House in order to secure the
election ot a Democratic Speaker. I also know
of kidnappiug by the banditti of a cousin of
one member elect of the Legislature.
In order to preserve peace and to make the
state house safe for a peaceable assembling of
of the Legislature, Gen. Kmory, upon requisition of the Governor, stationed troops in the
vicinity of the building. Owing to these precautions tbe legislature assembled in the state
bouse without auv disturbance of the peace.
At 12 o’clock Mr. Vigers, tbe clern -.f nie ]ast
House of Representatives, proceeded fn ctj|
the roll »» according to law he was empowered
One hundred and two legally returned
to d"members answered to their names. Of this
Dumber fifty-two were Republicans and fifty
Democrats. Before entering the House L. A.
Wiltz had been selected in caucus as the Demand Michael
ocratic nominee for Speaker,
Hahn as the Republican nominee. Mr. Vigers
had not finished announcing the result when
Mr. Billieu of Lafourche,nomiualed L A Wiltz
for temporary Speaker.
Vigers promptly declared the motion out of order at that lime,
when some one put the question, and amid
cheers on the Democratic side of the House,
Wiltz dashed on to tbe rostrum, pushed aside
Vigers, seized the Speaker’s gavel and declared
himself Speaker. A protest against this arbitrary and unlawful proceeding was promptly
made by members of the majority, hut Wiltz
paid no attention to these protests and on mo
tiuu

Bryant.

niNOB

1872 at the request of the company in order to
explain to the Committee on Commerce ibe nature of the Oballis suit then pending, statements in regard to which were being made to
Witness had no other connection
its injury.
with the movement for increased subsidy. He
talked with various Congressmen from lime to
time about one aud another of the so-called
“Brooklyn suits’’ against the company, but
said nothing to any member of Congress in adwitii
vocacy of a subsidy, made no contracts
had no
any persons and employed no oue. He
conference with Irwin while here but once;
carried a message from him to Stockwell to the
effect that Irwin begged Stockwell to stop
sending on hordes of people who took money
from Stockwell, but did no good aud could only
embarrass Irwin’s efforts iu behalf of the
movement.
Witness, in response to numerous questions,
never had a
explained that he kept no books,
ledger, had not for years had a check book,
drew checks anywhere, kept no record on the
stubs, and when he wanted to know his bank
balance always had to ask the bookkeeper. At
the time witness undertook to convey to Elmore
the $50,000 check for the company, Irwin had
left for California and tlie request made by
Stockwell did not seem objectionable.
It seemed to witness that the company wanted the money to be properly disposed of and to
who would not
o-o through tbe hands of people
steal it. Witness could not identify the person
Gen.
as
Elmore
as
him
introduced to
Smith further than saying that he recollected
lielwas a good looking man, rather darker than
Witness was
ordinary, and had some beard.
further interrogated by Roberts and others.
Hawes asked witness,as he was attorney for the
Pacific Mail company, how it happened that
Irwin paid him.
Witness—Schumacher said he also became
of 1871. and in
attorney for Irwin in the fall
trails
addition to attending to the subsidy lie
New lore.
in
him
acted other business for
Elmore told witness the night before last that
was
Smith, who received the money from him,
in
the man of that name who recently died
L.
Smith.
General
Morgau
Jersey City,
Kasson asked witness whether he had any information in connection with services in behalf
of the subsidy that any portion of the $275,000
heretofore referred to went or was directed to
of the 42d Congo to any member or officer
Witness replied that lie had no such
gress.
swear positively,
he
could
.information to which
and in reply to a question of Kellogg witness
said he had uo information that any clerk or

ltv.Mll avMUi;

uuc

ui

vuv

j^v/uiv^*auv

civiv,

vuc

x/biuui.tuvi-,

felt at

The observer at Hermon, Mo., reports to the
Signal Olllee that the Missouri river is gorged
27 utiles below there, and is closed for 33
miles.

Judge Dibble of New Orleans has written a
loog letter on Louisiana, but the Republicans
say it misrepresents them.
Francis Farrell, a New Haven boy, was

burned to death Saturday, his clothes catching
fire from a stove.
Julius G. Holland, connected with the New
York Associated Press, died yesterday.
The storm off the Nova Scotia coast caused
several marine disasters.
The thermometer at Omrha marked 21 below
and at Cheyenne 28.
Count Valmazeda has been tendered the office of Captain-General of Cuba. He will not
accept unless granted a reinforcement of 20,000
men, which tie considers necessary for the
If he goes to Cusuppression of the rebellion.
ba he will propose a plan for the gradual emancipation of the slaves before liis departure.
The revolution in Venezuela has received a
severe check, two of tlie resurgent generals
Pulido aed Perez having been captured. President Blanco with 17,000 men is marching to
attack Gen,Colina who commands the rest of
the revolutionary army. The early establishment of peace is ooosidered certain.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Foreign Export*.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Scandinavian—
15 022 bush peas, 9620 do wheat, 5820 do oats, 25 bids
ot
potash, 5 do pearl,-oil, 120 do ext hemlock, 500 bids
Hour, 29,540 lbs beef, 24 cases preserved meats, 4 bbls
tongues, 41 bides, 5 deer, 501,773 lbs bacon, 10 cases
nreserved Ush. 85.400 lbs leather, 9000 do nork, 600 do
laid, 21 pkgs merenauuise.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Georgia—2550 bbls flour,
35 do oatnieV, G5 do pease, 100 do barley. 350 do oils,
41.000 lbs dressed liogs, 7500 do butter, 70u0 do lard,
15.000 do meats, 5100 gal is spirits, 300 lbs spices, 22
pkgs boots and shoes 26 bush wheat, 917 galls oil, 25
boxes bloaters,l organ, 14 pkgs paper,50 do merchan-

«**■•*

dise.

CARDENAS. Barkentinc F H Loring—10,210 box
shooks.
HAVANA. Sclir Clara Smith—3513 box shooks*
950 heads and heads, 298 prs heading, 30,800 hoops
500 it lumber.
Foreisii Imports.
LIVERPOOL,EN J. Steamship Hibernian—1 piano
to J E Brindle, 1 bale carpets to do, 62 pkgs merchandise to de, 128 do do to Canada Ex Co, 5 do do to
John Porteous, 1 case merchandise to Lockhart &
Haldam, 2 casks whiskey to I’hos Paddock, 12 cases
do to do, 4 packages merchandise to H A A Allan, 25
sacks seed to Kendall A Whitney, 1 package merchandise to Deering, Miiliken & Co, 7 coils wire to
Jones A Burland. 28 bdls steel to Payton, Tate A
Co. 2 chronometers to Wm Senter A (Jo, 50 cases of
Hickoranges to C W Stevens, 75'i railroad rails to J
son, G T R, and merchandise tor St Joohn and Canada.
WALTON, NS. Br Schr Glen Rose—120 tons of
plaster, 4 pkgs merchandise to master.

tents.

New Orleans, Jan. 9.—Mayor Leeds, iu his
the city council to-day,called attention to the published despatches of Gen. Sheridan to the Secretary of War.dated Jan. 4tb, in
which the community is calumuiated, and he
advised the council to make an emphatic deThe
nial of this most unjustifiable calumny.
council adopted a resolution saying, “We know
that such charges are uufoanded in fact and
unjust, and we appeal to the sense of justice
of citizens of sister states, who have been
among us. to stigmatize as they deserve the unwarranted charges and aspersions thus brought
against us by Gen. Sheridan.”
Various Matters.
The public schools will re open Monday.
Six policemen who refused to report at the
station house on Monday, to bear arms if necsarv. were to-day dismissed from service.
I a the House the clerk announced oo members present. The memorial of the Conservative members to Congress was criticized and
pronounced incorrect in several respects, and a
committee was appointed ro prepare a counterstatement to Congress.

DaMy Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1UU0 busn cornmeal to G W
True & Co.
_

Boston Ktock JList.

[Sales at the Brokers* Board, Jan. 9.
Boston & Maine Railroad.115J
Sales at Auction,
Continental Mills....
Franklin Company, Lewiston.
State Sixes 1880.
1889-RRL.
do
Portland City Sixes, 1897.
1892.
do
do
1880—M L •.
do
do
Eastern Railroad 7*s. 1884.
Franklin Company Lewiston.
f .amnia. Manufacturing Co.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.
Eastern Railroad...— @54}
Maine State Ms. 1878.101}
Boston and Maine Railroad 7s. 1894. 1054

Maine

Bank Statement.
New York. Jan. 9.—The following is the weekly
bauk statement.
Increase in loans.
$1,94.8000
Increase in Specie.
5,248,100

Cold Weather.
New York, Jan. 10.—Weather clear and
cold, the tbermameter falling from 35 above
zero
Saturday afternoon to 3 below at 7 this
merning. At noon it was (i above and at midnight 9 above. At Elmira the thermometer
fell ta 15 below last night and at Poughkeepsie
3 below. Tbe ice in the upper Budson is seven
iuches thick. The ice harvest commences this
week. At Albany to night the thermometer is
3 below; Buffalo, 1 below; Burlington, Vt., 5
above; Cleveland, 1 below; Duluth, 8 below;
Port Garry, 27 below; Chicago, 14 above; Milwaukee, 9 above; Mt. Washington 17 below;
Quebec, 4 below.

Increase in legal tenders. 1,177,500
Increase in deposits.10,144,000
Circulation Decreased.
215,00
Increase iu reserves. 3,889,450

New York Stock and fflonev JIarliet.
Nsw York, Jan. 9.—Stocks dull and steady. Governments active are lower. Money at 3 per cent.—
Gold at 112}. Sterling Exchange 4.86 @ 4.90.
The following were the closmg quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, ex-div. 1184
United States 5-20’s, 1862.1144
United States 5-20’s 1864.
110}
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.118
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div. .1174
United States 5 20’s, 1X67, ex-div.118}
United States 5-20’s. 1868, ex-div.118

HBTEOKOLOUIGAL

United States new 5’s.113}
United States 10-40 coupon.115
Currency 6’s ex in.11«4

TWEMTT-FOCF

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer; Washington, D. O.,
Jan. 11, (1 A. M.)}
For New Euglaud,
winds slight.? to northeast aud southeast, slowly rising tern*erature followed by falling barometer, increasing cloudiness and at night possibly snow. For the Middle States and lower
lake regions falling barometer, higher temperature than Sunday, incrt-.*sin:r cloudiness with
light snow and wind veering to weet and north
in the latter,.and with*east to north winds aud
snow in tbe former.

The

Stocks:

following

were

„ne

closing quotations

of

Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.76}
Pacitic Mail.
33}
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101}
Erie.
28}
Erie preferred...51
Union Pacific stock.36}

Michigan Central.8H
Lake Shore.
794
ntt«ois Central.IO04
Chicago
Northwestern—..46}
Cl
Chicago & in»«?t.hwestern preferred..
Chicago & Rock loinud. 103}
tho
The following were
quotations lor Pacific Rail-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
93}
Union Pacific. .904
UDion Pacific land grants.so
Union Pacitic incomes.96
The specie shipments to
to-day were $700,000, of which $600,000 was io gold coin.

FOREIGN.

Europe

Eiuivrs

0|iuiu.

Madrid, Jan. !).—"Hie Spanish frigate with
at Barcelona this
on board, arrived
morning. The prefect and deputations representing the various organizations, went on
His
board and welcomed the King to Spain,
Majesty, in reply to these greetings slid: “1
Barceam happy to re-enter Spain by way of

Domestic Market*.

Alfonso

9—Evening.—Breadstuff’s—Flour
—receipts 14,912 bb!s; exports 2730 bbls; sales 4545
bbls; the demand is limited to retail lots, local
wants, export inquiry limited and the tone of the
market is in buyers favor; Rye flour is unchanged;
Buckwheat flour dull; all grades slow, slack and
Nsw York. Jan.

lower to sell with occasional further concessions
made. Grain—Wheat—receipts 10,900 bush; exports
41,325 bash; sales 41,000 bush at 1 £3 for No l Minnesota Spring afloat; 1 3-.J @ l 31 for good to choice Amber Michigan; l 28 forcoinmou old White Michigan;
1 15 afloat for No 2 Milwaukee Spring; 112} in store
for No 2 Milwaukee Spring; No 2 2 Chicago Spring is
held above buyers views 1 @ 3c. There was no
pressure to sell, offerings limited and buyers demanding greater concessions than sellers were willing to grant. Corn—receipts 63,520 bush; exports
1486 bush; sales 32,000 bush at 85} @ 86}c and closed
at 87c bid for damp; new Mixedheld at 98c afloat; old
White Southern held at 91 @ 92c. Oats—receipts 32,400 bush; exports 139 bush; sales 60,000 bush; ihe
market opened, parties apart, sold later at 66 @ 68}c
on track for Mixed; 88}@ 63c afloat; the market
closed with sales of 14,000 bush of No 2 Chicago at
69c, and 14,000 at 70c afloat; White State 69 @ 69}c
on track; White Ohio 68}c on track.
Barley—receipts none; exports none; sales 10,000 bush; choice
No 2 rowed State, Jeffersou county, at 1 46; Canada
held at l 60. Rye—Canada in bond held at 1 00,State
and Pennsylvania at 93<?@95c; Western at 93c
without business; demand limited to small lots for
dry milling;State 95c. Corn Meal—receipts 700 bbls;
exports 1200; sales 150 bbls at 4 75 @ 4 80 for brandywine; 4 25 @ 4 75 for Western Yellow; 4 00 @ 4 50 for
Jersey and Pennsylvania Yellow per bbl; 1 40 for
coarse Yellow Baltimore in sacks; city sacked, new
coarse 1 54 @ 1 60; tine silted new at 1 GO @ 1 61;
bolted Yellow at 1 80; bolted White 1 88.
Seeds—receipts 354 bags; sales of one car load Western at 10};
two do State at 11} @11}: Timothy is nominal. Oatmeal is steady at 7 50 @ 7 87} for city; 7 50 lor Western ; 8 00 @ 8 25 for Ontario
bbl; sales 75 bbls city
at 7 75. Whiskey—receipts 922 bbls; sales 300 bbls at
98}c. Pork is easy at 20 50 @ 21 50. Lard quiet and
firmer; seller Jan and February at 14}c; seller for
March 14gc. Tallow quiet and steady. Coffee—nothing doing irom first hands; jobbing demand is dull.
Raw Sugar in lair demand; sales yesterday of 1240
bhds, 1244 boxes, 755 ba^s of Bahia; lair to good refining 8 1-16 @ 8 5-16c; Centrifugal No 8 to 13 at 8| @
9c; refined Sugar is quiet land unchanged: standard A 9} @ 10c; off at 9}c. Petroleum is dull; crude
in bulk at 6}@ 6fc; R S W at 12}c; cases at 17} @
17}c. Naval Stores—Rosin quiet; strained at 2 05 @
2 10. Tar neglected; Wilmington nominally at 2 30
is firm; Spirits at 34@34}c.
@2 37}.
Gold opened and closed at 112}.
The Cotton market is firm; Middling uplands at
15c.
Ocean Freights—The Engagements have been as
follows; to Liverpool by steam 16,000 bush grain at

lona. I know the wants of Catalonia. Of my
titles 1 am proudest of that of “Count of Barcelona.”
He landed at 11 a. nt., was received at the
pier by the authorities of the city and an immense crowd, which was very enthusiastic. He
went to the cathedral and afterwards reviewed
the troops. He will remain in Barcelona till tomorrow noon when lie will leave for Valencia.
The

Ministry Question.
Paris, Jan. 10.—Duke do Broglie has informed President MacMahsm that he will not
be able to organize a ministry till the Assembly comes to a decision with regard to constitutional hills. The President to-day communicated to the council of ministers ihe results
of the interviews had with the various party
leaders and requested the present ministers :o
remain in office till the Assembly comes to
vote on the constitutional bills and a new govAll accede to the request
ernment is formed.
except Chabaud la Tour, Minister of ruterior,
who will be placed by M. Grivord from the
Department of Commerce. It is hoped Ihe
army bill be deposed of in the Assembly by
Tuesday or Weduesday, and that the considertiou of the constitutional bills will immediately
follow. The ministers will take no part in the
debate.
__

JHiVim TKI.EtittAIJS.

Stokes

ou

Monday.

»

Harley unsettled; No

No 1 at 95c.

127.

Receipts—2800

bbls

2

Spring j

flour, 41,000 busb wheat.

Shipment!-—9,91)0 ^bishour, 1,000busb wheat.
Jan. 9.—Cotton is steady; Middling
uplands 14g @ 14}c.
Jan.
9.—Cotton is steady and little
Savannah,
doing; Middling uplands 14Jc.
Charliktcn.

Mobir k, .Jan. 9.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
lands 14Jc.
New Orleans, Jan. 9.—Cotton steady and in
demand; Middling upawls at 14|e.
(European
Jan. 9—12 30 P

London,
—Erie

up-

good

Railway 26J.

P. M.— Cotton market
uplands 7gd; do Orleans at7pl;
including 20*0 bales lor specu-

Liverpool, Jau. 9—12.30
ia

quiet; Middling

sales

12,000bales,
export.
Frankfort, Jan. 9—12.30 P. M.—United Slates
5-208, 1862, 98g.
lation and

-——————

TMA.X^rtITG-0In this city, Jan. 7, by Rev. W. E. Gibb^. Neal D.
Winslow and Miss Fannie M. Cannon, both of Port-

la?u Auburn, I)cc. 24, James C. Drew and airs. Julia

Etta Leavitt.
In Auburn, Dec. 24, Alzo C Nichols and Miss Nellie C Nevens, both ot Lisbon.
In Lisbon, Dec, 24, Virgil D. Crockett and Edwin
L. Getcbell
In Hath, Dec. 31, Leonard L. Drown and Miss Abide E. Hodgdon,
v,

DIED.
In this city, Jan. 10th, Mrs.
ton. Esq., aged 00 years.

[Funeral

services

Tuesday

N., wife of
afternoon

from her late residence.
In this city, Jan. 10th, Freeman S.

John yea-

o’clock

at 2

Clark, aged

w*

M. u

Turpentine

of provisions 50.
Chicago, Jan. 9.—Flour is neglected and dull;
shipping extra at 4 25; Minnesota 4 50 fqi 5 59. Wheat
is steady at 88} @ 88c for cash and seller Jan; 89} @
@ 89}c seller Feb.; 90}c seller March; No 3 at 83}c
bid. Corn is strong and more active at 65}c cash
and seller for January; 65} @ 65}c seller February;
71}c seller May. Oats are firm and in fair demand
at 522 @ 524c seller January; 52§c seller tor Februalive is dull and
ry ; 52}c bid cash and seller July,
nominal at 96c. Barley is quiet at 1 24} seller Februl
ary; 25} seller February. Whiskey firnf'and active
at 94i]c. Provisions—Pork irregular ani easier at
19 09 seller for February* 19 30 for seller March; and
nominally at 18 90 cash. Lard is unsettled and easier

at 13 65 seller for February; 13 80 for seller March;
13 55 (Sl 13 60 for cash; sales of about 18,000 tcs. Cut
Meats are tlrm and nominally unchanged; S P Hams
Green Hams at 10c for 15} @ 16
at 11c for 15 lbs av.
lbs av; dry salted shoulders loose at 6§c cash; boxed
Dressed Hogs quiet
short clear sold at 10}c cash.
at 7 75 for light; 8 10 for heavy weights.
Freights are unchanged at 40 lor grain, 45 for
meats, 75 dressed hogs to Now York.
On the call of the board in the afternoon —Wheat
quiet at 89}@89}c seller February; 99}c for seller
March; nothing doing in othdr gains.
Receipts—8324 bbls Hour, 61,790 bush wheat, 29,965 bush corn, 11,9t0 bush oats, bush rye, 740 bush
of barley.
Shipi'ieotF—6060 bbls Hour, 5281 bush wheat 11.174 bush corn, 10,9*1 busu oats, 700 bush rye, 7263
oust of barley.
CINCINNATI, Jan. 9.—Pork is firmly held at 19 25.
Bacon quiet; shoulders at 8}c; clear rib sides at 11c;
clear sides at 11c. Sugar cured hams 13} @ I4}c.—
Cut Meats are firm: shoulders at 6} @ 6}c; clear rib
tides at 9g ^ 92c; clear sides at 9}
10|e. Lard is
steam tendered at 13} @ 13fc; kettle rendered at 14}
bid. Live Hogs quiet and hrm at (6 85 (aj 7 10 for medium fair; 7 15 @7 35 for good; receipts 3169 head;
shipments 228 head.
T.)L*no. .Tan 9—Wheat is dull and unchanged;
No 2 Red Winter 1 08; No 1 Amber Michigan at 1 08}
bid; 1 C9 asked. Corn is firmer; high Mixed at
low Mixed G9c, Oats dull and nominal. Clover seed
nothing doing. Dressed Hogs nothing doing.

70c]

Receipts—4,200 bush Wheat, 23,000 bush Corn, 3,-

700

bush Oats.

Shipments-4,200
Oats.

8,400 bush

:

bush Wheat, £6,800 bush Corn,

DetkoIT. Jan. 9.—Flour—nothing doing. Wheat,
steadv: -xtra. White Michigan held at 1 14. Corn is
't'r, ‘d 71c.
Oats arc firm; No 1 Mixed
<,».
501c.
Receipts— 11 .i oh*? flour, 6,909 bush wheat, 339
bush corn, 2731 bnsh oats.
•[i/ii'-uts-*!'• bbls Hour, 10S6 bush wheat, 357
bush com, 11C5 bte>h oats.
Wheat is steady; No 1 MilMilwai v :• i:. -.‘an. 9.
waukee 9'-A.;: No 2 Milwaukee at 89}c cash; 89} e for
seller Feb;"9o}c seller March. Corn is quiet; high
Mixed at 65c. Oats are steady; No 2 at 51c. Rye is
—

pasM-ni Anjier Nov
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Date.
For
From
Jan 12
Idaho.New York .Liverpool..
Columbus.New York. .Havana.Ian 12
York Liverpool. ...Jan 13
StLaurient.New York. Havre.Jan 13
Colon.New York..Aspinwall.;..Jan 16
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. .Liverpool... ..Ian 16
Hibernian.Portland—Liverpool..Jan Id
Henry Chauncy... New York. .Aspinwall.Jan 16
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpeol.Jan 16
..Boston.Liverpool.Tan 16
Hecla.
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow. Jan 16
Allas.New York. .Kingston, &c .Jan 18
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Jan 19
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool-Jan 20
.Jan 22
Ktna.New York.. Hsyti. He.
Liverpool.Jan 23
Moravian .Portland.
china.Boston.Liverpool-Jan 23
City of Merida_ New York .Hav&VCruz..Jan 26
Peruvian.Portland—Liverpool.J an 30
Name.

Algeria.New

..

MiulnlareAlBisuac.January

18.

Sunrises.7.29 I Iflsh water.-1.45 PM
Sun sets.4-48 I Moon sets. 9.15 PM

71b. Amy. Finkham, New York;
10th, Emma, James, New York.

NOTICES.

CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS!

npokeiy.
Nov 7. lat 12 53 S. Ion 31 33 W, barque Conquest,
lroin Boston tor Adelaide. NZ.
Nov 8. on the equator, ion 8 30, barque Brunswick,
from Portland tor Buenos Ayres.
Nov It;, no lat, &e, barque Priscilla, Fraser, from
Cardiff fur Bahia.
,_
Dec 8. lat 38 10. Ion 58 51, barque Ironsides, from
mast Koue.)
Baltimore for Genoa,
Irom
bkoltie.d,
Geo
Dec 14, lat 43 N. Ion 44 W, ship
New Orleans lor Liverpool.
c
San
from
Dorado,
Dec 19, lat 20 N. ion 25 E, ship El
Fraucisco for Liverpool.
VT_Vrn
New
Era,
Dec 24. lat 22 40 N. Ion 124 20 W, ship
from ban Francisco lor Liverpool.
_

,,

_

uiairy of Ihe Stomach,
As in the more delicate processes ot the laboratory,
it is essential that the re-agents employed to pioduce
chemical changes in matter shonld be uucontaminaof
ted, so also it is imperatively necessary tlut fluids
the stomach, which act chemically upon the food,
should be perfectly pure. When the stomach is acid,
it is be. auso these fluids arc vitiated or diluted.
Similarly, other forms of indigestion arise from a deThe Ebe

ficiency of the chemical properties of the gastric j uices.
direct and agreeable way to restore their
purity and improve their quality, is to take before
each meal a wineglassful of Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, which corrects acidity, render digestion complete and painless, and overcome the constipation
which it produces. The nervousness-and weakness
resulting from chronic dyspepsia, also disappear under its influence.

The most

1'bo people of Maine, of every religious denomination, political party, an 1 temperance association, are
invited to meet in Mass Convention at
Mcauinu Hall, in Align.In. on Tl.nr.dny_
Jnn. 21, 1875,
at eleven o’clock, forenoon, for the purpose of reviewing our work of the past, ot rejoicing in present
success, and to deviso means for the future that will
enable us to advance our cause to its final triumph.
The usual reduction of fare on the several railroads
may be

expected.

AM. OF THESE GOODS ARE MICH

Less than Manufacturers Prices.
Seven pieces Black Silks for $1.45 yard.
“
Ttn
Lyons Poplins best finality

$1.00 yard.
One case

more

Portland.

Ar at Matanzas

Paysandu.

barque Leventer, (new)

tor

One case assorted Felt Skirts $1.00 each.
500 Embroidered Linen Sets at about
2-3 the cost ot importation.
AI.«0

quite nmple for 11
We resoectlolly call Hie
very large trndr.
attention of the PUBI.IU and PATICONftl THAI’
PURCHASERS
AtJE of
F ACT. Our fnciilitics for the .lelirer, and
arc complete as can
of
COAL
in
pulling
be, nail complaints caused by faultyofCoal
onr
or from iautieot*ou or corelesucs,
TRUSTY AND FAITHFUL T F. A .11STEKS AWE EXCEPTIONS, AN O NOT
is .till

HE RULE.

J«S. II. POOR & BRO'
CO A L.-R EMOVA L.-H OOD.

MUCH

5 FREE STREET,

BROWN’S

such

JANUARY—1875.

per
Muprr Enquiuinux Hearer* at
yard lc** than Price* ln*t Fall ; Al*o tailor
Beaver*, Fly*iaa Beruaau Tricot*,
Crnnilr ami Diagonal C’lolh*. Doc.kin*,
CaMNiuierr*. &c<i all of which will be
made lo order at
corre*pouding 1^0 W
PttI€K»

at

WM, H.

New York.
SA VANN AH—Ar

8tb, sch

F L

Richardson, \ oung,

BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 7th, sell Addie Jordan,
Leavitt, Pernambuco.
CHARLESTON—Ar 8th inst, sch Gecrgie D Loud,
Clark. New London.
CITY POINT—Ar 4th, sch S C Tyrone, Nickerson,
Rockland.
NORFOLK—Cld 6tli, sch Nellie Cushing, Simpson,
Buroaboes.
Ar oth, sell D B Everett,-, from Nassau NP tor
Boothbay. leaky, (to discharge for repairs.)
BALTIMORE—Cld 7th. schs Isaac Oberton, Crockett, Havana; Etlian Allen. Blake, Matauzas; EB
__

OUUDDUi waunsv»u*liic.

Sl(l 7th, sch S VV Bird, for Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, barque Limerick Lass.
Kruger, Hamburg.
Cld 7th, sch Aldana Rokes, Rhodes. Belfast, I.
Sid fin Newcastle Hth, schs Ella S Pressey, for Providence; RT Thomas, for Boston, Aldauah Rokes,
Belfast, I.
.,
At Delaware Breakwater 7tli, bug Neponset, 44 ds
irorn Malaga for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar Sth, brig Clara .Jenkins, coombs,
St Martins via Nassau, NP; Eudorus. Lea, Portland via Hyannis; schs Ella M Pennell, Thompson,
Mobile 18 days; Mott-Haven,Collins. Ca ais; Bengal,
from Bocklahd; Hatiie E Smith, from Newburyport;
AH Perrv, Perry, Providenco; Oregon, Stinson, do;
Challenge'. Terrv, Newburyport.
Ar Bth. sclrs L A Danenhower. Grace. Portland;
A F Bonuev, Kendall. Wood’s Hole lor Richmond;
Hattie E Smith. Leo. Boston; Belle Brown, Hall.
Rockland; Annie M Allen. Allen, New Haven; A W
Barker, Snowman, Providence.
Ar 9th, soli Geo Walker, Colo, Matanzas.
Clil 8th, barque Amelia, Burgess, for Antwerp; sch
.....

S H Swett. Dnnu. Cadiz.
Cld 8th. barque dohu Zittlosen. Merrimau. Cork,
forordeis; Georeietta. Small, Genoa; brig Belle ot
the Bay, Williams, Galvesron; schs Anson Stimpson,
Slomari, Bahia; Abbie, Noves, Barbadoes; A H Lennox, Gray. Miragoanc; John II Convers, Plummer,

Wilmington.
Sid 8th. ships Black Hawk, for San Francisco;
barque American Lloyds, for Havana. Ship Rosie
Welt anchored at Staten Island.
Passed through Hell Gale 8tli inst. brig Mcrriwa,
Downs, tm New York lor Point-a-Petre; schs RingDove, Swain, Port Johnson for Bostou; Mot!-Haven,
Collins, New York for Boston.
FALL RIVER—Ar 7th, sell .Jus O’Donohue, Warren. Brunswick, Ga. (head of foremast sprung.)
NEWPORT—Ar 7th, sch Herald, Morris, Rockland
Jor New York.
Sid Sth. barque Ncena, Nichols, fm New York lor
Portland; brig Ida L Ray, llaskell, from Bluelrill lor
Philadelphia; schs Susannah, Dennison. Vinalhaven
for Philadelphia; Lyndon, Cassidy, New York lor
Denuysville; Hatiie Coombs. .Jameson, Rockland tor
Richmond: Jas O’Donohue, Warren, Brunswick Ga
tor Fall River; L Hoi way, Bryaut, Providence for

Nellie Eaton, Grierson, lrom Calais; Cyrus Fossctt, Spear, from Fall River tor New

Sth,

schs

wcll-kuowu cutter, continue*
bellish with

MINED,

Rincksmitb or Steam purposes,
CAN N EL,
CARBONITE nnd
ACADIA COALS
for open Grqtcs.

for

s

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Calcutta 6th inst, ship Winona, Bray, for
Boston.
Sid tin St Michaels 30th ult, barque Kate Williams,
Halo, Boston.
Ar at Java —, barque Emma C Beal, Bailey, from
New York.
Ar at Ma'aga 12th uit, brig Antelope, Rav, Boston.
Ar at Messina —, sell Louisa Bliss, Strong, Genoa;
Eagle Rock, Hammond, do.
Sid —. brig R M ilesion, Gould, Boston.
Sid fm Antwerp 7tli inst, ship Peru, McIntyre, lor
Marseilles 5tb, barque Am Eagle, Kendrick,
Richmond, Me.
At at Dublin 5th inst, barque C W Cochrano.Given,
San Hrancisco via Falmouth.
Ar at Tiinidad25tb ult, barque Endeavor, Mountfort, Boston.
At Cardenas 31st ult, brig David Owen,Cbadbourn,
tor North of Gat torus. Idg; sch Lizzie Dewey, Davis,
South of liatteras; anti others.
Ar at Cienfuegos 6th, biig R S Hasset, Trinidad;
sch Mabel. St Thomas.
Ar at Sagua 6th, sch Silver Spray, Was?, from New
Ar at

York.
Ar at Matanzas f.th, seb M C Mosely. Urann, from
Philadelphia; C W Holt, Delay, Wilmington; M D
Marston. Hooper, do; Albert 11 Waite, Pottingill,
Fernand ina.
Ar at Halifax 8th, barque Pawishick from Montevideo via St Thomas tor Portland, (blown off.)
Cld at St John. NB, 7th, sells Edw Waite, York,
Matanzas; 8tb, Emma F Hart, Hart, Havana.

[.Latest by European stearners.!
Cld at Loudon 21st, Graco Andrews, Andrews, lor
Cardiff and Havana.
Ar at Liverpool 22d ult, Tiber, Lewis, Charleston.
Ar at Falmouth lbth, Lizzie il Jackson, Marwick,

Iquique.

Sid 19th. Sarah A Staples, Shute, London.
Sid fm Cardiff 18th ult, Vermont, Richardson, tor
Rio Janeiro.
Cld at Dublin 17th, P J Carlton, Luce. Canton.
Ar at Queenstown 20th. Chalmette, Waite, fm San
Cld at Trieste 15th ult,
Ar at Melbourne Oct

—
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no
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—
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em-

CUTS

for

JIFNT.

or

Ja2__si,2vf
are but few cases of Consumption but what
preceded by “Catarrh/* as the air which is

There
are

breathed

Car load

PORTLAND._sntf
SUFFERERS.
TO

TBV

Luags, and all diseases

leading to Consumption.

$5000

FOR AN INCURABLE

CASE

Prom

Distinguished I.aw)er of

Boston,

Mu. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam, i
have been a sulierer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
fi lend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave.me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from talcing the first dose the cough
entirely left me. Tue result, seemed little less than
mlronilloim
llOfO split llltirp thill) 3 SCOfC Of Sllf*
terers to Mr. Goodwin**, No. 38 Hanover St., lor the
so far as I learn, in every instance with

rcmodv, and,
marked success.

RespectfhHy^vours,

[Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney
at-Law, 27 Tremont St ]

and

medicines.

BEWARE

Messrs C. lVay & Co:—
I have used your COMPOUND SYRUP OF LUNGWORT myself, and in my family, and have never
found its equal for Couahs and Colds.
W. H. LEAVITT,
2 Lincoln Place,
Portland Me.
Dec. 23, 1874.
de22sn3m*

$500.00_REWARD.
THE

UNDERWRITERS
Hereby offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of the par
ty or parlies charged with the crime of arson, in
firing the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. D.
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dec.9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the convict iou
and actual punishment of said oriminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.dec23s-ntf

To Be Lei.
and after Jan. 1, 1875. the chamber in second
story now occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on the
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
No. 65 Exchange St.
de28sntf
On

NOT I UK.—All officers, sailors
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
the ltte Rebellion, however slightly, fan obtain a
Pen.don bv addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON. Late
Surgeon in United Slates Navy, wo. 4 New Chambers St., New York City. Communications promptoc29snly
ly answered.

PKRMONAIj

~

WANTED_Sa,OOO.OO.
Mortgage

on

SALEABLE & DESIRABLE PROPERTY
for

■Worth $6,000.00,
security will bo given. Address,
1443.

O., BOX

P.

sn2w

OF

BUSINESS.

$30,000““WORTH

OP

—OF—

AND

AND

DRY

The high repntatiou gained bv ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM for the cured Coughs.
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and Consumption, has given rise to spurious comp unds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta. Maine,** are blown
n the gliss of the bottle.
$5000 for a better article.
FAIL

TO

TRY

IT.

The f ‘Rowing are a few of the names of those who
have use 1 ibis remedy: Mrs.Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor
of Maine. Mrs. Col. Thomas Lamba~d, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mayor of Augusta; Rev. I)r. Ricker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wuod, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: lion. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ol Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and lifty thousand others too numerous to mention.

Wold by all Druggi*fH.
sneodaeowGm

CLiRKE S RHEUMATIC ELIXIR

GOODS

IMMEDIATELY
—

AT

—

33A.RG-A.1I^S.

Come and set your Winter’s Supply !
bny your wife or daughter a
Paisley Mhawl or Drrsi at half price
for a Christ!euu* Present.
Come anil

nice

Best Stand in Portland for Parties Wishing to Engage in this Business.
Entire stock will be sold at a discount to such if
desired.
DON’T

GOWELL
dcc2

A

WAIT !

GREENOUGII.

_snlf
DU. SAR1H W. DEVOLL,

Regular Practitioner of ITIedicine,
formerly of Newton, Mass., otters her services to
A

Women and

Children.

Residence, 32 1-2 High Street.
OFFICE

cures

FANCY
to be sold

IMITATIONS

dec4

FIRE

OF

BOARD

NATIONAL

GOING OFT

Notice.

COUNTERFEITS

DOIV’T

ANOTHER I

STILL

PORTLAND
de2!)

GOLD.

Special

STREET,
snd&w6in

A first

n

$5000

FREE

POHTLAND, TIE.

NUTTER
Counselors-

Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald,
35 Bromlield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balbeen
used in my family with tlis most gratsam have
We esteem it as one of the best of
ifying results.
[Fro

MORSE, M. D.

no7

BALSAM !

Only 35 cents’ An unfailing Bemedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat chest aud

n

«

C.
73

ADAM SOM’S

BOTANIC

the infected surface, becomes “lra-

the “taint,” and deposits it
founupon the “Throat” and^Lung.,’’ laying a
dation fov that, fearful disease.
And the only way of
reaching and removing it is through tlio mouiuui of

purchasing else-

236 Commercial St.,head Brown’s Wharf,

FAIL

over

preguated” with

~~

will do well to call on me before
where. Remember the number,

DON’T

A YERS,

50 Exchange Street.

handling Coal cheap,

Coal by the Cargo

jal

l

II

W M

Inhalation.

oi

facility

have every

now

HOURS, S lo'.» A. tl. I lo t P. N.
sntf

cc21
in

all their forms. It is sure, safe and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for
FIVE

DALLARM OR LES».

For sale by Druggist and Medicine
Price $1 per bottle, six for $55.
II. II.

llaf)

dealers generally.
Wholesale by

John W. Perkins
Pordnnd, .Tlaine.
nntl

& Gs.

sndeod&weowtfSl

decl6

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
HR.

HARRISON’S

PERISTALTIC

TUCKER'S

COSTIYENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant, to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly
and
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust,
and f r elderly persons, females and children, are
the
bowels
move
just the thing/ Two taken at night
Warranted in all cases ot
once the next morning.
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, souk Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Pa LriTATioNs^alao^IlKADAt he,

if

IItBEGCLARITIES, NEURALGIA, FAINT™%^ers find the. Lozenges just ip hat they need,
AN

ALL

compact and inodorous that they may
and as an aperient or
be earned in the vt et pocket,
no equal.
In vat ire these Lozenges hare
hoxrs «Or. seal
c.
.SO
larS©
Trial Boxes
fm1 of pootnge to nny adilrcM.
i,v
s.
Harrison
E.
Co., No. 1 Tremoufc
bv
F*>r sale
scOsneodly
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.
ar€ >,0

CU A N D LEU’S
—

AND

B A W S>

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
personal or by mail, will receive

All orders, eithe
prompt attention

51.

and will receive pupils in Drawing and Painting on
TuoMday. Wednesday, Friday aad Malar*
day Afternoon*.
,)oI3
snt^

SPECIAL

IIIMNDl.ER, IjEADRR.

II. Clmntllcr, C. M. Riclmdson, F. W. Bnxto.1,

oc29

NOTICE.

Airangemcnts Lave been made by the Maine Ponltrv Association, for its next Exhibition with the
following Railroad Companies.
Eastern Railroad Co. half fare.
Boston & Maine
and Og., R. R.
On Wednesday and Thursday, good to return on
Friday.
Grand Trunk, for oue fair and a third during Ex-

^ort.,

hibitions.

Portland S' R*>chestcr R. R. Co., half fa-es Wedand Thursday, goo f to return until Satur-

nesday
day.
The

Canadian, Eastern, Prince’s. Swett’s,Greeley’s
Saco and Li Idetoid ExYarmouth, and Milllken
press Companies half rates.
Maim Central half fare Tuesday and Wednesday,
Jan. 12th and 13th. Tickets good to return u lil

Saturday.

Exhibitors will be furnished
Per Order of Directors.

with tickets Monday.

jaSsulw

FRED.

FOX, Sec’y.

Awnings, Tents, Tings, Boat Sail*,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

Decorations, Ac.
49 1-2

F.

Office 27 Market Square.
D.

|y24dtlsn

IfUNM AKN1E LATBAJ1
ha* her Sindlo in Room 3, Wo. S l-lapp’i
Block.

EXCHANGE

STREET.,

—

ORCHESTRA.
1),

HOUSE

PRINTING

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late Dagid Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

LOZENGES.
Indorsed by all tbe IMedical Journals as tne most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Kemedy for

Cyclone, Forbqp, New York.
26, Robt Kelley, Kingman,

Ar at Sydney NSW— nit, N Gibson, Bradford,
New York.
Ar at Newcastle NSW Oct 22, Montana, Mudgctt,
Auckland NJ.
Sid tm Sourabaya Oct 25, Kit Carson, Spencer, for
Probolingo; 27th, Metis. Kent,PasBaroeang; 31st,
Jennie S Barker, Waiie, do.

lo

Large Number of the ciiiaeu* of PortInnil aad the Mlntc at thi* EHTA

and parties wanting

w.,,.

Cardiff.

si

hiiu

riMriU

port;

Clark, Frankfort: J F Wiley, from Virginia.
Cld Oth. sch Alice B lie, Bowman, New Smyrna.
NE WBURYPOBT—A r 7tli, sch Volant, Dodge,
Calais.

STREET.

PRINCE,

ALBION

as

CUMBERLAND COAL,

York.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, sch Addic M Bird,
Fales, Rockport for Baltimore.
Sid Sth, sch Nathan Cleaves, and others.
BOSTON—Ar Hth. sch Nellie F Sawyer, Getchell,
Savannah via Salem.
Cld Sth. sch John Proctor, Doane. Mobile.
Ar Oth, barque A C Bean, Cheney, Buenos Ayres;
schs Silver-Heels. Newman. Bnono Bay. NF; Hudson, Coleman, Calais; Sarah R Smith, Rich, EastF V Turner, Walker, and Gem, Thomas, Rock

AYERS’

50EXCHANJ3E
the

HAZLETON,
HONEY-BROOK,
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
WHITE AND RED ASH,
LOBERRY, and
LYKENS-VAULEY FRANKLIN COAL

I

FERNANDINA—Ar 1st, sch Jason, Sawyer, from

Boston.

BOUGHT!

JUST

a

MEMORANDA.

Francisco.

COAL

PORTLAND.

8_?'llnl

del

WHARF,

where can te found some of the

BEST

CO.,

&

DRAPER & TAII.OB,

STREET,

COMMERCIAL

236

HEAD OF

Cardenas 5th, sch Lizzie B Gregg. Anderson,
Philadelphia.
Barque Pewashick, from St Thomas for Portland,
which nut into Halifax 8th, is ordered to remain at
the latter port, where she will he sow.

Havana.

PRICE.

UNDER

ELDEN

T.

E.

removed his Coal Yard to

lias

8th, brig Agenora, Prince, from

DOMESTfiC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 31st ult, barque Nicholas
Thayer, Crosbv, Newcastle NSW.
GALVESTON—Ar 8th, barque Eva II Fisk, Nichols. Jamaica, iu ballast.
Ar 9tli. srh Ida Lewis, HuesMs, New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 31st, seb Floieuce P Halt, Keen,

OF

1-IWE

LADIES’ & CHILDRESS’ UNDERWEAR

DENNISON

E.

W.

Ar at

Boston.
In port

El'll-

A

HOSIERY,

Joshua Nve,
1
1>. E. Randall,
|
!
G. O. Payson,
F. E. Shaw,
IIenrv Tallman,
L. P. Call,

OPR STOCK

8ib, sch Henrietta, Langley, for

at Liverpool from San
Francisco, reports, when in lat 26 45 S, look a heavy
NW gale, which lasted three days, causing the snip
In lat 49 46, Ion
to labor heavily and sbilt cargo.
14 51, took another heavy gale from WNW, with very
doors and
cabin
stove
decks,
washed
which
high seas,
filled cabin with water, stove bulwarks, batch bouse,
was
officer
third
other
The
damage.
and sustained
disabled from duty- In the channel had a succession
N
to
NE
from
days.
lasting
ot gales
eight,
Barque Amity, ot Bath, from Philadelphia Nov 19
foi Antwerp, (before reported lost) sprung aleak when
three weeks out and became waterlogged. She had
in attempting to escape in the
a crew or 20 men.
boats they were capsized and pait of them drowned.
Those who escaped by swimming took to the rigeiDg,
but were washed oft one after another until only four
remained. Two of these became insane and refused
to leave the rigging when assistance was ottered by a
Norwegian barque. The other two were rescued by
means of a line thrown from the long boat and were
taken to Queenstown, being the only survivors.
Sch Carl I) Lothrop, MeAllep. trom St John, NB.
for Havaua, before reported with loss ot sails, was
«truck by a squall when a few hours out, and lost
mainsail, and other sails, and broke mainboora. Capt
MeAllep bore away tot Hillsboro almost under bare
poles and succeeded in reaching Grindstone Island,
where the anchors were dropped. Two of the crew
Will wait for new sails.
were badly frost bitten.

GOODS

J

Irom

Ship Wra It Grace. Black,

Ol7R

AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES.

..

New York.
Ar at Boston 0th,
Thomaston.
Cld at Wilmington

Thibet*
for 09c yard.

OF

DRESS

January till, 1875.jalldtf

—

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Kennebunkport Otb, ship Ocean King,

$1.25

of those

AM.

CLEARED.

ney & Jackson.
Sch Clara Smith, Packard, Havana—A L Hobson.
Sch Mill Creek, Wall, Bucksport—Nathl Blake.

Variation,

No

One bale Continental Cottons 9 f-4 ets y»l
tine and heavy 8 •*
One “ 3(5 inch “
“
*11“
One case Hills
Bleached
9 “
One *• Boot 4-4 Bleached
One “ Washington Cambrics 0 1-4 “
100 “ Bates Honey Comb Quilts 85 “

State
Tomiierance
Executive
f Committee.

Steamship Scandinavian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool
& A Allan.
Steamship Georgia, (Br) McKenzie, Halifax—John

uaillll£,

Price.

At One

State Temperance Convention.

ja9__"edlf

Steamship Geo Cromwell, Bacon, New York—J N
Magna.
Barqne Fannie H Loring, Loring, Cardenas—Plun-

CO.,

OFFER FOR OWE WEEK,

SPECIAL NOTICES,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

II

&

ELDEN

T.

E.

_

MARINE NEWS,
Snlurdrty, Jan. 9.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Elcanora, Johnson, New York—passengers and muse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
via Eastport.
Sch Glen-Rose. (3r) Thompson, Walton, NS—120
tons plaster to order.
Sch Hattie E Rampson, Bunker, Bucksport.

SPECIAL

9, Bombay, Work, Cardiff lor

SiS£l riuepalermo

64

years.
in Denmark, Dec. 2, Wm. F. Piugree of Newton,
Mass., aged 22 years.
In Gardiner, Dec. 23, Mr. Benjamin Sliaw. aged
64 years.
In Gardiner, Dec. 2G, Mr. Daniel Stiong, aged 55
years.
in Auburn, Dec. 30, Mr. Chas. R. Jordan, aged 43
years 6 mouths.
M9

Iiaugoon Nov 18, Annie Fish. Hoffses, from

Arat
k

(foietopgallant

£larket»*

M.—American securities

Porteous.

message to

im11ou*i*

nominal;

_|

(Portland Wholesale Market*.
Saturday, January 9.—There is nothing new to
note in the markets to-day. Corn is still quoted at
95c, and the supply is fair. Sugars are still firm
with a slight tendency upwards jgranulated is quoted
at 10ie. The grocery market shows no change.

election day, thus intimipolls
peared
dating and driving off Democratic voters.
Fifth, the report will show that the disorder
in the Legislature had ceased and the meeting
was eutirely orderly aud quiet before and at the
time Gen. DeTrobiaud entered the hall to arrest the members.
Sixth, that the only request of Mr. Wiltz to
DeTrobiand was to help iu keeping order iu the
lobby outside the hall.
Seventh, that the government has no hold on
the people of the state, that it is not supported
by more than two-thirds the colored vole and
no whites except those who are office holders
and whose relations hold office.
Eighth, thafrat lhe last election many colored
men voted the Democratic ticket on account of
the failure of the Freed men's Bank.
Ninth, the evidence shows that the police of
New Orleans is demoralized and useless, and
and that erder is maintained through a wholesome dread of the White League organization.
Tenth, the evidence shows that the White
League consists of merchants, lawyers and others, the best citizens, and is simply a citizens*
association, having not a rowdy among its
members.
The City Council of iVcw Orleans Pro.

The battle of New Orleans was Celebrated at
Wooster. Ohio, Friday. A letter from Gen.
Thurman was read condemnatory of proceedings in Louisiana.
It is said that Voohrees will withdraw from
the Indiana senatorial contest, leaving Holman
and McDonald alono.
Fall River operatives have decided not to
strike.
It appears from the Sumpter county investigation that many of the outragers had no connection with politics; in somo cases U. S. marshals went about making seizures without
a warrant; the charges that Republican
voters
Tla Tmhriand fnr Tii<j intorf^rpnftft in h
of
refuted by the fact that
were intimidated are
than
was
ever
the
vote
before.
larger
law and order, and the General withdrew.
The Republicans had now generally with- j
The Committee on Bauking find that all the
drawn from the hall;aud united in signing a
for government has been
manufactured
paper
petition to the Governor, stating their griev- accounted for and that there has been no iliehis
which
auces and asking
aid,
petit'ou,signed
issue or securities ou special
government
by 52 legally returned members of the House,
paper.
is in my possession.
Immediately subsequent
The President has received several letters
to the action of Wiltz in rejecting the Clerk of
threatening assassination if he persists in his
the old House, Mr. Billieu moved that two
course in Louisiana.
gentlemen from the parish of De Soto, oue
A Portsmouth, N. H., despatch says that
from Wiune, oue from Bienville, and one from
Iberia, who had not been returned by the re- among Republicans the impression is growing
there that P. C. Cheney of Manchester,or B. F.
turning board, be sworn in as members, and
will he nominated for
they were accordmgly sworn in by Wiltz and Prescott of Epping,
Governor, and C. H. Bell of Exeter, or B. F.
took their seats on the floor as members of the
Prescott, for Congress.
House. A motion was now made that the
The Gloucester fishing fleets are fitting out.
House proceed with its permanent organizaTlie fleet for the Grand and Western Banks
tion, and accordingly the roll was called by Mr.
and
was
Wiltz
will comprise about fon.v sail and the George’s
Trezevant, the Acting Clerk,
Advices from the Newfoundland herring
100
declared Speaker, and Trezevant Clerk of the
fleet report herring scarce and the weather unHouse. Acting on the protest made by the
majority of the House, the Governor now re- favorable for fishing, also with the {Grand Mequested the commanding General of the de- nau tio■11, seven fares have been received thus
far, four of salt fares from Newfoundland and
partment to aid him in resteriug order and
enable the legally returned members of the i three from Menan, and have found a market
in New York and Boston.
House to proceed with the organization according to law.
Iu the ca«e of Father Stack vs. Bishop O’HaRemembering vividly the terrible massacre ra, so long in controversy, the master iu Chanthat took place iu this city ou the assembling
cery has decided that the action of Bishop
of the constitutional convention in 18GG, at ihe
O’Hara in removing Father Stack from the
Mechanics’ Institute, and believing that the
Church of the Annunciation of Philadelphia
lives of the members of the Legislature were
was iu full accord with the recoguized law and
or would be endangered iu case an organization
discipline of tho Catholic church.
uuder the law was attempted, the posse was
Tlie committee on Southern outrages think
furnished with the request that cire should be
the New Orleans committee exceeded their
taken that no member of the Legislature repowers in taking testimony.
turned by the fret liming board should be ejected
from the floor.
This military posse performed
Taylor Shaudor (colored) the Wheeling, Ya.,
i'sduty uuder directions from the Governor of
wife murderer, has been sentenced to be
the state, and removed from tbo flo r of the
hung.
House those persons who had been illegally
A team containing Mr. and Mrs. Wegand
seated, and who had no legal right to be there,
and child, was struck by a traiu at Camden, N.
whereupon the Democrats rose ana left the ,L, last night, and Mrs. W. and the child were
House, and the remaining members proceeded
killed.
to effect an organization under the state laws.
Julius Lee, a well known music publisher, is
Iu all this turmoil, iu which bloodshed was
dead.
imminent, the military posse behaved with
When Wiltz, the usurping |
great discretion
Northampton, Mass., sends Maliby deleSpeaker of the House, called for the troops to j gates.
were given h.m. When !
bloodshed,
they
prevent
Tlie Newfoundland legislature meets the 4th
the Governor of the s ate called for a posse fe. j of
February.
to c« force the !aw. v \
.viiji., purp-•••*•
The Prince Edward’s Island snow blockade
it
inS not been Jo.
ws* In mi slied also.
U broken and trains are running.
is my firm belief that scenes of bloodshot*
An unfounded rumor was circulated in New
would have ensued.
York yesterday that Uov. Tilton would pardon
P. H. Sheridan,
(Signed)

Lieut.-General.

was

$12,000.

on

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
JIOURS.

earthquake

in Louisiana.
The Republicans of the Senate and House
held caucuses Saturday.aud generally approved
the President’s and Sheridan’s action.
ThecourthouseatQaiticy.lll., was burned
Saturday, but all documents were saved. Loss

the late case of the election in Louisigna.
The Prcsiilcnl** UKrssagc.
Washington, Jan. 10.—The Herald’s special
says the President’s reply to the senators’call
for information on Louisiana affairs will he
sent in Monday, and will, it is asserted by his
friends, give a horrible account of murder,
plots and dark and dangerous organizations in
which the White League will cut a great figThe most desperaie and lawless purposes
ure.
will be charged against this organization and
the President appears, from the report of gentlemen who have seen him to-day, to believe
the most energetic and severe methods alone
can safely be applied in the South, The documents ho will send in will contain numerous
reports from different persons, army officers,
United States officials and meiubersoi the Kellogg government, all tending, so rumor says, to
show that the country is in danger.
Report of «hr New Orleans Committer.
The New Orleans committee will also make a
report to ihe following effect:
First, that the evidence given before them iu
New Orleans showed that in the late election
there was no intimidation to prevent colored
men voting the Republican ticket; no evidence
was brought to the committee that violence bad
been threatened.
Second, the evidence shows that in several
White Leagues the proposition to discharge
servants who voted the Republican ticket was
brought up aud discussed. It was in every ease
voted down.
Third, the evidence shows that the Returning Board was a monster and clumsy fraud,
and the membersof it had noteven skill enough
to conceal their wrong and duplicity.
Fourth, that the United States troops under
orders of Marshal Packard scoured the parishes
for a week before the election with warrants in
at the

shock of

course

in

L LIU 11

slight

Nowal, Canada, Saturday.
Bishop Wilmerand Gen. Sheridan have had
an interview, hut could not agree.
Several Democratic state legislatures, Saturday passed resolutions denouncing Sheridan’s

Approval of Government Action.
The fo'lowing petition is being signed: “We
the undersigned, recollecting how the rebellion
was inaugurated and the country forced into a
war by the failure of the government to protect
its forts and officers, hereby testify our approval of the prompt action of the government

ui

the House it was declared that one Trezcvaut
was nominated and elected clerk of the Hsuse.
Trezevaot at once sprang forward and occupied
the clerk’s chair amid the wildest contusion
Wiltz then again on
over the whole House.
another nomination from the Democratic side
of the House declared one Flood elected Sergeant-at-arms ordered a certain number of assistants to be appointed. Instantly a large
number of men throughout the ball who had
been admitted on various pretexts, such as reporters aud members, friends or spectators,
turned down the lappels of their coats, upon
which were pinned blue ribbon badges on winch
words “Assistwere printed in gold letters the
ant Sergeant-at-arms,” aud the Assembly were
in possession of the minority aud the White
League of Louisiana bad made good its threat
of seizing the House, many of the assistant
Sergeant-at arms beiug well known as captains
of the White League companies in this city.
Notwithstanding the suddeuess of this
movemeut the leading Republicyn members
bad not failed to protest again and again
against this revolutionary action of the minority, but all to no purpose, and many of the Republicans rose and left the House in a body
together with the clerk, Mr. Vigers, who carried away with him the original roll of the
House as retu'ned by the Secretary of State.
The excitement was now very great, aud the
Acting Speaker directed the S^rgeat-at-Arms
to prevent the egress or ingress of members,
aud several exciting scuffles with knives and
pistols drawn took place, and fv*r a few moments it seemed as if bloodshed would ensue.
At this juncture Mr. Dupre, the member from
Orleans pariah, moved that tbe military power
of the general government be invoked to preserve the peace, and that a committee be appointed to wait on Gen. De Trobriand, the
commanding officer of th9 U. S. troops,
stationed at the State House, and request bis
assistance in clearing the lobby. The motion
aud a committee of five, of
was adopted,
which Dupre was made chairman, was sent to
wait on Gen. De Trobriand and scTou returned
with that officer, who was accompanied by two
of his staff officers. Wiltz said it (?) was not,
whereupon the General proceeded to the lobby
and addressed a few words to the excited crowd.
Peice was at once restored. On motion of Mr.
Dupre, Wiltz then, in the name of the General
Assembly of the State of Louisiana, thanked

A

New York, Jan. 9.—A Washington special
des
says Secretary Fish did uot see Belknap's
papatch to Sheridan until it appeared in the
would
Belknap
pers. Bristow did not see it
Robematter.
about
the
Louisiana
not converse
son told the reporter be was a law abiding citiJewell, while he did uot doubt tlie Presizen.
dent’s right to sent troops to Louisiana, viewed
with apprehension any armed interference by
the executive to disperse a legislature even if it
Attorney General Wilhad become a mob.
liams Would express no opinion, and Geluno
town.
of
out
was

Promoters.

tncodCuiMWF.

A

LEAVITT.

mc3end sr.
For roughs. C'olil* and €'on«iimpiicn.
the most approve! ami reliable remedy is the wellknown VEl 1 ETABLE PCLMON A R V BA I.S A M
Be careful to get the genuine. Price, large Untie*
$1; small (old style) SO cents. Ct’Ti.KR BROS. A:
CO., Wholesale Drugg ste, Proprietors, Boston.
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gnW&S&lamw48
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May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesVenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei! & Co., Andrews
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendilek* and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddetord, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.
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“CITY

AND VICINITY.

New AdrertifteuaentH

To-Day,

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
City Hall—Theodore Thomas*.
Singing School- Arcana Hall.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
Portland Railroad Co.—Annual Meeting.
To Let.—Stoies and Chambers.
NEW

To Let—House.

Tor Sale—Portab.e Steam Engine.
Sheriff's Sale—W. H. Dresser.
Wanted—Men.
Dr. Huntington—U. S. Hotel.
Commercial Temperance Association.
Notice to

Contractors,

CLERK’S OFFICE,
)
>
Supreme Judicial Court,
December 3, 1874.
j
MEMBERS ot the Bar are notified that the juries
sumfor January Terra A. 1>. 1875, have been
moned to Appear on the first day of said term ; ami
that part jes must be ready to
try their cases in order
during \iie first week, as the indulgence of a weeks
delay '.or them to get ready for trial, after the term
commences will not be allowed.
Per Order
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
3a814t
Municipal Court*
BEFORE JUDGE

MORRIS.

Saturday.—Howard Douglass. Assault and battery. Fined $5 with costs. Committed.

People

Brief Jottings.
didn’t go out doors yesterday if

could help it.
The Maine Poultry Association
..A

liayc

they*

extend-

‘ure to attend the exhibition at the New

-About S3,000 was paid to

City

the fire department

Cjaturday.
The reserved seats to the Thomas concerts
will be (old at Stockbridge’s music store next

macaws, magpies, herons, African sparrows,
and other choice birds.
The main hall will be used for the fowls, and
the stage for rabbits, raccoons, foxes, etc.
Fourteen hundred yards of cotton sheeting are
to cover the tables on which the coops

the
and

city.
Tho officers from this city who attended the
policemen’s ball in Biddeford, Fridaynightspeak in high terms of the treatment they received.
A Congress street horse car collided with a
horse sled Saturday, doing slight injury to the
car.

Assistant County Attorney
l»Anwi

tnfrlau

anrl

Butler

trial nf

arrived

rriininal

an*

peals in the Superior Court will begin this
morning. The grand jury will not report before Tuesday afternoon or Wednesday morning.
Forest City Temple of Honor will celebrate
its eighth anniversary at its new hall on Exchange street, this evening, beginning at halfAddresses by prominent
past seven o’clock.
members of the Temple, a collation and music
select choir will constitute the entertainment. A good time is expected.
Would it not be well for Prof. Morse to secure John Denier, the man-monkey, for his

by a

closing

~

In this room
the coops for the pigeons are arranged. Besides
the pigeons and swans, will be beautiful golden

large pen built for them.

he bit a lady’s hand.
A largo bunch of keys marked “H. Jones,
Portland” was found in the Representatives
Enquire at this
Hall, Augusta, last week.

sent to that place the other day.
Arrangements have been mado to run a
special train from Kennebunk, to accommodate all on the line of the road who may wish
to attend the Thomas concert to be held iu this

1

Poultry Exhibition.
This morning City Hall will rescuud with the
noise of tho bene which will begin to gather
The coops are already
there at an early hour.
in place in the main hall, and in the reception
in the latter room a largo pond has been
room,
built for four pairs of swans. There is also to
The

be

police interfered with them.
Yesterday was a most disagreeable day.
A new depot for Conway Junction, on
Eastern railroad, was built in this city

lecture Wednesday

evening?

Accidents.—As the grocery team of W. Ij.
Wilson & Co., was coming down Danforth
street, Saturday morning at a moderate rate of
speed, it was overtaken by the team of Nutter
Bros. From appearances the horse attached
to the latter team was unmanageable, for be
leaped over the Wilson team, breaking the
sleigh and throwing both drivers out. The
horses were both stopped before they had gone
The driver of the Wilson team was quite
badly hurt about the herd by the fall. The
other driver escaped nnhurc.
Capt. Charles Whitney of Cape Elizabeth,
was thrown from bis sleigh on Portland bridge,
Saturday, and broke bis coliar boue.
far.

As Mr. Henry Dike of Augusta, was passing
the store of G. W. Rich & Co., on Fore street,
Friday, a big icicle, suspended from the eaves,
broke nod fell, striking Mr. Dike on the side of

head, knocking him senseless, inflicting a
bad scalp wouud.
Mrs. A.J.Blcthen went into the cellar Saturday morning when she discovered that the shelf

a

pheasants,California quail, parrots, parroquets,

required
placed.

are

There have already been upwards of 330
coops entered, with one hundred more to hear
from in this city. A large number of entries
will be made from Worcester, Hartford, New
Haven, Springfield, the majority of the cities
aud towns of Maine, and many places in New

ILlUl iUC lean

pipco

nuu

mo

“*oiv

•,

She rushed to the spot and
were breaking off.
upheld the shelf with one hand, and placed the
the break in the pipe, at the same
time sending the servant down town for Mr.
Blethen. It was a narrow escape as the meter
was near the furnace.
other

over

Fibe at Gorham.—A fire occurred in the
village Saturday at 4 o’clock A. M., which but
for the light wind, and the quantity of snow on
the adjoining buildings might have proved very
disastrous. The result was the entire destruction of three tenement bouses situated at the
center of the village and occupied by Irish
The property belonged to Col. F.
families.
Eobie, and was not very valuable; no insurance. The Engine Company under command
of Capt. S. Hinkley did good service, and thus
saved a large amount of property from fire.
John Curtis was on hand with a small fire extinguisher, which he used with wonderful effect in throwing water from pails furnished for
that purpose. The low state of the wells added
very much to the risk, and but for the timely
aid rendered by the citizens generally, the fire
would have been a very disastrous one. The
valuable property owned by E. G. Harding
Esq., was at a great risk, and one of his buildings took fire several times. The Irish families
lost their all, but were remembered by early

contributions._
Tns Clark

Street Bridge.—The

Clark

bridge over Commercial street is progressing finely. The bridge starts from Clark
street and runs to the draw of Portland Bridge.
It.is 300 feet in length and 40 feet in width,with
on the
a walk for passengers eight feet wide
east side. The standards have been raised,and
are composed of fou^ uprights, 10x10 inches,
with base and caption of the same dimensions.
street

fl’Un

limluinia r\f

(lm Vrnat Soil f Vl Arn

rttllA

ThpSfl

standards are Dlaced at an average distance of
ten feet apart, but the span across Commercial
street is about forty feet, and will be surmoudted by a cue-trass bridge. Over the rail
road tracks the bridge is sufficiently high to
clear a maids head standiug on the highest
to the bridge from Clark
lhe plankstreet is built of stone abutment,
that it
ing is well under way and it is expected
in about four weeks. Mr.
will be all
cars.

The

approach

completed

Virgie, the contractor, was in
looking over the work.

town

yesterday

I. O, O. F. Installation.—The following
officers of Iva Lodge No. 5, IX of R., were in*
stalled at Odd Fellows Hall, Saturday evening:
Isaac F. Clark, N. G.; Sirs. Alfred Woodman,
V. G.; Mrs. II. J. Cox, Sec.; Mrs. Charles H.
Treas.; Graud Officer present J. N.

French,

Reed, IX G. G. M.; Joshua Davis, D. W. Sec.;
II. P. Cox, W. G. G.. The Lodge provided an
excellent repast at the close of lhe services,and
very enjoyable time was had.
mings delivered an address.
a

P. G. M.Cum-

Rescued —Early Friday morning M. T. Honear his door,
gan discovered a young woman
on Washington street, lying insensible on the
He took her into his house aud with
snow.
some difficulty succeeded iu reviving her, for
It seems she
she was chilled and frost-bitten,
had been to a marriage on Mountfort street the
night before aud had got bewildered on her
Mr. Howay home. This is the fourth person
similar circumstances
gan has rescued under
withiu the last few jwars.
Select Entertainment —This eveuiug Dr.
Ilebbard begins bis new seric3 of lectures at
Congress Hall. The opening lecture is on
three-fold beauty (color, contour and expression), according lo Hogarth and Sir Joshua
Reynolds. The lecture is said to lie of great
and enl'vcned with wit and humor

interest,

The whole conrsp, consisting of eight lectures,
will richly repay attention, and should draw
crowded honses, for the sulject is one .of vital

importance to all.

Vermont and Bhode Island.

Hampshire,

Stevens, General Agent of the Boston &

CASCO STREET.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Augusta

Mr. Chadwick
to enter his tame crows, but they died
a short time since.
Kossiui Hall will be used as a refreshment
room. The Swedenborgian Society will have
mund

Dana, together, 30 cages.

expected

cnarge

it

oi

mis

ueparuueui, uuu
to visit.

very attractive

w

iuhih.

place

Cumberland Conference.
The Cumberland Conference of Congregational Churches will be held at High Street
in this city Tuesday and Wednesday of this
The following is the order of exercises:

week.

TUESDAY.
9 A. M.—Prayer Meeting.
9.45 A. M.—Organization and Report.
1U.45 A. M.—Sermon by Rev. G. S. Dickerman.
To be followed by discussion of the topic of sermon.
AFTERNOON.
2 P. M.— Devotional exercises.
2.15 P. M.~Business.
Ritualism. What can our
3 P. M.—Discussion.
churches do to secure a more spiritual worship.
To be opened by Rev. E. C. Cummings and Rev.
C. F. Dole.
EVENING.

7.30 P. M.—Devotional Exercises.

8 P. M .—Discussion. Systematic Beneficence.
To be opened by Rev. A. Blanchard and Rev. B.
F. Leavitt.
WEDNESDAY.

9. A. M.—Prayer Meeting.
9.30 A. M.—Business.
10.30 A. M.—Discussion. The need of greater unity
of action among the Congregatioualists ot this
State, and how to meet this need.
To be opened by Rev. E. II. Byington and Rev. E.
Y. Hincks.
AFTERNOON.
2 P. M.—Conference Sermon by Rev. B. P. Snow.
Administration of the Lord’s Supper.

Systematic Beneficence.
The following is the report of the High Street
church and

pariah

for the year 1871:

Weekly—contributions (general).$1,817 43
Special for Communion contributions. 202.07
Sabbath

School

481 69
48 16

Missions

<•

Total.$2,549~35
DISBURSEMENTS.
448
400
200
100

16
00
00
U0

Amount carried forward.$1,148
lo0
Amount brought forward.
126
West Chapel and other Chutches.
151
Poor of Parish.
25
M ai ne Con j. Charitable Asso...
515
fip.npml F.xnftnspM Church and Parish.
283
General Expenses and Library of S. School..
198
Devoted to Missions by S. School.

16
00
85
72
00
93
Ob
00

82,519

35

American Board Foreign Missions.$
Maine Missionary Society.
Widows’ Wood Society.
American Missionary Association.

Not the One.—Early Saturday morning a
despatch was received in this city from Boston
to arrest “Scotty” on the arrival of the Boston boat.
Deputy Bridges visited the boat, but
All day long the
no Scotty was to be found.

city was searched. About seven o’clock in the
evening officers Miles and Jackson espied him
on Fore street and chased him, but he ran into
a house and hid in the cellar.
They followed
him and took him to the station. The police
here do not think that be is the man wanted
for the robbery of Mr. Pennell, and he will be
prosecuted for keeping open shop. It will be
remembered that he was arrested for this
offence some time ago, and, after getting Mrs.
Stafford to go bail for him, left town. He is
prepared to prove that at the time of the rob-

bery he

was

in Providsnce.

tone.
This evening Bourcicauk’s great sensational
drama of “Colleen Bawn” will be put upou
the hoards. Mr. Richards, the scenic artist, has
procured the models from the Boston Museum,
aud the piece will be put upou the stage with
the wonderful edicts which called forth so
much admiration iu Boston. The scenery, upon
which much time and money have been expended, is the finest ever seen in this city, and
will cause a decided sensation.
Reform Lectures.—J. K. Osgood of Garwell known as a leader in the
so
temperance reform movement has inst returned from Connecticut where he has been
very successful in lecturing and organizing

diner

temperance clubs under the auspices of the
National Temperance Camp Meeting Association. He will spend the remainder of the winter in this state, aud is ready to answer any
calls for lecturing and organizing clubs. Adof the
dress him
at
Gardiner
or either
following members of the Executive Committee, Portland; C. Sturdivant, Albion Little, M.
G. Palmer or Rev. I. Luce.
Movement.—The Allan steamer
Scandinavian, Capt. Smith, sailed Saturday
with 24 cabin aud 20 steerage passengers
Steamer

night,

and a full cargo.
The next steamer of the line to arrive is the
Moravian, Capt. Graham; but as she did not
leave Moville until Sunday, the 2d inst., she
will not arrive until the last of the week.
The Grand Trunk steamer Normantou, Oapt.Tobu. She did
Leach, has not arrived from St.
not leave until Friday, and her agent, Mr.
Porteous, thinks that she will arrive to-day.

Haskell,

baptized

and
persons, solemnized more marriages
officiated at more funerals than auy other
clergyman in Aroostook county.
Messrs. Franh E. Allen aud Fred E. Alien,
sail from New York for Cuba in the steamer,
more

Thursday.
Allen Mission.—Notwithstanding the cold
lasteveniog the Allen Mission was crowded by
The earnest and e'an appreciative audience.
Mefective speeches liy Win. Josephs, J. R
ltelvey, J. II. Coyle, Charles Choate anil others
induced largo
There will be a
The

numbers to sign the
similar meeting this

public are invited.

vaiuc,

w

Benjamin Whitley, so'dier of the 1812 war,
live
recently died in China,at the age of eighty
of the North Kennebec
Agricultural Society for the year were $101J,0o;
total expenditures $1017.65. Of these receipts
$34.42 came from the former treasurer; $140.45
80
from the state; $370 from members; $400
from sale of tickets, &c. Amount now in the
treasury $2.
It. S. Austin, engineer on the M. C. R. B.,
who was iDju red in the leg at the accident at
Belgrade, 5 ay 29tb, 1871, has made through
his attorney, Hon. E. F. Webb, a satisfactory

settlement with the company.
KNOX COUNTY.

Chas R. Glover of Camden, was lost overboard at Cape Good Hope, Sept. 26th, Ho was
18 years af age.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The number of deaths in Bangor for 1873
each day.
averaged
United
Bangor boasts the oldest sexton in the of the
States—Mr. Orin Favor, who has charge
First Baptist church.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
one

The Piscataquis Observer appears enlarged
and in a new dress of type, presenting a greatI*. Barrows
ly improved appearance. Mr. i.
of Boston has purchased an interest in the establishment and the paper is now publisned Dy
G. V. Edes, Barrows & Co.

their estimates for the county tax for the presless
is much
year at $30,000. This sum
thaa for many previous years, and some
below last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Murphy of Kenneanbunkport, celebrated their fiftieth wedding
Abont
niversary on Wednesday evening last.
four
genfifty persons were present, including
erations of the family.
the
in
picker of
Friday a slight fire occurred
No. 3 mill on the York corporation in baco.
The tire took in the dust box and a man named

pledge.
evening.

hanfls

_Vila

/-\t

icau

jall-d&wlw

balmy fragrance.

Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
parlor
a welcome visitor to the
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
LancasBrothers,
been received by Fessenden
ter Hall,and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.
Harper’s

publication is

Mrs. Manchester, tbe celebrated physician,
will remain in Portland till Jan. 15th.
Bears.—Sinco Messrs Perry Davis & Son
commenced the manufacture of Bearine, the
Canada trappers have found a lucrative busiMessrs. Davis &
ness in capturing old bruin.
Son pay a good price for the grease, and the
Messrs. Davis
skins are always sought after.
& Son have a mode of refining tbe grease,
perfuming, &c., making it superior to any others we have ever seen.
jan8danlw
Wheezing Whispers.—Almost everybody
is hoarse. There is something in the air that
the
provokes coughs and colds and reduces
voice to a husky whisper. Fortunately Hale’s
Honey of Horehound and Tar can be obtained
of auy druggist, and no hoarseness or cough,
however obstinate, can resist its curative operation.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

The lecturer then proceeded to the subject
matter for the evening, first defining the object
of these lectures to be, not to inquire into the
origin of things, hut to explain their present
coudition.
Beetles were discussed, aud natural selection
made to account, much more reasonably, 1 or
some peculiarities than special creation could
do.
It was shown how the color of all animals,
from mammals to radiates, changes with the
necessities for protection. Insects that are food
for birds are the color of that ou which they
live, not because they eat the coloring matter,
but as a source of protection, while those which
are bright in color will be found to carry their
a disgusting
weapons of defence in the form of
odor or sharp sting,1‘neither of which is agreein
a
Not
given
species, all
birds.
able to
that,
animals which come into existence are of the
white
same color, as is seen from the fact that
elephants, white crows, blue lobsters, &c-, are
occasionally found, but that the most conspicuous soonest become a prey to their enemies.
Sexual select.on is an important factor in
this theory. In polygamous groups among the
higher animals the male is much stronger than
the female; in monogamous groups male and
female are nearly alike. Among birds, the
males are either more brilliant in color or are
comgifted with greater vocal powers, hot none
bine the two attractions. The male, then,
with
beauty,
strength,
most highlv endowed
mates first and
or other attractive quality,
own characteristics.
hts
perpetuates
l’Lc fertilization of flowers was the last topic,
and some very interesting examples were given
of the agency of insects in this process.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OF

Insertings,
Neck Ruchings,
Cotton Trimmings,

No. 3 India Street.

nol7dtf

To Let.
BRICK House. 9 rooms, Gas and Sebago, on
Lincoln St. Kent $30 per month. A tenement
of four rooms on Lafayette Sf;, near Congress.
Kent $9. per month.
F. G. PA I TERSON.
13 Fluent Block.
ja71dlw

A

Corsets,
Gents’ Shirt Bosoms,

formers.
The only organization which, when traveling, gives
their Concerts with the same number of Artists, and
in the same style of perfection as In New York, Boston, Philadelphia, etc.

Thursday Evening, Jan. 21st,
THEO. THOMAS’
First appearance of the young American Prima
Donna

Doors open at 7J, to
Steinway & Sons*

commence

11rl

1 ftf-

SECOINO TERM.

ARCANA-

bold.
On Thursday evening, Manager Ward and
Mr. J. H. Cummings will have a benefit. Tbis
is tbe last week of this company stay bere for
the present, and they should have a full bouse

offered

Real Estate Transfers.—Tbe following
real estate transfers recorded in this city tbe
past week:
Lot of land on Poplar street from G. W. Ray
et als. to Owen Kerrigan. Consideration $200.
Same on Green street, one-half individual
and io common, from the Deering heirs to J.S.
Ricker. Consideration $400. The other half
from the Preble heirs to J. S. Ricker. Consideration $400.
Same with buildings thereon,on Cumbeiland
etreet.trom George Libby to Charles P. Knapp

ETkkets*for

20

Lessons.-Gentlemen $3.

the first

Jalld3t

evening.

Notice to Contractors.
1
Mayor’s Office,
City of Bangor, Maine, Jan. 6, 1875. f
is hereby given that Sealed Proposals to
build and furnish a Brick Grammar Schoolhouse and outbuildings in this city will be received
at this office until Monday, Feb’y. 1,1875, at 3 o’clock
M.
Lot to he graded and all materials to be furnished
by contractor.
Plans and Specifications can bo seen at the office of
B. C. Kenwav, Architect, at Auburn, Maine, Jan.
14ih, 15th and 16th, and at this office Jan. 19th, 20th
and 21st next.
The Committee reserve the right to .reject any and

HAMBURG

all proposals.
1
NEWELL BLAKE.
ISAAC STRICKLAND, ! Committee
B. A.

priate

occasion was preached by Rev. A. S. Ladd of
Biddeforu, in place of Rev. J. Colby, presiding
eider of the Readfield district, who was ex..oetoil to officiate, but who was detained by

Jan. 6

f

BURR,

CHAS. V. LORD,
1875.

BBT

HUNTINGTON.

Changed from

6

Mr. Ladd, though unexpectedly
the position, did himself credit, and
the whole service passed off finely. The attendance was large and quite a generous sum
was raised to aid the struggling society iu their

U, S. Hotel, Four Weeks.

to

FOB

TUB

CUBE

OF

Rheumatism, Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Bronchial and Pulmonary Complaints, Seminal and Female Weakness, Nervous Debility, Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels,
&e.
Office Hours, 10 to 12 A. M., 2 to 3 P. M.
Boom No. 2, Entrance on Congress Street.
d3w
jail

enterprise.

with the exception
room above, which will be finished as soon as sufficient funds for that purThe estimated expense of
pose can ba raised.
the church is §8,000, exclusive of the fixtures

completed

The
and bell, which will cost §800 more.
house is to be free to all and the worship is to
be supported by the voluntary contributions of

Temperance Association.
will be a meeting at Saccarappa, TUESDAY, Jan. 12tb, commencing at 2 o’clock p. m.
and at Dnnstan corner, “Scarborough,” WEDNESDAY, Jan. 13tli, commencing at 2 o’clock p. m. unCommercial

the worshippers.
Much credit is do to the pastor of the society,
Rev. N. O. Clifford, for his persistent effort in
state and
bringing the enterprise to its present
for his self-sacrifice in undertaking the work in
Sums
the face of seeming impossibilities.
from §5 to §1500 have been secured

THERE

Portland
Bath
Belfast

o’clock.
jail

DAN 1 EL R.

commence

at 7

DRESSER, Sec’y.
d3t

the West.
The Knickerbocker Ice Co. of Philadelphia,
have over 500 men at work puttiug up ice on
The ice is of excellent
tlie Kennebec river.
quality, fourteen inches thick. They ran iu
0000 tons of clear hard ice in eight hours on
Thursday. They are running oue chain at their
Smithtowu houses, two chains at the South
houses in Farmingdale, and one at the Chelsea
house. The company put up over 100,000 tons
and have
oil the Kennebec river this winter,

PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.

INTELLIGENT,

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders
of the Portland *’o.. will be held in Reception
Room (City Hall) Poriland, on MONDAY, Jan. 18th,
1875, at3 o’clock P. M., for the choice ot Directors
and the transaction of any other business that may

THE
legally

come

before them.

•

2

*

•

Cleveland 0.,
«
Toledo

■
...

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,

Jan. 9,1875.

jalUd*

For Sale.
8

x

12

AN Hoadly
Horse

hand.

Portable

Steam

Engine,

'& Co., Lawrence, Mass.,
been used but little. All

•

Power,
Address.

start up.

Business Changes.—The following are rein this State:
ceut business changes
Portland—Simorton & Ladd, ship timber,
ncw—W 11. Simonton and C. R.Ladd.
IJ.iugor—Sweet & Emery, drugs, dis; now C.
Sweet.

DEARBORN &

jalldlw

Lockes

by

rated 14
ready to

TEBBETS.
Mills, Maine.

To Let.

February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
and
Hodsdon,
Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

ABOUT

,.

now

1

former

prices $13

to

$3.50.

Good Brown Duck Overalls and Jumpers 50 cents.

Overalls and Jumpers

PORTLAND, MAINE*
IIY

Thompson Jr., Successor.

Zenas

SHALL offer for Sale my Entire Stock ol Sleigh*
consisting of the finest assortment of Single ami
Sleighs ever Manufactured In Maine. Then*)
Sleighs are all frehb stock xnd late patterns. At
same time, 15 Custon city made Harnesses in Gold.
Silver, Nfckel and covered trimmings. Wolf and
Buffalo Kobes. Terms easy, made known at sale.

I

Double

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

A«ctiwae*r*.

ja7dtd

Sheriff's Sale.

the firm name of Drew, Wilson & Ames, are creditors and StorerS. Knight, of I>eering, in sakl Couuty
is debtor, and will be sold at public Auction to the
highest bidder, therefor at the store of H. H. Colesworthy, at Woodford’s corner, Deering, formerly Accepted by Storer S. Knigbt, in said County of Cumberland, on THURSDAY, the fourteenth day of
January, A. D. 1875, at two o’clock in th" afternoon.
A stock ol goods comprising, Groceries, West India
Goods, Fancy goods. Cutlery, Crockery and Hard-

__n-._Z

tures ami
Dated at

We have

hand

now on

Maine Central R. B.
E. & N. Ameri.au R. R. Gold
SALE

100 DIIDDU STREET.
87

gep24

teeod bl

dlw

jaO

CO.,

to

BAILEY & NOYES
a

good Assortment

AND

can

be

No. 12 MARKET SQUARE,
fine collection of samples, fVom Card to Life
Size may be seen.
offered to Clubs.

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

per Month.

Railway Passengers’ Assurance Oo.
HARTFORD, CONN.
For sale by
w. D. LITTLE & CO., A$t$.,

is6w

the first of January next, the very desirable lot at the bead of ‘‘Merrill’s Wharf,” (a
portion of which is now occupied by W. E. Dennison,
Efo.) will be offered on a lease ot one or more years.
The lot is 75 by, say 350 feet, of solid earth work. The
lu.inir Irw'nfp/l near the opnter of Commercial
street, and conveniently reached by rail and navigaoilers
special iudueenunts to parties engaged in
tion,
if dethe coal, lumber or any extensive business,
sired, lots facing on Commercial Street can be obbusiness.
or
mechanical
tained tor mercantile
For infoimation, please apply at either the office oi
DANA & CO.
the Wharfinger, or

AFTER

distf

HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD.

OP JEN PB THIS DAY

CARGOES

very

all to be sold at the very

LOWEST TRICES.
Also

a

large amount of

which

we

PURE

\ C E
CHAM.

deMIstf___
1000 TONS

COAL.

SUFEKIOR
FOE

SWEETSIR^r MERRILL,
Middle

.Street.

Steam or Household Purposes,
from the Acailia Scam Drummond Colliery, Pictou,
N. S. For sale by
A
D. W HIDDEN,
islm
No. t‘J Uuiott Wrhnrf.
ja5

BUY

A Plush Lilted Single Sleigh with
Shining Trim tilings. Silver Pluted
Handles, and of our own Manufacture for

Bonds stud Uloitgages.
selected Western Municipal Bonds

("1AREDULLY

lliitriuiined
Sleighs at Prices
Lower than the Lowest. Call and
examine.

JOHN

J and Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
Inquiries, Collections and Remittances promptly atCHARLES M. HAWKES.
tended to.
96MUldlcStf
augl7TuTh&Sly2dp

511 1-2
jag

Previous to taking
stock we shall sell

UNDERSHIRTS

shall sell

DRAWERS,

THAN COST,

LESS

we

shall sell all

Cardigan Jackets,

for

goods

without regard to cost

Gash

on

Delivery

THIS IS A

CASH
and

RUSSELL,
Congress Street.
dtf

(BP STAIRS.)

We shall mark

Charles Custis & Co.

of

ples
plain

our

sam-

stock in

Fignres,

ONE

Grain,
was

Ja7

493 Congress Street.

ROAD TO FORTUNE
IN

—

WAJLL STREET.
100 Doz. KID and DOG
invested in Puts, Calls and double PrixSKIN GLOVES 50 cents MONEY
has pai I from EO to 150 per cent profit
ile
large amounts pay propormonth. Small

Now is the time to

buy cheap!
J.

Ilnrleigh,

Old No. 89 Middle St.,
NEW

admitted to

our

jaOdlw

or

the past
tionately.

pair.

NUMBER

Nos. 2 & 3 Galt Block Commercial St.
MR. W. II. THAXTER,
firm January 1st.
Portland, Jan. 9th, 1875.

offer

GREAT BARGAINS.

S. W. THAXTER & CO.,

Receivers of

SALE,

we

Until Feb. 1st.

per

TJ

COAL

15 DAYS ONLY!

es

lw

ja9

—

without regard to cost,

—

Furnished and Shipped hjr

N. *t

SALE,

PRICE.

offer at great bargains.

CAN

OF

large lot of

Hamburg Edges,

ICK

Winter Stock !

»16m

octl8

ICO

BENJ. F. HARRIS.
HENRY LITTLEFIELD

_d5t

AKD

REM NANTS

FLOUR DEALERS,

we

203 FORE STREET.

a

Warranted,
purchasers.

ALBERT CHASE.
J. H. BAILEY. Auctioneer.

ja8

IN

OILS.

-AND—

superior

5 Fine Double Sleigh-.
Round Back Single Sleighs.
14 Light Single anil Business Sleighs.
These Sleighs are all Custom ina e anil
and the sale is well worth attention of
Can be examined any day before sal**.
8

a

AND WOOL

BURNING

Grocers

Wholesale

and

LARD,

SPERM,

Jan.

-A. TV 15

MACHINERY, therefore

Valuable Property on Commercial
Street to be Let.

decl

IS NO HUMBUG !

—

AND DEALER

12th, at 11 o’clock A. M., at
we shall sell at Auction
Sleighs as follows

TUESDAY,
22 Preble Street.
ON No.
custom made

23

FOR

As this is

JAPANS,

SLEIGHS

tisement

VARNISHES

Issued by the

decl

will find that this adver-

MANUFACTURER OF

AND

Tickets !
$5.00

all of which will he sold
correspondingly low. You

A. P. FULLER,

ACCIDENT

_dtf

CLOSING OUT

diseodlw

riec!8

janl

Goods,

SPECIAL

Against Accidents I

Jan1isd3w

Noyes,

SQUARE,

Insurance

a

Ad

PORTLAND.

or

FIANO,

&

Bailey

BURNHAM,

25 cts. per Day

—

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN.

dress

GENERAL

OR

-OR—

BURNHAM’S,

Insure

Season,

Invito the attention of Dealers, especially, and
ail others, to tbes* closing sales of Misce lauecus Books, the assortment of which being still unbroken, and will be sold in lots to suit purchasers.
Oar order* from the
publisher* are to
close the entire catalogue at once.
Catalogues c-»n lie had at 18 Exchange Street, aid
the books are ready for examination.
MORGAN Sc DYEB, Auctioneers.

A.T ^YTICTIOjST.

very large
stock of all other Kinds of

pleasing present made than
good

1-2 and 3 o’clock.

10

Hoars of Sale

from 25 cts. to

We have also

nc more
a

BRADBURY

splendid frame

prices,
$2.00.

CHICKERING PIANO,

Photographs.

decl5codly

auldtf

Private Sale.
M. *& D. are agents lor the tale of “Herring & Farrell champion Saf»*s. “Wiegands” Patent Sectional
Steam boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blakes
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chenrical
Fire Engine.
At

Gloves, all kinds

Gents’ Furnishing

—

Year's

Hew
ami there

.A.T

12 MARKET

)
)

WE

of Instruments to select
for the

CHRISTMAS

GREAT BARGAINS

J. U. P.

market

the

$2.50.
200 doz.

CABINETORGANS

—

jffF*Extraordinary

in

best

and

TEA!

termB

31 ORGAN,

■

AND

—

from

a

—

Shirts and Drawers 20 cts.
MORGAN A D1EK.
44
4*
ft
25 “
Closing Sales of Books,
«
“
“
30 “
OS SATURDAY, JASUARY 2tl,
44
4*
44
50 .4
nt
sales Boom,
“
44
•»
STREET.
44
18
EXCHANCE
IJO

Cardigan Jackets 75 cts.

pilSos

Have

Picture in

AND

No. 18 Exchange SI., Portland.
b. b. dyeb.

DAVIS & CO.’S.

HY

eodtf

a

Drawers

Commission Merchants,

AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES.

FLOUR

where

AITCTIOIEE RS

$1.25.

my27

fine

Ci.

onr

Exchange St., Portland.

a

Utn...

500 Doz. Shirts and

The

H. M. PAYSON &

If you wish
call at

Alan

F. O. B1ILKV Jk CO.. Auctioneer..
dlt

A. 31.

Portland G’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati Ts
Chicago 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo 8’s.

Christmas

If...

Portland, In said County, sixteenth day
of January, A. D. 1874.
W. H. DRESSER, Deputy Sheriff.

—AT-

BOK

32

If...

__

Wagon.

—

BY

S-A.I/H3

__

one

MORGAN & DYER.

7’s
7’s
7’s
6’s

•

«

—

built

price $22.

m

<

7’a

•

PICTOU

L. W. SHAW, Sec’y.

CO.,

&

On Wednesday, Jan. 13, at 11 A. HI.

40 cents.

PORTLAND,

Energetic Men, to sell the Patent
Economic Gas Burner, in Portland, and all
other places in Maine, where Gas is used. This
Burner will give more light, and save more gas, than
any other. Call at Room 5, Boyd’s Building, Corner
Exchange & Middle Streets, or address.
CALEFF & CO.,
Portland, Maine.
jalldlw*

sent to

EDGINGS

6’s
6 s
6’s
6’s
6’s
7’s
8’s

•

Bangor
Lewiston

WAITED.

business Notes.
The Portland Packing Co. have just closed
its clam canning operations at Biddeford Pool.
Upwards of 3,000 bushels have been put up in
cans at a cost to the comone and two pound
These [cans are mostly
pany of about $3,000.

—

M. KIMBALL

J.

anoth-

mean

OF

—

jail

143 COIUiUEKCIAL ST.

was

thing and

10,

to

<1«

■

auspices of the Cumberland Temperance Association. Good speakers will be in attendance at

meetings. Evening meetings

OUT !

BONDS

der the
both

SLEIGHS,

Tests 50 cts. to

Block.

Clapp’s

ja6

Offlcr 49 I.il Exchange Street.

sickness.

one

Blue

of

J City Council.
%jalld6t

—

Cumberland,
20.
exeention wherein Joseph
and seized
P. Drew, John S. Wilson and L>auiel Ames, ail
Pants from 50 cts. to $6. TAKEN
of Portland, doing business in said Portland, under

461 CONGRESS ST.,

P

Dedication at West Waterville —Tbe
vestry aDd class rooms of tbe new Methodist
church at West Waterville were consecrated
to divine worship January tbe 7tb, with approThe sermon for the
religious services.

BE

Chinchilla Overcoats $6

H. Talbot & Co.,

NOTICE

street from J. B.Brown to
Ellen G. Clifford. Consideration $100.
Same on Quebec street from Harriet M. Noble to Annetta Thompson. Consideration $3700.

OF

on

Ladies

$2: in advance,
Lee all who propose to join this class be present

ANNUAL SALE

ss:

Snlnrdny

Kcaulnr Sessions Thursday

are

Molasses, Tobaco, Cigars,
Spices, Chocolate, Canned Goode, Herbs, Pork. Beef,
Lard, Ker. Oil, Sugar, Patent Medicines, Fancy
Sc. Scales, Blocks. Show Cases, Lumps,
Goods,
Ice Chests, Meat Rack, Tin and Wooden Ware, Jtc..
These good are all tresh. The Store has been run
ninz about one vear.
F. O. BAILBV A CO.y Anclioneera.
did
ja6

MUST AND SHALL

former

BURNHAM’S

This ciass is not intended for instruction in elemenof Choruses,
ary principles, but for the practice
«uartetts, Trios, &c„ affording excellent opportunity
for proficiency jin Mnsic reading. Book to be used
“The Cluster »

eighth_

in

retail

at

—

FITCH.

L.

we

We will sell Brown and
Blue Overcoats for $12,

Portland.

under the direction of

W.

dan. 12th, at 21 o’clock at Store

TUESDAY,
shall sell Tea, Colter,
598 Congress St.,
ON No.
Tapioca, Starch, SaU ralns,

We don’t tell the people

The largest stock and
best assortment ever

Thursday Evening, Jan. ldlli,
MR.

BY AUCTION.

er.

Ja8

Commence*

very

THIRD

Old IV©. 297.

111 Federal Street.

HALL,

Groceries & Store Fixtures

Just above the Preble House.
ja9dlw

SINGING_SCHOOL.

bert,=and

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, commencing at 9 o'clock A. M.
ocddtf
Consignments solicited.

which

495 CONGRESS ST. CLOSED

at 8.

celebrated Pianos exclusively

C. W. ALLEY.

BAILEY.

shall

Winter Clothing

^

AND

_j

a

O.

F.

AT TOE OLD REPOSITORY

PRICE OF ADMISSION ONE DCLLAK, including Reserved seat.
The sale of reserved seats will commence on Thursday, Jan. 14th, at Stockbridge’s Music Store, where
the Programme ot' the Concert can be obtained.

best troupe of tbe kind that has ever visited
this city, and if it ever conies again it will be
warmly received. The management offer a
splendid bill for this week. Tbe Denier pantomime troupe appear, including John Denier.
Maggie Denier, Matt McCormick, Master AlB. M. Tebault, besides Harper and
Stausill one-legged dance artists,and Ned Warn

we

take stock. Wc have
large stock of

Jieison & t o.,

HAMBURG

other Eminent

Unrivalled Orchestra
Soloists.

Pearl Shirt Buttons.
-m

together with the
and

day

that

as on

!

w

CRANCH,

EMMA

MISS

F. O. BAILEY A CO.

AND

3 Cents to 3 Dollars.

FOR

Only Grand Concert!

Longer

no

White Pearl Buttons,

—

Distinguished Per-

60

Ward’s Opera House—The Jackiey troupe
iti engagement at Ward’s Saturday
As has already been said, this is the

•las. C. Story.

and

ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
Steerage Passage in wal'd and outwaid, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, a''ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
H & A

Uaequaled Concert Organization
—

And

Hamburg Edgings

For

Portland, Nov. 15, 1874.

tf

Auctioneers and Commission Merchans
Salesroom 170 Fore Street,
<OiH,c 13 Exchange Street.)

IN

SWAN & BARRETT,

Theodore Thomas’

closed
night.

Camden—Story & Buzzell, livery, dis;

on

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the pre
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to acccommodations). ..870 to 880
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

FOB

I TALL.

CITY

Until Feb. 1st,

EXTRA BARGAINS

SATURDAY, January 11th, 1875.

janG_d&wlw
Liver complaints,
indigestion, headache,
pain in the shoulder, cougos, tightness of the
of the stomach,
sour
eructions
chest, dizziness,
bai taste in the month, billious attacks, palpitntinn rtf the heart, irtflamrnation of tbe lungs.
paiu in the region of the kidneys, and a hundred other painful symptoms are the offspring of
dyspepsia. Dr. Howe’s Arabian Sugar Coated
Sold at
Liver Pills are an infallible remedy.
retail by all druggists. W. F. Phillips & Co.,
dec28Mtf
wholesale agents.

large
always correspond in size.

..

leave this port far Liverpool

Street, Portland, Me.

Plum
oc20

HIBERNIAN, Capt. Archer,
Will

Horse and Carriage Mart,
Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M

EDGINGS !

Marvelous beyond precedent is the effect of
SOZODONT upon tbe whole economy of the
mouth, keeping the gums rosy and healthy, the
teeth in perfect order, giting to the breath a

produces

20,000

I

badly burned.

arms

JIlSCElIiAHEOUS NOTICES.

the toiiowing:
organs: among these examples
that a hairless dog has not been produced with
perfect teeth; that pigeon fanciers have not
succeeded in producing pigeons with small feet
and
bills, hut find that feet and bill

on

OFFER

London-

to

Return 'rickets
ai Reduced Kates.
The Steamship

fnft

in

bones._

large majority of living things
either in germ or soon after commencing life; and gave some illustrations of tho
fact that a change of structure in one organ
a corresponding
change in other

tons of old ice

4 vck.
m

It
box and got one
was thought tbe firejwas soon out; but it again
burst out, but was extinguished by a copious
supply of water from the hydrants.
John Roberts, Jr., of Alfren, slipped and
fell a few days since, breaking one of his ankle
of bis

a

rangiDg
from abroad, the largest of which (§1500)
giveu by R. B. Batin, Esq., of IVatervillc.

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

Co.,

&

AUCTIONEERS,

SPECIAL SALE

THE

ent

destroyed,

The church is
of the audience

CARRYING OF

The York County Commissioners have made

Professor Morse delivered the second lecture
of his course Saturday evening to an interested
audience. He called special attention to the
points made in his last lecture, viz: variation
of species, inheritance of parents’ traits, and

called

THE

Caiiadians and United States Mails.

COUNTY.

YORK

Prof. Morse’s Secoud tcclure.

every

UNDER CONTRACT FOR

0. BAILEY

F.

NELSON ¥~ca

Steamship Co

Ocean

Montreal

years.
The total receipts

BVOLUriVN.

the fact that

wants

a

due attention to those things which are not of
tliis world. It is also the office of Christianity
to make known everywhere, the all-important
truth that the time is fully come when God is
ready to receive and bless and save all who
will seek his aid. No one, however great a sinner he may
be, need wait for God’s time.
God’s time to save every man who will be saved,
is now, this day, this hoar.
This is the work to which all Christians are
called. It is a great work because of the glorious companionships oue has in it; tli6 good of
all ages; the angels in heaven; God himself. It
is great also, because of what it is designed to
do.
Tho work is worthy of every man,
accounted.
however
great he may be
aud
it
in
to
need
We
have
glory
enthusiasm
an
with
it
to
preserve
we
which
chat
above
experience in
did
any other service. This would be the case
With such a
we realize its full importance.
work to do, we should bo ashamed to he idle or
to do less than according to our full ability.
Aud while this is the work of the Christian, it
is the great opporiunity of those who are unsaved. Nor them Christ is ready to do now all
that he declares it his purpose to do for the
world.
Remember that now is God’s time to save.
If now is your chosen time, yon may go from
this sanctuary a redeemed soul.

are

allan_line!

her court house made larg-

AUCTION SALKS1

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

er.

Consideration $4000.
Same on Vaughan

The Museum.—Mr. Bobiusou’s engagement
closed Saturday night with Othello. His ten.
dition was a marked improvement over that on
Tuesday night, being much more subdued iu

Personal.
Mr. Wally Ward is in town.
It is said that the late Rev. G. W.
who recently died in llodgdon, had

iv

Mr.

pigeons,

a

Yesterday

sermon

Mainej

says that 100 coops of fowl will be forwarded
from Boston this morning. The entries up to
the present time are double what they were at
the same time last year. Mr. Noyes enters
the largest number of fowl so far,—about 30
F. O. Bailey is next, with others well
coops.
12 cages
up in numbers. Mr. Lobenstein enters
and Mr. S. Chadwick and Mr. Edof

the

that held the gas meter had broken away, and

STATE NEWS.

ue acie to

two.

Thursday.
The Congress street horse cars were on runners Saturday.
A little dog was shot Saturday, just because

ofiicc.
Two horsemen amused themselves Saturday
afternoon during the storm by racing horses on
Federal street, opposite the park. They were
thus engaged for about an hour, and came very
near running over two women, but none of the

IIJIVDAV SERVICED.

the Rev. C. S. Perkins preached a
from the text Luke, IV, 18,19.
Subject. The true mission of Christianity iu
j
the
world.
children. The correctness of her alleged stateIt is necessary that this should ever be disment was vouched for by a number of well
before us, in order that our efforts may
known men of the island. The whole thing tinctly
be wisely directed and earnestly put forth, and
at
once
gave
looked so genuine that the agent
iu order that we may give intelligent reasous
the man an order for a bill of goods at the 9tore
why others should join with us. The mission of
of Mr. Weeks on Fore street,amounting tolfour
is simply the continuation of
Christianity
Nothit
aud
took
departed.
man
dollars. The
Christ’s
mission.
other
until
the
him
day,
ing more was heard of
What Christ’s mission was we are informed
when Mrs. Stimpsou came to the agent, accom
in this text. It was not to promote his own
lives
on the island,
Mr.
Marston,who
panied by
glory; it was not to secure any selfish end. It
asking for aid. The agent recognized the name
was purely generous and mercifiul. Instead of
a
short
but
her
and remarked that he aided
employing men for his own advantage, Christ
time ago. She denied ever receiving or even
service for the good of
came to put himself to
the
when
the
for
agent
produced
aid,
asking
others. He represents himself, iu the text, as
It
seems
be
a
to
which
forgery.
letter,
proved
coming not to those who were able to help
that Blake got some one to write it aud sign
him, nor to those who had no needs, but rather
the name, and then signed the name of certo the helpless, those who required his aid.
tain residents of the island, vouching for the
This is the mission of Christianity—not to seek
statement Mrs. Stimpsou said that Blake was
honor and applause and wealth, but to give
some connection of hers, and that the last time
to the nfedy; to carry with it everyhelp
her
that
he
he was seen on the island be told
where to the suffering and the sinful the as'
was coming to the city to get her some goods.
surance that God cares for them, aud that it is
Col. Thompson aided her what he could and
itself God’s mercifully arranged plan for afwent to Mr. Weeks’ store to see if he could
fording them his aid. In affording this help
to suffering and needy now. it is the office of
hear of Blake’s whereabouts, when he discovChristianity as it was Christ’s office, to heal
ered that Blake had changed the figure four on
the broken-hearted—to impart comfort and
the order to five,aud thus got five dollars worth
courage and hope to those who are full of sorIt is also
row, and ready to yield to despair.
This of course is a
of goods and cleared out.
its office to carry deliverance to captive sinners.
small sum, but this society can ill afford to lose
It is not designed to build up societies of selfThe matter lias
it at this season of this year.
complacent men, who shall fiud all their service in congratulating oue another; but rather
been given into the hands of the officers and if
to send out those who have embraced it after
Blake ever comes hack he will receive a warm
those who are lost, and abandoned of men; to
welcome.
It is
present to th^rn a way of escape.
to
The society are greatly in need of clothing
its
office
also
give enlightenment
unare
which
those
things
just new, and anyone having any to dispose of concerning
seen
by the natural eye; so that men
should notify the agent. Out of ten persons
between
may be able to make just comparison
who called Friday, he was only able ta he Ip
these and the things of sense; so that they may

Association,
which was signed by a Mrs. Stimpson of Long
Island, asking for assistance for herself and

__
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....

A Swindler.
A short time since a man giving his name a«
Harry Blake and hailing from Long tslac 1*
called upon Col. J. It. Thompson, agent for the
Provident
and presented a letter
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The Welthiest Operators protect themas
selves with these contracts, and also uso them
Capital to buy an 1 sell stocks ag.dnst. Pamphlet
Gold
giving full information sent on application.
and Stock bought on threa per cent margin.

Address

DAWAGH, BRIDGEMAN & CO.,
BANKERS & BROKERS,
.VJ & St Broadway * T Exchange C.url,
i». O. Box 30*6, WE W YORK.
dc4

d3mis^

ISAAC F .UtRINUTON,
Dealer in ill kinds of

Meats,Produce & Groceries,
Central Market,
NO. 37

FREE STREET.

Opposite head of Cotton

street.

j^’Pnr. ienlnr attention paid to Packing Family Pork and Lard.
Goods delivered freo ol charge in any part of the

city.
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POETRY.
[For

the

Press.l

The Lighthouse Board has placed a second cl?S8
Blren on Cape Elizabeth.—Recent Newspapers.
In far Sicilian waters, blue and blight,
Where green Pelorus rears his wooded height,
Aud tairy isles are studding all the sea,
The winds from seaward fold their wings in rest,
And waves Ionian settle peacefully
In quiet coves, ncr e’er disturb the nest
Where Halcyon clasps Ceyx to her breast.
Hither the sea-tossed mariner draws nigh.
Behind, are boisterous waves and tempests high,1
Laborious strife with angry sky and sea,
Where dread Charybdis shouts, and ruthlessly
Awaits fierce Scylla’s horrible reply.
Before, llest vistas gleaming stretch away
Among the blissful islands of the Bay,
And perfumed breezes, breathing everywhere,
Are favorable through the thoroughfare.
And now, what tone of wondrous melody
Strikes the reviving shipman’s weary ear?
Oh, heavenly sweet! anon, in harmony,
Another note unites; another still,
And echo answers from each tuneful hill,
As when jEolian zephyrs swept each vibrant sphere;
Now sails are furled and oars are laid aside.
The galley floats unmanaged on the tide.

pilot, ravished

Lies prone, bereft
Sing, sirens, sing!

out of

of

sense or

heedfulness

skill,
will—,

or

thou, Ligeia!
baleful lyres! Join thou, Lcucosfa!
In sleepy, murd’rous symphony triune,
The while, your victims, faint with listening,
Find that ye ravish but to lure and kill.
Sirens ate ye, first class, of classic lore,
Beyond the ken of governmental boards,
Y« win your wretched followers, to the shore
To r.vc anil lend their flesh, anil lay in store
Their gold and jewels, in subaqueous hoards.

Parthenope!

tune

and

Your

gory

I put on my shoes, and made the best of
my way back to the house. Aunt Hetty
laughed at me when I told her of ray adventure, but stared when I described the man.
•‘Bless me, child, she said, “it is Walter
Gray, who lives on the next farm, or rather
I did not
owns it, and lives in New York.
know he was at home.”
The days flew by on golden wings; every
1
one seemed more happy than the last.
took an apronful of peaches and a book, and
elm
for
lav down in the hammock under the
I was scarcely seta iazv time one morning.
tled when I heard auntie calling me, and then
steps coming near to me. X raised myself and
who should be with her but that Walter

He laughed heartily

Gray!

on

recognizing

in my aunt’s niece the “water-nymph,” but
soon made me feel at home by his courteous
and merry manner. He had come over to
see if he could buy a cow of uncle, and over
the merits of butter and milk we grew quite
friendly. Auntie would have him stay to
lunch, and I tried to enact the country girl,
Two or
and be as awkward as possible.
three times I almost betrayed myself by
some unguarded remark; but by dropping
my fork, upsetting my milk, and knocking
my chair over when 1 rose, I managed to
seem ill-bred enough to suit my coarse frock,
absent collar, and tumbled hair.
To my utter astonishment, Mr.
Gray
asked me to go to a picnic at the schoolWhile
I
was
house the next day.
staring,
first at him, and then at myself in the glass,
Aunt Hetty quietly said, “She will go with
pleasure.” 1 was ready to beat her, but bevmi«1 a fow rnnllprpil words. T said nothin*?
until he was gone. Then I made a few remarks to her which made her bok so sorry,
that I kissed her aud promised to go peace-

ably.

myself look as countrified as possimorning, and my lookiug-glass told
I was no longer even passable. Mr.

I made

ble,

next

that
made no remark about my appearance,
except to ask if the glasses were absolutely
necessary, aud on my gravely assuring him
that they were, he helped me into the carriage, and away we went. How I enjoyed
the glances the girls gave me, and their evident contempt for my dress and manner! I
found myself alone with Mr. Gray, toward
the end of the afternoon, and we sat down
on the moss at the tool of a tree for what I
called a good talk. His manner had been
perfectly kind and courleous, and he had
done everything in his power to make me
forget the difference between myself aud the
pretty country girls I had met. After a little I forgot my part, and letting the glasses
fall unheeded in my lap, I pulled off the yellow cottou gloves I had worn ali day, aud
iying backward, clasped my hands above my
Alter a minute he
head, contentedly.
me

Gray

In near Atlantic waters, blue and bright,
Where Richmond’s Island rears its rugged height,
And sunken reels are studding all the sea,
Where winds from seaward meet the winds from land,
And waves gigantic wrestle wrathfully
And break it. fury on the spumy strand;
Where Bulwark Ledge calls hoarse to Alden’s Rock,
And Taylor’s Reef resists the fearful shock
Of surges,hound to intermittent death,
Against the spears of Cape Elizabeth,
Where mist-wreaths hide the land and gloom the sky,
Hither the sea-torsed mariner is come.
With anxious mien he turns his earnest eye
Now towards the fog-bound land, where looming high,
He knows the beacons burn, not now for him;
Then out to sea, then towards the wished-for home
Beyond the dangers of the outer Bay,
Beyond the eddies ol the distance dim
Where waits bis wife and where his children play—
Hark! hark! what piercing shriek divides the air,
As 11 the howling demons all were there,
Accumulative shriekings driven in
Upon the shrinking sense, with horrid din.
“How does she bear?” “Sou’west by southe, I guess,”
Then silence and the watery wildei ness.
Again the siren’s howl—sing, sirens, sing!
Bach blast proclaims the distance lengthening.
The Cape Is paBt and Joy succeeds to grief,
diving wide berth to treacherous Trundy’s Reef,
And feeling out, with care, the guarded way.
They reach the harbors of the inner Bay.

Hkle, hide thy

head, Parthenope!

And each fell lurer ol tho sisters three!
Hide, hide thy head, thou boasted golden age!
Though fraught with freight of gorgeous classic story
If not for royal purpose wast thou golden
It is no glory but that thou wast olden.
classic records, spread on every page,
In nought exceed our lusty age’s glory.
Our present age is golden; thine of brass;
Our sirens now are of the modern class;
First, second, third, whatever class thoy be,
Sing ye! Slug thou no more, Parthenope!
Pobtlabd, Dec. I6T4.

Thy

1

the

other

swered.

glauce toward the bouse on
side of the road, I lazily anhis

“Imperial Cmsar, dead and turned to clay,
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away.”
The look of utter amazement on his face
was too funny as he gasped out:
“Miss Lorlei, what are you? Hideous and
lovely at the same time, an uneducated country girl firing Shakespeare at me in that
style. You wear these green glasses all the
time, and yet I have noticed you can see
much farther and better without them. You
have the most exquisite hand I ever have ever seen, aud your feet are large enough for a
You bow like an empress, and tumble
man.
I cau’t
over youi dress the next minute.
understand you.”
I kept my face through all his speech; and
then gave him answer, pulling on my gloves:
“I don't know what you mean by Shakespeare, aud you need not insult my feet; I
Whaf. m»rh»

vnn

hrinof

has been laid to the score of‘‘Frank’s terrible
appearance.” When I was a child everything went wrong. Once on a ferry boat a
young and lovely lady, petting and talking to
me, became so iuteresLed that she quietly
backed 08 the edge, and only the presence of
mind and daring of her husband rescued her
in a very damp and choking condition. Nurse
scolded, mamma raised her hands in horror,
and the lady gave me the name of “Lorlei,”
which I have ever since retained.
I was a continual source of anxiety lest I
should be kidnapped by some childless people,and made into a circus-rider,or an heiress.
My life was miserable,with the guard set around
me, to say nothing ot a dozen or two toilets a
day, my hair to be combed and brushed incessantly, and myself kissed and fondled like
It grew no better, late r. My sisa lap-dog.
ters happened to be very plain, and I couldn’t
help it il l got all the invila'ions, bouquets,
aud proposals, and they received none. '1 o
make ft worse, oue of my admirers died of
heart disease, and left me the large fortune
that should have gone to his sisters; and then
they loved me excessively, of course!
I combed my hair in the most horrible way
I could iuveut, wore stiff collars up to my
ears, plain dresses of sober color, made faces
at myself In the glass by the hour, and all to
no puipose.
My hair would turn into the
UbllC

IUqIV/uo

aiwut

ujj

luirucau,

aiul fall down in a golden mass of curls just
The ueck above the ugat the wroug time.
ly linen no amount of sun could make other
than while and well-lurucd; and the clumsy
dress hid a form of the most prelect mould—
stately, smooth and rounded as only a
healthy Euglish girl can ever hope to be.
I couldn't have any girl-friends, tor without
meaning it I captured their lovers; they
grew jealous and called me names; and the
attachment usually ended in a storm of tears
and reproaches ou the one pari, dismayed reI couldn't have a
pentance on the other.
gentleman friend, for, if single, he proposed
iu a month, and if married, the wife came to
the rescue, aud I got the worst of it. 1 tried
one plan, aud you shall have result; I cut my
hair off Dearly close, aud mercy me!—I had
done the- business. I was handsomer than
before 1 I looked a very picture of mischief,
my hair curled tighter than ever, and my
eyes would dance, spile of all the sober books
I read, and all the sad things I tried to think
ot. I took Aunt Hetty into my confidence,
to buy
one day when she came to the city
some furniture for her couutry house, and
promised that as soon as her sons started lor
school, I would be with her to spend the
summer.
I made my preparations secretly,
and only ou the day of my departure asked
and received permission to go uuwatched and
aloue. Used te my freaks, mamma asked tio
questions, but gave me some advice—“to
wear a thick veil in the cars, not to take my
gloves off, and not to wiuk at any ODe. As
though I ever knowingly did wiuk I
My own sisters would not have known the
little brown mouse of a girl that sat so demurely in the car on its way to Rockbridge.
I bad ordered a wig made ot bright red hair,
and it was a very marvel iu its way.
Short,
ci isp, fiery feurIs covered my head closely,
well down on the neck, and twined lovingly
aro und my ears.
A dress of waterproof of
the most ungraceful cut and make, green
glasses, shoes and gloves two sizes too big,
and with the exception of mouth and complexion, I was hideous. Auntie would not
believe tbat it was myself, until I had ibown
»r
roy eyes, aud spoken to her several

UmSL

There was not a soul on the place tin t had
ever seen rue, except aunt and uucle; and as
they called me “Loriei,” the servants never
Buspected that 1 was the Frank Morrison
they had heard so much of from the young
masters. There were few neighbors, and I
raiuer avuiutu

lijcoj.

rui

tuc

uisi

uiuc

iu

I saw him very often in the next two
months, and learned to like him very much
for his kindness to my awkward self. How
much I liked him X scarcely knew, uutil a
letter from martma came, saying that summer was long over and people were growing
very curious as to my whereabouts. With a
cold, sick teehug at my heart, I took the letter in my baud, and went through the orchard to the place where I had played “Lorlei” for the benefit of Walter Gray. Bitterly
I regretted my masquerade, for I thought be
could never be brought to like the red-haired,
clumsy, girl he had pitied aud been kind to.
I lay on the grass crying,
in my
hand some of the dead leaves lying all about
how
like
aud
own
me,
thiuking
my
hopes
they were. How long I lay there l do not
some
one
on
till
the
know,
dropped
grass beside me, and a cool, solt hand held my owu.
“Crying! water-nymph?” and before I
knew it I found myself close held by two
strong arms, and a dear voice speaking to me.
“Your aunt says you are going away, Lorei; going away to be educated, and taught
rnauy things it is right for you to know. X
dare not let you go, little one, until 1 ask if
you will think of yourself as ray own Lorlei,
and try to become as graceful outwardly as
your pure, good heart and natural abilities
will let you. I have learned to love you very
much, and you will let me hope, will you
not?”
For all answer, I lay quiet, looking up in
his face, and thiuking how nice it was aud
fearing to break the spell by showing him my
real self.
“Do you l.ke this awkward, ugly, clumsy,
red-haired girl?”I finally managed to ask,
with a long-drawn breath of satisfaction.
"Stop the adjectives.” he answered, closing my mouth gently with a caress (and bow

holding

1

u,oH„l !

time.-

you are more graceful than any one I ever
saw, and as for the hair,—”
I sat up eagerly, and asked:
“You like yellow hair, don’t you?”
“Yes,” he said, wondeiing at my eager
look and manner.
“Turn your head away, and promise not
to look,” I said, turning his bead so that he
could not see me.
“I promise,” came the voice I was waiting
for. With trembling hands I took out the
pius, unfastened the elastic which held my
red wig, and pulling it off, turned his face
toward me. He looked as though he had
seen a ghost, and stared at the red hair in
my hand and the golden on my head, in
mute astonishment.
“Yes, it’s mine,” I said, answering his
look; and I pulled oue of the short curls
hanging over my eyes. “And I can dauce
and sing, and play the piano, and I love
Shakespeare 1” I could get no further, tor
reasons lovers can perhaps explain ; and when
an hour after, in ray pretty white ruffles aud
womanly finery. I crept into the sitting room,
I found auut Hetty talking to Walter, and
gravely kiss her hand as he came toward me.
When I saw the light in his eyes as he looked
at me, for the first time in my life I '.hanked
God for my glorious beauty.
There was a graud time when I went
home, and for a while my “unfortunate appearance” ceased to be the general theme of
conversation.
My first anx'ety, wheD nurse brought me
my little Fannie to look at, was whether she
I need not have troubled myself.
was pretty.
Her nose is flat, her mouth is wide, and only
her blue eyes and sunny temper keep her
positive plainness. She has relieved me horn
all fear of perpetuating the “Lorleis.”—Al-

dinefor January.

_WANTS.
Wanted.

BY

years old a situation to take
to make himself generally
prefer an opportunity to learn a
Address
Good references furnished.
ja7*lw

a young Swede 18
care of horses, and

Would

useful.

good tiade.
A. S., Press.

A Rents Wanted.
make $5 to $10 a day, it costs nothing to try.
Call or address
J. A. 11USSELL,

CAN

ja7dlw*

1‘26

Exchange St.

my life I was ugly, and consequently happy.
I rode the horses, sat on the barn-yard fence
BOARD.
during tbe milking, fed tlie chickens, ate ap-Z=
ples and new butter, took long walks in tbe j
woods, and my big leet and scarlet bair nevBoarders Wanted.
er invited a second glance from any one I
Gentlemen Boarders can l>e accommodated
bv calliug at once, at 19 Myrtle, Cor. Cumberpassed. What happy, jolly days they were to
land
Street.
are
blessed
too
those
who
with
jafilw
me, only
much beauty and long to flee from the conse---,

TWO

imagine.
morniDg I took a book, and going
followed the stream to
the
orchard,
through
a favorite nook, lay down, and laughed the
pretty, musical laugh that wa3 at once a
pleasure and a bane. 1 laughed to think of
myself in this rig iu an opeia-box; and looking at the water, I said, “Why not be a real
•Lorlei’ tor a while?” No sooner thought
than done. Off came tbe clumsy shoes and
knitted stockiugs, and holding my dress up I
went splashing in the shallow water.
I
stepped on a big stone; it rolled with me,
and I sat down cosily in the middle ot the
brook, wet to uiy waist, and my dismay finished by the heartiest laugh you can imagine.
Looking at a part of the bauk that I had not
before noticed. I saw a gentleman, iD sporting dress, holding a fishing-rod in one band
and waving the other at me in the most
genial and pleasant manner. It might have
been that my eyes did not match my hair; at
any rate, I fancied that he stopped laughing
rather suddenly, and coming close down t3
the water 6tood eyeing me inquiringly. I
had been angry at first; but my usual sense
of humor came to my aid, and sitting there,
with :he lapping water full about me, I held
my sides, and laughed with him until I was
tired, and my cheeks glowed like, two roses.
“Well,” he finally said, stopping to laugh
at every word or two, “you have succeeded
in your loudly expressed wish, and made a
veritable “Loilei’ of yourself”
“Did tou bear me?” I asked, feeling for
the first time a little shy, aud rising slowly to
quences

To Let with Board.

can

One

my feet. lie saw that 1 could not come
out (f tbe water in my bare feet, aud

lai.„«.iug still, he answered:

PLEASANT

Front Koom

lower floor at
43 PLEASANT STKEK1.
on

Jallf

To Let.
pleasant rooms, furnished

TWOwith

or

board,

without

or

unfurnished,

at 51 winter

St.

d2w

ja2

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Booms, furnished
and uulurnisbed. 62 Free Street.

WITH

If

no30

Boarding.

Boarding
Wtlmot,

at 2234 Cumberland
Also table board.

st.,

comer

oc5

To l et.
BOARD,

a

suit of

rooms

HIGH & SPRING ST.
WITH

at

37

corner

ol

Rooms To Let.
Gentlemen and their wires and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated r,„u
oc7lf.
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street.

TWO

Board.
Gentlemen or a Gentleman and bis Wife can
be accommodated with lirst class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
my19dtf

TWO

CLIPPING MACHINES.
Clark’s English

UojalClipping Machines
for sale at

272
del-1

MIDDLE STREET.
HENRY DUNN & SON.
dim

THE

Forty-Third Congress.

[General Nature—No. 90.]

AN ACT making appropriat ions for the service of
the Post-Office Department for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventyfive, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Conthe following sums be, aud
gress assembled. That
the same are hereby, appropriated for the service of
the Post-Office Department for the year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-five, out of
the revenu s
anv money in the Treasury arising from
of said Department, in conformity to the act of July
as follows:
second, eighteen hundred and thirty-six,
For inland-mail transportation, sixteen million
four hundred thousand dollars.
For pay of mail messengers, six hundred and forty
three thousand five hundred and thirty-three dollars.
F r pay of route agents, nine hundred and twentynine thousand and thirty-five dollars.
For pay of mail-route messengers, one hundred
and sixty thousand dollars.
For pay oflocal agents, one hundred and ten thousand three hundred and eighty three dollars.
For pay of railway-post-office e’erks, one million
three hundred and twenty thousand and fourteen
dollars.
For pay oi baggage-masters, one thousand dollars.
For foreign-inail transpor.anon, three hundred

“Sec. 82. That the compensation of postmasters
of the fourth class shall bo the box-rents collected
revat their offices and commissions on other postal
centum
enues of their offices at the rate of sixty per
or
less
one
hundred
dollars
quarter;
first,
per
on the
or
fifty per centum on the next three hundred dollars
less per quarter; forty per centum on the excess
to
above four hundred'dollars per quarter; the same
tbe ;
be ascertained and allow ed by tbe Auditor in
settlement of tlie quarterly accounts of such postannual
tbe
when
That
masters: Provided,
aggregate
on moneycompensation, exclusive of commissions
shall !
order business, of any postmaster of this class
amount, to one thousand dollars, tbe Auditor shall
order
in
the
to
fact
Postmaster-General,
report such
liia proper
that such postmaster may be assigned to
class and his salary fixed as heretofore provided.”
the
“Sec. 83. That the salaries of postmasters of
of the
first second and third classes, except that
postmaster at New York city, shall be re-adjusted by

Postmaster-General once in two
special cases as much oftener as he
the

years, and in
may deem ex-

IC“Sec.

shall
84. That the Postmaster-General
make all orders assigning or changing the salaries ot
postmasters in writing, and record them in his journal, and notify the change to the Auditor; and any
change made‘in such salaries shall not take effect
uutil the first day ot the quarter next following such
order: Provided, That, in cases ot not less than
fifty per centum increase or decrease in the business
of any post-office, the Postmaster-General may adto
just the salary of the post.mnsrcr at such office,
take effect from the first day of the quarter or period
the
of
form
basis
which
re-adjustfor
the returns

eighteen

I
sixty-seven dollars.
For stamped envelopes and wrappers, five hundred
and thirty-five thousand four hundred and twentyfour dollars: Provided, That hereafter no envelope,
as furnished by the government, shall contain any
lithographing ami engraving, nor
a priuted request to return

any
the

printing

ex-

letter to the

distributing agents and assistants, ten
thousand two hundred dollars.
For manufacture of postal cards, one hundre 1 and
sixty-eight thousand two hundred and seventy dollirs.
For pay of agents and assistants to distribute
postal cards, five thousand six hundred dollars.

For payments on account ot mail depredations
and for speciil agents, one hundred and sixty thousand dollars.
For mail-bags and mail-bag catchers, one hnndred and eighty thousand dofiars.
For mail-locks and keys, fifty thousand dollars.
For post-marking aud cancelling stamps, nine

thousand dollars.

For preparing and publishing post-route maps,
thirty thousand dollars.
For balances due foreign countries, two hundred
and sixty thousand dollars.
For rent of post-offices, three hundred and fifty
thousaud dollars.
For fuel for post-offices, one hundred and fifty

thousand dollars.
For light for i»ost-office8, one hundred and sixty
thousand dollars.
For stationery aud miscellaneous items, sixty
thousand dollars.
For registered package envelopes and seals, fortytwo thousand six hundred and eighty dollars
For official envelopes for postmasters, sixty thousand dollars.
For envelopes for returning dead letters, four
thousand live hundred and eighty-five dollars.
For fees to marshals, attorneys, and clerks of
For engraving, printing, ami binding drafts and
warrants, three thousand dollars.
For miscellaneous items, two thousand five hundred dollars.
Sec. 2. That the following sums, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same are
hereby, appropriated for tbe year euding June ihirtietb, eighteen liuudred and seventy-five out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,

namely:
The steamship

service between San Francisco,
China, five hundred thousand dollars.
Japan,
For steamship service between tbe United States
and Brazil, one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For steamship service between San Francisco and
the Sandwich Islands, seventy-live thousand dollars.
For official postage stamps, nine hundred aud fifty
thousand dollars.
For the purchase of law books for the use of the
Post-Office Department, two thousand dollars.
Sec. 3. That if the revenues of the Post-Office
Department shall be insufficient, to meet the appropriations made by this act, then the sum of five million tour hundred and ninety-seven thousand eight
hundred and forty-two dollars, or so much thereof
as may be necessary, be, and tbe same is hereby, appropriated, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in the revenue of the Post-Office Djpartment
for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-five.
Sec. 4. That the Revised Statutes of the United
States shall not be published by tbe Uuited States in
any newspaper, anything in existing laws to the conand

trary, notwithstanding.

Sec 5. That on and after the first day of January, eighteen hundred and seventy-five, all newspapers and periodica) publications id ailed from a known
office of publication or news agency, and addressed
to regular subscribers or news agents, postage shall
be charged at the following rates: On newspapers
and periodical publications issued weekly and more
frequently than once a week, two ceuts for each
ponud or fraction thereof, and on those issued less
frequently than once a week, three cents tor each
pound or fraction thereof: Provided, That nothing
in this act shall be held to change or amend section
ninety-nine of the act entitled “.An act to revise,
consolidate and amend the statutes relating to the
Post-Office Department approved June eight, eighteen huudred and seventy-two.
Sec. G. That on and after the first day of January,
eighteen hundred aud seventy-five, upon the receipt
UI
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new
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mitjuui
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the office ot mailing, they shall be weighed in hulk,
and postage paid thereon by a special adhesive stamp,
to be devised and furnishea by the Postmaster-General, which shall be affixed to such matter, or to the
sack containing the same,;or upon a memorandum of
such mailing or otherwise, as the Postmaster-General
may, from time to time, provide by regulation.
Sec 7. That newspapers, one copy to each actual
subscriber residing within the county where the
same are printed, in whole or in part, and published,
shall go free through the mails; but the same shall
not be delivered atletter-carrier-oflices or distributed
by carriers unless postage is paid thereon as by law

provided.

Sec. 8. That all mailable matter of the third
class, referred to in section one hundred and thirtythree of the act entitled “An act to revise, consolidate, and amend the statutes relating to the PostOffice Department,” approved June eighth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two, may weigh not exceeding
four pounds for each package thereof, and postage
shall be charged thereon at the rale ot one cent for
each two ounces or fraction thereof; but (nothing
herein contained shall be held to change or amend
section one hundred and thirty-four of said act.
Sec. 9. That the Postmaster-General, when in his
judgment it shall he necessary, may prescribe, by
regulation, an affidavit in form, to be taken by each
publisher of any newspaper or periodical publication sent through the mails under the provisions of
this act, or news agent, who distributes any ot such
newspaper or periodical publications under the provisions of this act, or employee of such publisher or
news agent, stating that he wilLnoc send, or knowingly permit to be sent, through the mails any
copy or copies of such newspaper or periodical publications, except to regular subscribers thereto,
dr
news
agents, without prepayment ot the
postage thereon at the rate of one cent for each
two ounces or fractional part thereof; and it
such publisher or news agent, or employee of sue h
publisher or news agent, when required bv tho Postmaster-General or any special agent of the PostOffice Department to make sm h affidavit, shall refuse so to do, and shall thereafter, without baying
made [such affidavit, deposit any newspapers in the
mail for transmission, be shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be fiDed not
exceeding one thousand dollars for each refusal; and
if any such person shall knowingly and wilfully mail
any such matter without the payment of postage as
provided by this act, or procure tie same to be douo
with the intent to avoi the prepayment of postage
due thereon; or if any postmaster or post-office

official shad knowingly permit any sucli matter to be
mailed without the prepayment of postage a** provided in this act, and in violation of the provisions
of the same, he or they sball-be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be
fined not more than one thousand dollars, or imprisoned not exceeding one year or botn, in the dl6crediscretiou of the court.
Sec. 10. That so much of this act as changes the
rate of postage on newspapers and periodical publications shall not take eltect until the first day of January next.
Sec. 11. That the sixty-third, eiglnietb, eiglityfirst, eighty-second, eighty-third. eighty-fourth and
eighty-sixth sections oi the sai l “Act to revise, consolidate, and amend the statutes relating to the
Post-Office Department,” approved June eighth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, be amended to
read ar follows:
“Skc. 63. That the postmasters, except the postis
master at New York city, whose annual
hereby fixed at six thousand dollars, shall be divided
emfirst
class
shall
The
into four classes, as follows;
brace all those whose annual salaries are not more
than four thousand dollars nor less than throe thousand dollms: the second class shall embrace all
! those whose a»uual salaries are less than three thousand dollars but not less than two thousand dollars;
the thild class shall embrace all those whoso annual
salaries are less than two thousand dollars but not
less than one thousand dollars; the fourth class shall
cmbiace all postmasters whose annual compensation, exclusive of their commissions on the moneyorder business of their offices, amounts to less than
one thousand dollars.”
“Sec. 80. That tlie’postmaster at New York city
and postmasters of the first, second, and third
classes shall be appointed and may be removed by
the President, bv and wPh the advice and consent of
the Senate, and shall hold their offices for four years
unless sooner removed or suspended according to
law; and postmasters of the fourth class shall be
appointed and maybe removed by the PostmasterGeneral, by whom all appointments and removals
shall be notified to the Auditor for the Post-Office

salary

Department.”

“Sec.Ihi. That the compensation of the postmaster
at New York city shall be six thousand dollars per
annum, and the respective compensation cf postmasters of the first, second, and third classes shall
be anuual salaries, assigned in even hundreds of dollars. and payable in quarterly payments, to be ascertained and fixed, by the Postmaster-General,
from their respective quarterly returns to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, or copies or duplicates thereof, for four quarters immediately preceding the adjustment or readjustment, by adding to
the whole amount, of box-rents, not exceeding two
thousand dollars per annum, commissions also not to
exceed two thousand dollars per annum on the other
postal revenues of the office, at the following rates,
dollars per quarnamely: On the first one hundredone
hundred dolter, fifty per centum; on all over
lars and |not. over four hundred dollars iter quarter,
dollars
four
hundred
on
all
over
foity per centum;
and not over two thousand four hundred dollars per
over
two
on
all
and
quarter thirty per centum;
thousand lour hundred dollars per quarter, ten
the
to
ascertain
order
in
And
centum.
per
amount of the
postal receipts of each office,
may
postmasleis
Postmaster-General
require
the
to furnish duplicates of tlicir quarterly returns to
the Auditor at such times and lor such periods
case: Proas he may deem necessary in each
vided That whenever, by reasm of the extension
box-rents of any
ot free delivery of letters, the
post-office are decreased, the Postmaster-General
of such office, a sum
luav allow, out of the receipts
at the
sufficient to maintain the ealarv thereof
bad been fixed before the'
at which
a?
!\
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Startling

A

STATEMENT.

67,541 People
Dead and Dying.
Consumption
CAUSED BY

U

tl<SEO.

Sec. 246. That before the bond of a bidder provided for in the aforesaid section is appro< ed, there shall
be indorsed thereon tlie oaths of the sureties therein,
taken before an officer qualified to administer oaths,
that they are owners of real estate worth, in the aggregate, a sum double the amount of the said bona,
over and above all debts due and owing bv them, and

CATARRH.
more than Bitty Xhonanml People last
States alone. And more than
year In the United

Killed

SIXTY

subsequently fail

Postmaster General, shall
fuse to perform the service
tne rostmasicr ueuerai

suau

pruiwu

with the next lowest bidder for such service, under
the advertisement thereof, (unless the Postmaster

General shall consider such Lid too high,) who will
enter into contract and give bond, with sureties, to
be approved by the Postmaster General for the faithful performance thereof, in the same penally and
wiih the same terms and conditions thereto annexed
as were stated and contained in the bond which accompanied bis bid; but in case each andeveiyoi
the next lowest bidders for such service whose respective bids are not considered too high by the
Postmaster General shall refuse to enter into contract anil give bond as herein required for the faithful performance of his contract, the PostmasterGeneral shall immediately advertise tor proposals to
perlorm the service on said route. Whenever an accepted bidder shall fail to enter into contract, or a
contractor on any mail route shall fail or refuse to
to his
perform the service on sail route according
contract, or when a new route shall be established,
or new service required, or when from any other
cause iliere shall not be a contractor legally bound
or required to perlorm Mich service, the Postmaster
General may make a temporary contract for carrying the mail on such route, without advertisement,
for such period as may be necessary, not in anv case
exceeding fiix months, until the service shall have
commenced under a contract made according to law :
Provided, however, That the Postmaster General
shall not employ temporary service on any route at
a higher price tbau that paid to the contractor who
shall have performed the service during the laHt. preceding regular contract term. And in all cases of
may,
regular contracts hereafter made, the contract
in the discretion of the Postmaster General, bo continned in force beyond its express terms for a period
not exceeding six months, until a new contract with
the same, or other contractors, shall be made by the
Post master General.”
‘‘Sec. 253. That hereafter all bidders upon every
mail route for the transportation of the mails upon
the same, where the annual compensation for the
service on such route at the time exceeds the sum of
live thousand dollars, shall accompany their bids
with a certified check or draft, payable, to tbe order

of the Postmaster-General, upon some solvent national bank, which check or draft shall not be less
than live per centum on the amount of the annual
and
pay on said route at the time such bid is made;
in case of new or modified service, not less than five
per centum of the amouut of the bond of the bidder required to accompany his bid, it the amouut of
said bond exceeds live thousand dollars. In case any
bidder, on being awarded any such contract, shall
fail to execute the same, with good and sufficient
sureties, according to the terms on which such bid
was made and accepted, aud enter upon the performance of Hie service to the satisfaction of the Postmasler-Ueneral, sued bidder snail, iu auuiuon 10 ms
liabi ity on his bond accompanying his bid, forfeit
the amount so deposited to the United States, and
the same shall forthwith be paid into the Treasury
but
lor the use of the Post-Office Department;
executed and
if such contracts shall be
service entered upon as aforesaid, such draft or
check so deposited, and the checks or the draffs
deposited by all other bidders on the same route,
shall be returned to the respective bidders making
No
such
deposits.
proposals for the transportation of the mails where the amount ot the
bond required to accompany the same shall exceed
five thousand dollars shall lie considered, unless accompanied with the check or draft herein required,
together with the bond required by a preceding section : Provided, That nothing in this act shall be
construed or intended to affect any penalties or forfeitures wldch have heretofore acciued under tlie
provisions of the sections hereby amended.”
Sec 13. That hereafter the postage on public documents mailed by any memoer of Congress, the
President, or ln*ad of any Executive Department
shall be ten cents for eacn bound volume, and on
unbound documents the same rate as that on newspapers mailed from a known office ot publication
to regular subccribers; and the words ‘‘Public Document” written or printed thereon, cr on the wrapper Inert of, and certified by the signature of any
member of Congress, or by that of the President, or
head of any Executive Department shall be deemed
a sufficient certificate that the same is a public document; ami the term “public document” is hereby
order of
defined to be all publications printed

Or. Edward* ba* removed to bin splendid Parlor* at the Union II on no, epponil« the Adam* Houue. Temple Hlrerl.
OK. EDWARDS* will be at the Portlaud ciHite on Dec. tfOth uud £lftt.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Stop Taking Mercury
If You Would Live.
Have you Disease of the Lungs, Heart, Kidney?,
Liver or‘Spleen. Have you Scrofula, Cancer, Piles
Sait Rnemu, Nervous Debility, St. Vitus Dance, or
any other subborn disease. Mercury makes them
worse.

Dr. J. Clawson Kelley’s medicines
Aie the only remedies that will positively euro
Call and see the evidences ot
these complaints.
cures

in Maine.

DR. S. Edwards of Boston,
the sole proprietor of these Medicines, has removed
to his splendid parlors at the Uni n House, and either Dr. Wood, a most competent physician, or himself ran be consulted every day upon all diseases,
free of charge, Cures warranted.
oodtf
decO

saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wonderlul medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.

by

TO LET.

Address,

[

—

On nl! disease*.
Office hour* from

Portland Jan. 4,1875.

and

Dr. IV. Kcnison

M. G. PALMER.

vate

ja5*lw

family. Inquire

at
44 ST.

_.

..

—

a

pri-

LAWRENCE ST.
---

...

DEAD MEN’S BONES

in

BOSTON

1840.

A simple cold in the head leads
CATARRH, Catarrh to CONSUMPTION, and Consumption to tho
GRAVE.
ANT> YET,
to

Awful as tlie statement may seem, there are thouand tens of thousands rushing by the CERTAIN MEANS of cure to their sad end. Now he
great remedy and certain cure for

sands

Colds in the Head
—

CATARRH
n

all its different stages

s

RIDER’S

*

GERMAN SNUFF.
compound was discovered after
many years of patient research by that great German
Chemist, Professor Racier. For this grand discovery
This remarkable

the German Goveraient rewarded Professor Raider
with a present of one hundred thousand thalers, Gold.
Immediately after its discovery it became the most
popular Remedy in Europe for Colds and Catarrh.
It is now extensively used iu the Prussian Army,
and in all the -Hospitals of the Continent. A short
time ago it was introduced into America, and now

THOUSANDS
-OF—

Room In the Second Story of the
Printers’ Exchange. with power il
required. A|>|>ly to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

oc!2

arising from the errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-aved men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEX CAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of'Physiologically and Pathol ogical ty, in health and disease, from Infancy to Old Age. 350 pages, bound in
beauliful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions forJprevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Book for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also ju«t published^ a
new book trea'ing exclusively «>f NERVOUS AND
ME ST A L DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closeiy sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Hero is ofat the same time on receipt of only $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and best printed and bound popular medical |scienee
and literature, on subjtcts of vital importance to all,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should be borne in mind that these great Medical
Works are published by the P*-nl»ody Medical
IiiNtitnto, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what, is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are intro-

to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the Neio Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical
generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useful works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfincli St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2
eodly

duced,

OLD

REMEMBER

TO LET.

Is

clutching for your vitals, and that in
cured, the

a

short time

unless

COLD SWEAT OF DEAT1I
Will ooze from every pore, and your
ed on the scroll of the dead.

name

be

record-

RYDER’S

GERMAN

SNUFF

s the sure and certain cure ; that there is no uncertainty or waiting for it to act; that it gives instant
relief and a speedy return to perfect health•

GERMAN

SNUFF

Is pronounced by medical savans, eminent physicians
and pharmaceutists to be the only safe and reliable
compound y*3t discovered for the cure of Colds and
Catarrh.
REMEMBER THAT

PARENTS

cure

Office.

should always have

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., where the keys may
be found, |or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell, Mass.. Box
Let.

Good Tenements to Let. One for $20, one
$15, one for §10 per mouth. Apply to
W. W. CARR,
197 Newbury St.
dec2Jdtf

11UREE
lor

To Let.
No. 142 Pine Street, Key at No. 141 Pine
Lower tenement of house No. 114
Spring Street, open from 9 to 12 and 2 to 5. Both
these rents have been recently repaired* Mso one
house in Hull Block, Carroll Streets open in a few
MATTOCKS & FOX.
days.
no28dtt
83 Middle St.
Street.
HOUSE

To Let
Brick

House, ten
Danfortb Street. No. 33.
ONE
Pleasantly situated
of S. W. ROBPossession given October 1st.
rooms

on

Enquire

INSON. Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland. Sept., 30,1874

dtf

To Lei.

STORE
selSdtf

No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27

THE
On
On
On
On
On
On
On

Boyd’street.

Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
New High, below Cumberland street.

Mellon sieret.
Pleasant to Centre street.
Atlantic to Fore street.
Fore, from Atlantic street.
On Grove, from Congress to Portland street.
Ou Clark, from Salem to Summer sticet.
On Chestnut street.
On Or ford, from Washington to Smith.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
d4w
dec22

& MAINE
RAILROAD.

Widgery’s Wharf.

PRfNTINCr of every description neatly
n-f lJ;ss

a

box

Z

RESORT!

Passenger trains will leave Portfor Bouton* at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
£^•==-^33.15. p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.50
a. m., 2.00, 8.00, p. m. Returning, leave
Bouton at 8.00, a. m., 12, m. 3.15, p. m. arriving
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. m.
For Lowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15, 9.10
a. m.,3.15 p. m.
For Concord and lllnnclienler (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawat) 9.10 a. m.
For Gr**nt Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For Rochester, and
Farmington, (via
Dover) at 6.15, 9 10, a. m., 3.15 p. in.
Alton Bay. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Hcnuebunk and Way Mtulious at 5.15 p. m. Reluming, leave tiieuuebuuk at 7.30 a. w., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers from any point on the Maine
Central etnilrond will change cars at, and have
Maine
their bapgage checked via Bouton
Transfer Miation.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
tf
no21
rence

SNUFF

GERMAN

themselves and children, for many a
been sent into the dark valley of
the shadow of death by a simple Cold, which ended
in Catarrh and quick consumption of its youtlifu
luugs.

REMOVAL.
office of the International Steamship Co. is
removed from No. 15i#£ Commercial to No. 28
Exchange Street, next door above Merchants’ ExT.

C. HERSEY.
d3t*

1875.

GERMAN

SNUFF

sale by Druggists everywhere at 35 cents a box
and every box is worth its weight in gold. Bo sure
to take this

preparation, and

no

other.

Smith, Doolittle L Smith,

no26__tf
taken the stand of Har-

having
& iluut, will continue the business at
THElowundersigned

ST.,

Ml a Si or & Co.
ResBiovjil.
KOSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has removed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of tho Co’s Steamer.

WILLIAM

dtf

F.

A. Plaisted & Sosi.
MANUFACTURERS of 8to.«e Wnrc
have on hand lull assortment of Superior Stone Ware at. their Store House, 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Coni- I
Manufactory
mercial, corner Union M
at Gardiner.
Large or Small orders,
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
be

promptly

tilled at the lowest

prices.

decld3m

From tlila date Office hours will be
B'ROM lO .A.. M. UNTIL 3 P. M
Per Order.
Portland, January 4, 1875.
d&wlw
ju5

e

United

States.

to aim
direct communication
Portland and all other points in Maine, with
rates
are
Tnrough
given to
Philadelphia and beyond.
Philadelphia and all points reached jy the Penn.
to all
and
K.
&
the
Phil.
R»s.,
Cential and
Reading
tae principal cities in the South and Southwest. N<^
for
forwarding.
Commission
No
Wharfage.
Pull Imtormation given by D. D. C. MINK.
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE <ft C0„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia,
anil 1 v
____________

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunvs excepted) at *1.00 t9.10 A. M.#
P. M.

ill AIL.

DIRECT!

class
The first
Steamship
“GEORGIA” will leave Portland
every SATURDAY at 4 p. m for
.HALIFAX, direct, making connectlons

_

the

inter*.oloniai

CKOMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

PORTLAND
AND

—

—

YEW YORK.
class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON” and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” lWO tous each,
will form a semi-weekly line.lt av*
ing Boston «£ Maine R. It. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
9
North River, New York, every
and leaving Pier
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P M.
connect
at Portland with the prinrnThis line will
pal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-Vork w ith Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and ither piiuciph.1 lines tot ho
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rate*.
Passenger aecommdatiops are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7."0.
Steerage passage,(meals and births in«dnded>,<3..’Wi.
The first

Until further notice the “GEORGE CKOMW ELL”

Leavwill be the only steamer sailing iu this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
Wednesday P. M.
1

nierdiiiiit*

will

an«l

Mamifaeinrers

please remember that (be
of freight by ibis line are the
m

J

IB ■■

iriin

T

■

whether special or regular
For freight or passage apply to

J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Office

or

jy2#tf

Portland to the South and West.

with

for Windsor, Trnro, New Glasgow nnl
Ptcton, and steamers foi Prince Edward I liud;
also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’* Stages
for Cape Preton, and at Halifax with steamers for St.
Johns, N. F.
RETURNING wiL leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4P.M.
No freight; received after 10 A. M. on day ot sailing.
For further Information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
Oct2#dtfJOHN PORT ROUS. AgenE

Railway,

dtf

—FB03I—

Scotia,

connection* to Prince Etlirard faland) Cape Breton aud St. Joliu«, N. F.

rales

Portland, Me.

TO

With

A freight traiu will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
This
*Puilnian sleeping car express tram. N. B.
train on Saturday night ruus to Portland only.
+A ccom modation tram

CHARLES F. HATCH,
Geueral Manager.

LN3E

Halifax Nova

Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, and by Freight
Trains to Bath, Augusta, and WaterviUe, at *7.00 A.
M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowliegan at 11.05 P. M.
Leave Portlaud for Balfc. Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter aUd Bangor at
*1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland tor Bangor, via Augusta, and for
Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Belfast and Dexter (Pullman Palace Sleeping Care,) at *5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. M.
Leave Biddcford ior Portland at *8.00 A. M., reaming at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. tram from Bangor
make close connections to New lork by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives In Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to conuect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich lanes. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Spriugtiehl at 9 P. M and 9.30 P.
M traiu via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives tn Portland in season for passengers to take the care of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

mi

the Wharf,

CLARK & SEAMAN,
86 West street. New York.

STOWIMGTOS

LI A7 E

fob NKAV YORK,

Mo Transfer! Mo Change of Cars
BETWEEN

PORTLAND AND

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7..10 A. I?I. For Roohester, Nashua ami Worcester, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, sum
Boston
Maine Tra'ns lor Boston, also with trams
for Alton Bay and Wollboro, comic ting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell ami Boston, connecting a* Ayer Junction with tiaina f«»r Mason v illage
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at -.10 p, in.,
connecting with trams fer Providence, Norwich,^inil

lipping

with trains for
at
train tur hteiv

A\or;ester

Manchester met Concord,
9.15r». in., connecting with 3Sight
1
fi.20 p. m.
Leave Portland for Gorham
at 8.00 a. ni.
Ex«»r«*** Trnia leaving Worcester
N -rwich Steamboat train from Neiv
m.
at
1.15
in
Portland
p.
York arriving
4.40 p.m.,
Exprc-* Train leaves Worcester at
connecting with Express trains .caving Albany at
in a m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. in.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester. Concord,
Lowell. Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South
ami West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at tlic
arriving in

rrmTiJninewilb

Depot

WM. II. TURNER Supt.
dtf

bq33

Feed for Cnttte.
Cattle and Hogs at

of feed lor
ery, opposite

J
JOTS

Me.

Gin

OF

A».I.

OTHER!.

Thi! is llu* only insido route Avoid-

WORCESTER.

commencing Dee.
21, 1874.

at

AI1F.AU

—

Arran genie nt of Train*

AVorceSter. connecting

No. 28 Treinont St., Boston,
for

Iron Line of Steamers

rom

au!2_

County Treasurer’s Office.

A«en

Clyde’s

Running between 1*1071116000
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

t3.15, *12.CO midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland. Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. fTohn at *12.00midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portlaud, Bangor
and St. John *8.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.40,
7.3t», 10.50 a in. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at *10.27 A. M..
15.45 P. M., *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth ior Portland, Bangor, Houlton,

428

WHOLESALE DKEGOISTS,

Genera!
OC28

FIIIIADELPIl BA.

COxMMENCING NOV. 23, 1874.

—

SMALL has removed from
t'onjjrcMB St., to
626 Congress St., Cor. Park.

AND

—

TRAL RAILROAD.

REMOVAL,

mar23

Is for

PORTLAND

Shortest and Most Direct Route

has

REDER’S

oci

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

Portland & Rochester R. R.

REMOVALS.

in the house tor

promising child

Exchange Street.

—

GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad,

anil

New

DAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a Dew steamer, just built for this
route, and both she a ml the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during tb«* summer
months on their passage to and fiom New York.
Passage in Stale Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
g^r*Freight taken at the lowest rates
Shippers are requested to send their freiglft to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M.f on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Ageuf, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t. Pier 3fi, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22

p^Mlaml

—“-*—$3.15

Fast River.

38

Pi.*r

York,everv MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURS-

___________

u

\T

orrroniV

dfiSvQESP^W***1 leave

ARRANGEMENT.

*Fast Express.

N. I\, Bahamas. T. J. Porter, Propri
etor. For full information address J. Lidgerwood &
Co., 758 Broadway, N. Y. Steamers sail every two
dclSlm
weeks.

Nassau,

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mat trasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
of
all kinds neatly done.
Reuairiug

o

Will nnttl further nr flee leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland every
ami
MONDAY, THURSDAY

On and after December 30, 1874,

_

Chesapeake

and

BOSTON
WINTER

Franconia

Eleanora,

Steamers

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
y22tt
July 21. 1874.

YORK.

SEW

TO

RAILROAD.

EASTERN

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.

HOTELS.

128 and 130 MIDDLE

RdlDER’S

de22tf

double

un-

City Marshal’s Office,)
Portland, I)cc. 21, 1874. 1
following- streets have been designated on
which b >ys jan coast with sleds during the winter, and on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public streets, the penalty of the law will bo
enforced:

SNUFF

Fancy Goods,
KOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

a

copartnership

COASTING IN THE STREETS.

January 8,

GERMAN

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

THE—

I>R.

First-class

117.

a

of SIMONTON & LAUD, for the
carrying on a general business in Ifackpurpose
matac Ship Knees, Masts and Soars and ship TimW. H. SIMONTON,
ber generally.
C. R. LADD.
De".
1875.
jaod3w
Portland,
1st,
name

change.

Wholesale

half of

eod3w

THE

Will

Jobbing bouse,

To

OFFICE NO. 166 FORE STREET.

KOVAL VICTORIA HOTEt.

OVER KHEPHEnn & CO,

a

un-

der the firm name andstjleof J. W. MUNGER
& CO. for the purpose of canning on the geneial
Marine Fire and life Insurance business.
J. W. MUNGER,
PHIL. F. TURNER.
Portland Jan. 1, 1875.

WINTER

RYDER’S

THROUGH TRAINS
—OF

CO.

STEAMSHIP

all

A. M.

copartnership

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Catarrh in all its different stages, from its
first incipiency until it has terminated in Consumption, and even then many are cured, for by removing
the original cause the lungs frequently heal and the
patient becomes well.

3 Floors fitted up for

a

MONSTER CATARRH

A

Below the Post

THE

subscribers have formed

subscribers have formed

THAT THE

on

Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,
t9.10 a. m. and $3.15 p. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at$8.00 A. AI., *5.45 P. M.

COPARTNERSHIP.

YOUNG THEderofthe

Who have a cold in the head, with mucous mosisture
of (he nasal organs, and dripping or dropping outside
or inside.

RAILROAD,

(Sundays excepted), at

Copartnership Notice.

AND

"MAINE

—

Leave

ja6

LET

Will be taken

faculty

AND NOW

House to Let.
LOWER Tenement in the upper part of the
city suitable for a small family. Sebago, good
cellar, garden and yard. Address CHEAP RENT,
Portland P. O.
jaGtf

..II

...

Copartnership Notice.

to its wonderful curative powers, the like of
which i not known on the lace ot tho Globe.

Red and the Yellow Tickets

diseases

RAISED, AS IT WERE,

Testify

tlie

TO AND FROM BOSTON,

Every Man.
Medical

•

—

Agents.
Passage $12.60.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent.
Providence, It. 1
no2dtt

and aiier July 22, 1874, and until

CF THE

AND

—

BLACKSTONT.
KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Proviileuce every AVEONESDAV
nud SAT UR DAT.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington ami
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg ami
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. C'ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points ofNorth and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 7G Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A phio
c. A. Chipley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street.
r. r
Boston. And Cliesaceake & Ohio It. U., W. B.Clark.
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named
WM.

“NOTICE.

Notice,

LINE

week.

u

WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
TFBSDAV
From Boston direct every
and SAIX’BDAV.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
nol4dtf

BOSTON & 9IA1JW

manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetucause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, Impotency, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Energy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind and

LIVING WITNESSES,

From the Dead,

On

Washingtou-

First Clnn. Wlrnm.hip

Eastern llailroad.
SPECIAL

lime,

Four

___

land.

&

STEAMSHIP

Leave Bemis for Portland and intermediate stations
at 9.15 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermediate stalions at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. in. from Portland and 9.15 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2 00 p. tn. from Portland for
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom, Denmark,
Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Port-

ated,

T..

Noifolk, Baltimore

:

—

en-

T

AND

AND

a new

TO SUM UP ALL,

—

second Tuesday, Wedncs-

Institute;
Peabody
by
coition ot the celebrated medical work
JUST published
It treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.

REMEMBER THAT

LET !

Book for

pe21dtt

0n anrt attcr MONDAY,NOV. 16,1874,
INI 1 until farther notice trains will run

Portland, Nov. 13, 1874.

NERVOUS DISEASES.
A

at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the varir
Sound Line*, ror sale at very low iaies.
Freight taken a* usual.
J. K. €OVIiE, J K.. General Agent.**

SPfcER, Superintendent.'

each month.

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M., ani,_ I*. A*
WIIA 111', BOSTON, daily at 5
(Nuiidayw excepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they prothe excure a com foi table night’s rest and avoid
in Boston lata
pense and inconvenience of arriving

Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. tu.

All diseases of the feet treated
in the most skilful manner without pain.
Examination of the feet
dclOeodtf
free.

Since

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

I.eave
Leave

It o T E L,

S.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
AlfD FALWOITII,
FOREST tITV
follows:
will, until further notice, run alternately a*

Leaving

_

day, Thursday, Friday,Saturday

the

LARGE front chamber at No. 30 Brown St.
de312w*

TO

the

on

IN—

CONSUMPTION steps in, aud DEATH and tho
GRAVE iB tho result.

To Eel.

A

KENESOIV,

from Dr. N. Kcnison & Sous. 57
Temple PI., 37 Tremont St., and
23 Winter St., Boston,

U.

LOCATED

That great housekeeper of the body, becomes affected
The system beand refuses to perform its office.
The mind becomes deranged aud falls into decay
comes despondent, and the sufferer wholly unlit ior
business or society, and finally the whole body becomes as toul as a sepulcher-full of

j

PORTLAM) & OGDENSBURG R.R

—AT TIIE

To

A

Let.
NEWLY furnished room with board in

£ce circular*.
8 A. M. to 8 1*. M.
ja2 itf

Chiropodists

Southwest

THE GRAND TRUNK HAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wen equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
gyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to tho trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage cuecked from Portland to Detroit and
not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger toT every $500 additional value.
Tr.or>ni] uriiiroAVT

iTjiii

50 Cents.

Only

I

ICeturnins-

Noun,

&

of Oxford and
Furnace. Possession

decl6deodtf

F Kl£ E

VISITS PORTLAND

corner

THE

Inha] er.

OK.

Fare

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CHIROPODIST,

LIVER,

“Torboston.

J C. FURNIYAL Agt.

as^follows

wharf. B«W—■.

WOK

points in the

Portland, September 19. 1874.

Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis,
of Consumption that cannot bo

TO S

1n23-lv

—

Nortluvest, West and

oi

CONSULTATION

LUNGS.

and all

Phila

the rate

For Freight

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.
Tickets sold at Rednced Rates

Wharf,

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
or Passage, apply to
E. B. Sa.lIl’KOV,

m.
Express troni Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50a.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p» m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

AND

From Pine Street
delpliia, at 10 a. m.

Insurance one hall
’sailing vessels.
Soat
Freight for the Went by the Penn. K. R., anil
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
„>

a. iu.

W. J.

at

BY’ —

Y aporizing

3
From Long Wharf, »a*teil. p.m

Lewiston
Mail train at 1.20 p. m.. for Anbnm and to
Island
and Island S'on.l, (stopping at all siatioasi
for
tram
Quebec,
Pond,)* connecting with night mail
Montreal and the Wesr.
5.45 p m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Q tr.
o.4o
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at

—

Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.

Ao

a*

DONALDSON,

DR. N. I.
For any case of
the incipient stage
cured by his

—

THEN REMEMBER THAT

given immediately.

paid

be

NO. 52 FREE STREET.

By direct sympathy, tho

Leave each port every

Chicago,"and

U h n r lento wn, Mas*.

Will

Taints and Rots
THE

1VaG«IN,

$500 REWARD.

For CATARRH uncured is

—

THE

J. F.

oc20-3ra

Pure air drawn as breath through the nasal organs
affected with CATARRH becomes fool, and

House to Let.
Pleasant Cottage,
Cedar Sts. Gas, Water

STREET.
Consultation free.
lm*

FOR

DEATH,

‘^ryrnCTti'iTl.

TEMPLE

ja6d3m

duly

Congress, or either House thereof: Provided, That
the postage on each copy of the daily Congressiona
Record mailed from the city of Washington as transient matter shall be oue cent.
Approved, June 23, 1874.

IJ

Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

Who will die from

SURE

Steamship Line.

ami alter Monday, September 2lat.
trains will run as follows:
and Qnebec,
Espresstriu 7.00 a m. lor Moutroal
Auburn, and Lewiston.
at 9.30
Lewiston
Passenger train lor Auburn and
On

»

To Cannda, briroir, Chicago, Ulilwnn
kec. Ciuciaiitati, SI. Coni*. Oninhu,
WajjiLiavr, wi Paul, Mall V^ake City,
bturer, Muu Frunciueo,

VICTORS

And its resnlts.

PHILADELPHIA

ABU AN GEMENT.

WINTER

World Renowned Remedy for a I weaknewMs incident to Females.
This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulceration, Leucorrhoea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolap«is,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It lias

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

CATARI

—AJTIW

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

:p;r:kscjri:ptio:n’
Will be opened this year to receive the

BO STON

Something Hew end Important to Ladies.
MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

OFFICE

or re-

according to his contract.

RAILROADS.

YAWNING GRAVES

all judgments, mortgages, and executions against
them, after allowing all exemptions of every charac-

ter whatever.
“Sec. 247. That any postmaster who shall affix his
a bidder, or
signature to the approval of any bond of in
any conto the certificate of sufficiency of sureties
tract before the said bond or contract is signed by the
knowshall
bidder or contractor and bis sureties, or
ingly, or without the exercise of due diligence, approve any bond of a bidder with insufficient sureties,
or shall knowingly make any false or fraudulent certificate. shall be forthwith dismissed from office, and
be therealter disqualified from holding the office of
postmaster, and sliall also be deemed guilty ot a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, be punished
by a fine not exceeding live thousand dollars, or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.’*
“Sec. 251. That alter any regular bidder whose bid
has been accepted shall fail to enter into contract for
the transportation of the mails according to his proposal, or, having entered into contract, shall fall to
commence the performance of the service stipulated
in his or their contract as therein provided, the Postmaster General shall proceed to contract with the
next lowest bidder for the same service, who will enter into a contract for the performance thereof, unless the Postmaster General shall consider such bid
too high, in which case he shall re-advertise such
service. And if any bidder whose bid has been acpercepted. and who has entered into a contract to
form tire service according to his proposal, and in
the perpursuance of liis contract has entered upon
formance of the service to the satisfaction of the

THOUSAND

STEAMERS.__

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

“Sec. 86. That the Postmaster-General may designate offices at the intersection of mail-routes as distributing or separating offices; and where any such
office is of the third or fourth class he may make a
reasonable allowance to the postmaster for the necesdusary cost of clerical services arising from such

12. That section two hundred and forty-five,
and twenty-five thousand dollars.
section two hundred and forty-six, section two hunFor sliip‘steamboat, and way letters, seven thoudred
and
lorty-seveu, section two hundred and fiftysand five hundred dollars.
and fifty-three of the
one, and section two hundred
For pay ot postmastcis, six million five bundled
“An act to revise, consolidate and amend
entitled
act
thousand dollars.
the
to
Post-Office
Department,
the statutes relating
For pay of clerks for post-offices, three million two
hundred and sevenapproved June eighth, eighteen
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
ty-two, be amended to read as tollows:
For pay of letter-carriers, one million and nine
“Sac. 245. That every proposal for carrying the
hundred thousand dollars: Provided, That hereafter
be accompanied by tbe bond of the bidder,
letter-earriers shall not be employed for the free de- ; mail shall
sureties approved by a jK>stmaster, and in cases
with
and
cities
whose
!
poplivery of mail matter iu towns
where the amount of the bond exceeds five thousand
ulation within their corporate limits, as shown by
dollars, by a postmaster of the first, second or third
the last report of the national census or bv any subclass, in a sum to be designated by the Postmastersequent census taken in pursuance of state statute
General in the advertisement of each route: to
or by order of the mayor and common council of
which bond a coudition shall be annexed, that, if the
0.1/.1,' irtwn nr
alinl) ho loss than thirtv thousand :
said
bidder shall, within such time after bis hid is
in
the
free
not
affect
delivery
but this proviso shall
accepted as the Postmaster-General shall prescribe,
towns and cities where it is now established. And
into a coutract with the United States ot Amerenter
the
tree-delivof
for the more efficient management
ica, with good and sufficient sureties, to he approved
ery system, the Postmaster-General may designate
bv
the
Postmaster-General, to perform the service
ol
free
act
as
superintendent
a fourtli class clerk to
proposed In Ins said bid, and, runner, tnat no snail
delivery in the Post-Office Department at an annual
the said service according to his contract,
and
hundred
dollars:
perform
live
salary of two thousand
iliMitbe said obligation to be void, otherwise to be
for this purpose the sum of seven hundred dollars is
and obligation in law; and in ease of
full
force
in
in
the
Treasof
any money
hereby appropriated out
failure of any bidder to enter into such contract to
ury not otherwise appropriated.
the
service,
or, having executed a contract, in
thousand
dolperform
For wrapping paper, twenty-seven
case of failure to perform the service according to his
lars.
and
his
sureties shall he liable for the
he
contract,
dol.ars.
For twine, forty-eight thousand
amount of said bond as liquidated damages, to be reFor letter-balances, three thousand dollars.
an
action
of debt on the said bond. Ho
in
covered
dollive
hundred
F r office furniture, six thousand
acproposal shall be considered unless it shall be been
and there shall have
such
bond,
by
companied
dollars:
Provided,
For advertising, eighty thousand
takeu
the
oath
of
the
bidder,
affixed to said proposal
That hereafter no payment shall be made to any
before an .officer qualified to administer oaths, that
for
newspaper published in the District of Columbia
he has the ability, pecuniarily, to fulfill his obligaadvertising any other routes than those in Virgiuia
tions, and that the bid is made in good faith, and
aud Maryland.
with the intention to enter into contract and perform
For manufacture of adhesive postage-stamps, one
service in case his bid is accepted.
the
and
£ix
hundred
thousand
hundred an i

WIFor pay of

me, if only to tease?’’ Aud without further
ceremony I lelt him more mystified than ev-

Uufortunately for myself and and every
body who ever saw me, I am very beautiful.
It is not egotism to make that remark, for I
have had plenty of mishaps on account of my
looks, and every ill that can befall a family

First Session of the

“Maggie Tborue is entirely thrown away
What a life for a bright,
on that old inan.
fair woman to live, shut away in that quiet

can’t, lipln t.lirir si?.**

A Second Lorlei.

PASSED AT

cept

louse.”
Following

STATES

UNITED

said:

er.

CUUUIUgCSb

OF THE

peared.

Ancient and Modern Sirens.

The

LAWS

But I (ear you will continue a
water-nymph until I am gone, so good-bye.”
And as suddenly as he bad come, he disap“Yes.

Casco BrcwPortland Co.’s Works, Portland,
P. McGLINCHY, Prop.

ing

Point Jiidiili.

Steamboat Express trains teavefl Boston from Boston & 1 rovidence R. R. IVuit daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 1\ M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with t!m elegant and popular Steamer S ton lug to u every
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always iu advance oi all other Sines. Baggag

Tuesday,

checked through.

Tickets procured at depots of Beaton & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little A' Co., 49$ Exchange St.
!>. S. BAPUt.i K.
L. W. FII.KINS.
President.
Gen. Pasen»er Ag’t New York.
dlv

I.XfEKNATIONAL STEAMSHIP
EaMporl, Ca*al»

Windsor

and
ami

8*
.folia,
Halifax.

Co7~
O

j;by

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

OWE TRIP PER

WEEK!

()> SI A Y. Jnu.
after
lib, the Steamer !%«•«* IftruusS.
II. PIKE, will
wich.CAPT.
leave Railroad Wharf f.mt of Slate
MONDAY
at 6 p M.
Street, every
tor Kaatport and St. John. Returning will leave St.
John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
A at ige eoacn will for the pn sent ran In e
n
Hon with the steamer between Eastport and Calais
lor passengers.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kcntville, Halifax, N. S., Shcdiuc, Amherst, P ctou, Frederickton.
S;ir Freight received on days of calling until 1
o’clock P. M.
While the steamer Belle Brown Is under repairs
all freight between Eastport, St. Andrews, lto mfctou and Calais will go by sailing vessel.
dcc28w5doaU
A. K. STUBBS, Agent.
On ami

